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i1.1 Abstract:
Auckland city faces a housing crisis that affects and marginalises low-income 
residents the most. The supply does not match the demand for affordable and 
well-located housing for this social group. This mismatch is largely economic and 
condemns low-income families to economic stagnation and dependency on the 
state for shelter. The high cost of houses in Auckland has reached a point where 
even middle-class families suffer economic stagnancy as they submit to high levels 
of debt in exchange for secure housing tenure. 
This oppressive reality is most evident with the people who have “fallen through 
the cracks,” those who are neither supported by the state nor can afford the 
private market. They live in in garages, cars, overcrowded houses and severely 
dilapidated houses that rival third-world slums. Their lack of social mobility 
exposes the inequality of opportunity in New Zealand, where housing directly 
affects the pivotal social mobility factors of employment opportunity, residential 
integration, education opportunity, stability of tenure, and social capital.1
Incremental housing as a typology adopts the successes of slum building culture, 
where resident-led housing solutions support their social and economic priorities. 
Most established slums in developing countries match a middle-class standard 
of housing that leaves us (in the first-world) with the predicament of how former 
squatters in these countries are able to improve their dwellings to a middle-class 
standard while low-income housing has become ghettoized?2 
Access to opportunities in urban environments is not solely reliant on housing, 
but largely depends on a person’s ‘right to the city.’ Choosing a site that grants this 
right and designing spaces that foster community formation provides a scaffold 
for personal economic growth and community building, establishing access to 
opportunities and social networks that support livelihoods, the micro-economy, 
and attachment to place.  
This project brings the incremental housing concept to Auckland, aiming to 
empower low-income groups, and make them active participants in the creation 
of their own shelter. The project provides an architectural support system that can 
respond to local spatial needs, complex family arrangements, a range of financial 
conditions, and idiosyncrasies that low-income residents need for tenure. The 
design negotiates between top-down provision and self-help, extending the reach 
of community housing groups, and equipping people with opportunity and choice 
by proposing a flexible housing process that aims to help low-income groups break 
the vicious cycle of economic stagnancy and marginalization. 
1.  Andria Caruthers, “Mapping Factors 
that Influence Social Mobility,” Community 
Commons, last modified May 12, 2018, 
https://www.communitycommons.
org/2016/07/mapping-factors-that-
influence-social-mobility/.
2. Reinhard Goethert, “Incremental 
Housing: the new sites and services,” UN 
Habitat, last modified April, 21, 2018, 
https://unhabitat.org/incremental-housing-
the-new-site-services-reinhard-goethert-
massachusetts-institute-of-technology/.
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1.3 Glossary of terms
Right to the city: A term coined by the French philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre, in the 1970s to discuss the 
democratic right of citizens to access work, education, transport, and other advantages and opportunities provided by 
city living. Citizens who cannot access to their right to the city are considered socially and economically oppressed.
Incremental housing: An economical strategy for housing where residents are provided with their most basic needs and 
are expected to improve their dwellings over time in incremental extensions to what was provided.
Sweat-equity: The ability to exchange labour for capital investment.
Keynesian economics: John Maynard Keynes (1883-1943) developed a theory of public spending during an economic 
crisis. He proposed that governments should invest their capital in large companies instead of social security. The money 
put in these large companies would trickle-down to employees, and trickle-down from these employees to local shops, 
etc.
Rough sleeping: Rough sleeping is when someone sleeps in the open or in a building not designed for habitation (cars, 
garages, sheds).
Site and services: A housing development that consists of a plot, access to water and sewage, and a toilet; these are 
provided by the government and residents are made responsible for building the houses as able.
Core house: An infrastructural node that provides a starting point in incremental housing; it does not fulfil all the needs 
of the resident, but only the basic needs that allow the user to live inside while simultaneously adding extensions over 
the years. It usually accounts for the user’s basic needs of: kitchen, toilet, living space, and sleeping spaces.
Shell house: A dwelling that consists of the envelope of the house, leaving the user to arrange the partitions.
Agency: Agency in this project relates to the empowerment of people.
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1.4 Aims and Objectives:
1. Engage with the current incremental housing discourse to sensibly connect 
with the Auckland context.
2. Develop a people-based approach relevant to the Auckland context and 
based on John Turner’s “Housing as a verb” principles.
3. Design incremental housing appropriate to the social and construction 
contexts in New Zealand.
4. Engage with potential residents and critically respond to their housing 
needs and empowerment.
5. Identify successful housing/community practices in Auckland.
6. Strategize social mobility and equity building through incremental housing.
7. Engage with existing policies, agencies, and subsidies aimed at low-income 
housing. 
8. Identify and implement existing means of low-income social and economic 
empowerment as part of the project.
9. Design a flexible housing framework that responds to the user’s spatial, 
economic, and social demands.
10. Design housing as an equity-building process.
11. Design for self-building (and sweat-equity).
12. Design public and semi-public spaces for community-building.
1.5 Methodology
This project investigates housing theories by John F.C. Turner, and compares the 
neglected lifestyle slum-dwellers in Peru that Turner studied with Auckland’s 
emerging population marginalised by high housing prices. Considering the neglect 
of both low-income groups, Turner’s lesson in prioritising people over the market 
seems applicable in Auckland. Turner never designed houses, instead he focused 
in advocacy and planning; so to uncover architectural responses involving user 
participation it is necessary to go beyond Turner, and introduce John Habraken’s 
theory of ‘Support and Infill’ and Walter Segal’s ‘Segal Method.’ These spatial 
theories envisioning resident empowerment bring an architectural understanding 
of participation and space.
This project analyses incremental housing precedents to discuss architecture 
around spatial, economic, and social responses by the respective architects of 
PREVI (Peru), Aranya (India), and Quinta Monroy (Chile). Discovering the successes 
and failures of each project provides a theoretical engagement with the typology 
and optimistically aims to amalgamate their successes and address their failures.
To discuss the New Zealand housing context two research methods have been 
particularly relevant: The first is the book “We Call It Home” by Ben Schrader 
providing a historical background to the problems we face today in housing. And 
second, current news sources that provide the status quo of the housing crisis as 
it has unfolded, affecting more people. This engagement with news sources has 
later allowed the project to create case studies without approaching actual people, 
instead creating resident profiles derived from archetypal people reported as 
suffering distress as a result of the housing crisis. 
The location of housing is pivotal for low-income residents to establish access to 
opportunities they need for economic self-sufficiency. By gathering analytical data 
maps, this project pin points Auckland’s most unequal suburbs in order to address 
their housing needs. The investigation of the chosen site uncovered a grass-roots 
spatial practice by low-income residents in order to adapt their housing to their 
needs, therefore establishing criteria for the design to address. 
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2.0 Introduction
The motivation for this project is my frustration with 
housing in Auckland. The increasing unaffordability of 
housing paces young people like myself further away from 
the dream of owning a home one day. Home ownership 
provides stability of tenure, a financial safety-net, and a 
sense of belonging and independence. However, home 
ownership in Auckland requires decades of debt that 
leads to financial stagnancy. I sympathize with my parents’ 
frustration when they say: “We don’t want to work 
our whole lives to pay a debt to the bank. What is the 
advantage of owning your house when you are seventy?” 
The commodification of housing disrupts the social 
mobility of Aucklanders, many ‘live’ to pay rent or become 
mortgage-slaves and nonetheless cannot establish secure 
housing tenure or increase savings. This is most evident 
with low-income groups as their economic vulnerability 
rapidly leads to economic and social marginalization as 
they are bought out of the private housing market and 
become dependent on the government.
The government’s market-led housing response 
encourages a developer-centric supply, encouraging 
oligopoly and reinforcing the nature of housing as a 
commodity. A lack of governmental regulation in the 
housing market permitted housing prices to reach three 
times the amount that is considered affordable.3 The 
government’s latest affordability review considers a 
$650,000 house to be affordable (7.04 times the median 
income). Because this price determines the subsidy cap 
that community housing organisations receive from the 
government to provide low-income housing, community 
housing providers can no longer operate in Auckland.4
Auckland currently has a shortage of 35,000 homes5 
and the predicted demand in 2050 is of 200,000 new 
dwellings.6 Considering Martin Heidegger’s idea in his 
1951 lecture “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” that housing 
shortages are not solved by simply building more 
3.  9.54 times the median household 
income where 3.0 times is considered 
affordable. “Median Multiples: House 
price-to-income multiple,” interest.co.nz, 
last modified May 12, 2018, https://www.
interest.co.nz/property/house-price-
income-multiples.
4.  Chris Horowell, “Habitat for Humanity 
programme under pressure from 
Auckland’s land and construction cost,” 
Manukau Courier in Stuff NZ, last modified 
April 3, 2017, www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/
localnews/manukau-courier/87865650/
habitat-for-humanitys-housing-programme-
under-pressure-fromaucklands-land-and-
construction-costs.
5.  Henry Cooke, “NZ needs 60,000 homes, 
ANZ says,” Stuff.co.nz, last modified 
May 12, 2018, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
business/89336116/NZ-needs-60-000-
more-homes-ANZ-says
6.  Dr Chez Leggatt-Cook, “Housing 
Demand, Supply, and Affordability in the 
Auckland Region,” (Social and Economics 
Research and Monitoring Auckland 
Regional Council, 2007), 32.
houses, but by learning to dwell, suggesting that our 
homelessness results from a lack of thought about our 
dwelling conditions.7 
The ‘thinking’ in this project is the hypothesis that an 
incremental housing concept might address the need for 
social and economic empowerment of low-income groups 
affected by the housing crisis in Auckland. The project 
builds on successful housing processes identified by John 
F.C. Turner in Peruvian slums, resulting in a people-based 
approach to housing – asserting the needs of people 
above the simple provision of quantity. In addition to 
Turner, John Habraken’s  “Support and Infill” theory, and 
Walter Segal’s “Segal Method” influenced the spatial and 
tectonic development of the project. 
Three precedent analysis lend a deeper understanding of 
incremental housing in practical terms: PREVI (Proyecto 
Experimental de Vivienda) by various architects (Lima, 
Peru, 1974-); Aranya Community Housing by Balkrishna 
Doshi (Indore, India, 1989-); and the more recent ‘Quinta 
Monroy’ by Alejandro Aravena (2004-). These precedents 
reveal spatial, social, and economic successes and failures, 
resulting in insight for the proposed project in Auckland.
This project aims to strengthen resident’s self-
determination within a vicious neoliberal economy where 
the poor are increasingly marginalised by high-costs 
imposed by the market. The incremental approach tries 
to create a loophole inside current market-driven housing 
regulations to ensure the credibility of the proposal. By 
recognising the problem of achieving economic mobility 
in Auckland, the project aims to develop a social mobility 
framework for the beneficiaries through equity-building, 
self-determination, and access to opportunity.
Although the project emphasizes self-help, it depends on 
the government to establish a balance between autonomy 
and heteronomy to create successful bottom-up housing. 
The government assumes the roles of large-scale planning 
7.  Martin Heidegger, Building, Dwelling, 
Thinking, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New 
York: Harper Colophon Books, 1971). 
and infrastructure provision by legitimizing grass-roots 
housing processes, it can complement residents’ ability 
to make decisions that reflect their economic and 
social needs. Most importantly, when the state creates 
opportunities for autonomy it gives people control of the 
betterment of their lives and lessens their dependency of 
the government.
Within the scheme, community housing providers can 
fill the gap between the state and low-income residents 
providing services such as mediating negotiations, 
arranging economic subsidies, and representing 
residents when necessary. The involvement of such 
groups would facilitate resident participation and 
increase their influence inside the housing process. This 
project identifies and amplifies existing (local) agencies 
and processes that support low-income housing and 
community development – including Community Housing 
Aotearoa, 18:4 campaign, Habitat for Humanity, Housing 
Foundation, Kiwi Can Do, Menzsheds, etc.
In conclusion, providing housing cannot be treated 
as a top-down matter, but must take into account 
relationships between the government and community, 
macroeconomic realities, local social problems, the 
limitations of top-down infrastructure provision and 
potential of grass-roots mobilization. By amalgamating the 
specific complexities of a family with the complexities of 
housing provision, incremental housing has the potential 
to create communities that genuinely support people’s 
quality of life.
Fig.1: Meanwhile in Auckland...
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2.1 Research Question:
What might an incremental housing design that promotes economic and 
social empowerment of low-income groups look like in Auckland?
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the government took on the paternalistic responsibility of 
maintaining these buildings, which fell through as funding 
dwindled, resulting in the physical neglect of people’s 
homes. Furthermore, the building’s distant location from 
work in the city centre and a lack of local employment 
and usable public space (and public life) increased the 
economic and social marginalization of the residents. 
Notably, the high-rise was not only part of an architectural 
vision, but it also reinforced Keynesian economic 
principles commonly adopted for governmental spending 
post-WWII. Keynes’ theory regarding government 
spending suggests that governments should create a 
‘fiscal stimulus’ by investing in infrastructure. According 
to Keynes, this stimulus boosts employment and spending 
thereby boosting the economy. This economic theory 
is commonly known as “trickle-down economics,” it 
suggests that this economic stimulus will ‘trickle down’ 
to the poorer strata of society and encourage spending 
in times of recession. The government’s insistence on 
top-down housing provision was not only dependant 
on its architectural success, instead the government’s 
paternalistic role in housing provision was also motivated 
by the economic need to create jobs through building 
large-scale infrastructure, including corbusian housing 
estates.
While the state in these instances, had approached 
social housing from a primarily economic viewpoint, 
focusing on speed of construction, economies of scale, 
industrialisation, infrastructure and fiscal stimulus. 
The users required a more humane approach that 
was not limited to shelter, but propel their social and 
economic mobility through affordability, transport, and 
opportunities for employment and education.10 10.  Hans  H. Harms, “The Housing 
Problem for Low-Income People,” in 
Freedom to Build, ed. John F.C. Turner and 
Robert Fichter (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1972), 73.
3.1 Origins of Incremental Housing: formal versus 
informal housing in South America
Rural to urban migration starting from the 1950s in 
South America resulted in an unprecedented demand for 
housing in cities. This problem resulted in two diverging 
solutions, one formal and the other informal. The state 
assumed a paternalistic role, building formal housing 
for hundreds-of-thousands but was still unable to keep 
up with demand, resulting in a proliferation of informal 
settlements, the barriadas (urban squatter settlements). 
The following discussion builds on these polarizing 
housing approaches through the scholarship of John F.C. 
Turner. His research in South American barriadas validated 
incremental housing as a viable urban housing strategy 
during South American’s population boom. By comparing 
a formal and informal housing, Turner identifies 
successes and failures on the basis of “what it does for 
people.”8 He analyses the long-term social and economic 
effect on residents, critically defining oppression and 
empowerment in housing, and challenging what is 
traditionally considered desirable housing.
Mid-century housing in South American [background]
Mid-century South American architects’ response to this 
unprecedented housing demand was strongly influenced 
by the Corbusian Housing block that followed the Ville 
Radieuse model (fig.4).9 Many housing estates such as 
the Tlatelolco in Mexico, 23 de Enero in Venezuela (fig.5), 
Pedregulho in Brazil, and Pruitt-Igoe in the USA (fig.6) ; 
followed Le Corbusier’s vision for the modernization of 
cities. This high-rise housing block typology, which was 
used to meet the growing demand for housing in the 
major centres, relied on a pragmatic approach that led 
architects towards genericism and megastructures in the 
designs. 
These buildings housed low-income people who could 
not afford the high maintenance costs of formal building 
(i.e. elevators, vast open spaces, cleaning, etc). As a result, 
8.  John  F.C. Turner, “Housing as a 
verb,” in Freedom to Build, ed. John F.C. 
Turner and Robert Fichter (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1972), 151.
9.  Peter  Land, “The Experimental 
Housing Project (PREVI), Lima: Antecedents 
and Ideas,” in Time Builds!, ed. Fernando 
Garcia-Huidobro, Diego Torres Torriti, 
Nicolas Tugas (Barcelona: Editorial Gustavo 
Gili, 2008), 18.
Fig.4: Ville Radieuse designed by Le Corbusier 
uses high-rise buildings to densify the city 
simultaneously keep vast fields for public open-space.     
Fig.6: Pruitt-Igoe housing complex, St Louis, USA. Fig.5: 23 de Enero, Caracas, Venezuela.    
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3.2 John F.C. Turner
Turner was not a pioneer in incremental housing, but 
rather he joined on Peruvian architect Eduardo Neira’s 
work in Peruvian barriadas in Arequipa and Lima. Neira’s 
anthropologist cousin Jose Matos Mar, and sociologist 
William Mangin were also involved in the work. Turner 
wrote about the self-build program in Arequipa in the 
Peruvian leftist newspaper La Prensa, which earned him 
a commission to do more research for the UN’s Centre 
for Housing, Building, and Planning 1966 seminar on 
“Uncontrolled Urban Settlements”.11 Turner’s seminar 
paper became a turning point for the subsequent 
implementation of ‘sites and services’ schemes, 
particularly in housing developments led by the United 
Nations.12 
Turner found that state housing could not match the 
number of new rural immigrants arriving in the city and 
argued that the infamous slums effectively supplied 
shelter to the masses13 and sustained themselves 
economically and socially. Informal settlements, due to 
their self-organizing and self-funding nature, housed more 
people than the state could. The effectiveness of slums 
constituted only a partial success, however, as the illegally 
occupied neighbourhoods lacked necessary infrastructure, 
leaving slum-dwellers exposed to unsanitary conditions, 
without basic needs such as water and electricity. Most 
importantly, residents lacked legal ownership, making 
them prone to government-enforced evictions.
As a response to the growing slums, many local 
governments in Latin America (discouraged by the 
ineffectiveness of their own housing schemes, and 
encouraged by the UN and World Bank) developed ‘site 
and services’ and ‘core house’ schemes as a method to 
meet sanitary, structural, and infrastructural standards, 
introduce spatial organisation, control the distribution 
of housing subsidies, and provide sanitation and 
infrastructure to these neighbourhoods.14 Incremental 
housing schemes recognised and formalised the ‘informal 
11.  Robert Chavez, Julie Viloria, and 
Melanie Zipperer, “Barriada Experience: 
John F.C. Turner Interview,” in Volume 
Magazine Issue 21, 2009.
12.  Colin  Ward, “Anarchy and 
Architecture: A Personal Record,” in Non-
Plan: Essays on freedom participation 
and change in modern architecture and 
urbanism, ed. Jonathan Hughes and Simon 
Sadler (Oxford: Architectural Press, 2000), 
47.
13.  Justin McGuirk, Radical Cities: Across 
Latin America in Search for a New 
Architecture (London: Verso, 2014), 69.
14.  The  discovery of slums as a 
solution, or at least an effective comprise 
to house the poor, briefly shifted 
governmental subsidies towards site 
and services, and core housing schemes. 
However, the idea of the poor helping 
themselves seduced the government – 
under a neoliberal influence by the World 
Bank to cut housing subsidies altogether 
resulting in the inevitable decay of slums, 
as well as the government’s housing 
estates. McGuirk, Radical Cities, 70.
building culture’ that was already an important part 
of South America’s booming cities. The schemes also 
decentralized control of built-form, thereby granting 
residents control and the ability to address their individual 
needs, rather than turning control over to architects, 
planners and politicians.
It is important to point out that incremental schemes 
constituted a governmental compromise of housing 
provisions with respect to construction standards and 
ethical expectations to provide ‘dignified’ ready-made 
housing. This proved to be a valuable victory for the 
urban poor in that it gave them the freedom and the 
responsibility to build and best utilize their sweat equity, 
time, and available resources to self-build to meet 
their housing needs. The government’s responsibility 
was reduced to administering the large-scale high-
cost planning of the city, to provide infrastructure that 
encouraged ownership, and to distribute subsidies 
and micro-finance mechanisms to enable the user 
to self-build.15 In incremental housing projects, key 
governmental responsibilities were in public infrastructure 
(streets, planning, infrastructure, transport) and private 
serviceability (access to electricity, plumbing, legal land 
ownership). 
15.  These loans have been offered in 
two different manners: 1: The building 
organisation in the community will buy 
materials in bulk and force the user to buy 
from the organisation. 2: The organisation 
will distribute small loans, and the users 
find their own supplier.
Fig.7: Barriada Leticia in Lima.                                          Fig.8: Barriada Ciudad de Dios, Lima, Peru, 
undergoing a renewal process in 1955. An early 
example of the government making infrastructural 
development and allowing the residents to arrange 
the construction of their homes.
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Value and Authority in Housing
John Turner directed his research at audience is planners, 
architects, and policy-makers. He never suggested 
architectural form but instead challenged the thinking of 
decision-makers in an effort to bring about change. Turner 
addressed two major themes of value and authority in 
an attempt to address the human priorities of the poor 
in housing, granting autonomy from the state, and the 
complementary roles of the people and the state in 
housing.
Value: housing as a verb
In address value Turner discusses housing as a noun 
and as a verb. Housing as a noun it implies emphasis on 
size and economic investment versus return: in other 
words, housing as a commodity. Housing as a noun is the 
mentality the market uses as its capitalistic motivations 
drive the poor out of the market. Turner believed that 
‘housing as a verb’ was more valuable for improving 
the lives of the people as it focuses on “what [housing] 
does in people’s lives,”16 or the empowerment of people 
through housing.
When housing is a commodity (housing as a noun), the 
state’s standardized and centralized decision-making 
results in mismatches between the beneficiaries’ housing 
priorities and policy-makers’ standards. These standards 
regulate construction, form and maintenance, creating a 
situation where the urban poor cannot afford adequate 
housing.17 Incremental strategies suggest that market 
values should not be more important than human values 
in design: housing should be managed, maintained, 
and even built by the user, as the user understands his 
priorities with respect to lay-out, functionality, timeline, 
affordability, expansions, materiality, and aesthetics of 
their dwelling.
When providing housing as a commodity, the government 
safeguards the its investment in the form of real estate 
capital (although in reality state housing depreciates in 
16.  Turner, “Housing  as a verb,” in 
Freedom to Build, 151.
17.  John F.C. Turner, “The Value of 
Housing,” in Housing by People (London: 
Marion Boyars Publishers Ltd, 1976), 60.
market value as it ages). For the user, imposed standards 
limit their ability to solve the problem of housing 
themselves. From the user’s perspective, shacks of sub-
standard beginnings often appreciate to higher value than 
planned state housing. Slums provide conditions that 
allow its residents to improve their homes incrementally 
with the savings they acquire through the years. As 
slums have low maintenance costs, low transportation 
costs, and an inner-city location where employment 
and other income opportunities occur, it gives its 
residents affordable living conditions that allow their 
economic mobility, resulting in savings and subsequent 
improvements of their homes and neighbourhood.
In fact, moving people to the city’s peripheries into 
government housing worsens their already frail financial 
condition, as their economic networks and income 
opportunities remain in the inner-city. The scenario 
of moving into government housing on the city’s edge 
means that residents’ rent and transportation costs are 
effectively higher, leading to increased debt.
The Supportive Shack and the Oppressive House
Turner emphasizes that the state pays less for housing 
if the poor are self-reliant. Housing has the potential to 
empower the dweller, especially with informal housing 
which can cater to the dweller’s needs, while enabling 
them to develop social and economic security, Turner 
calls this a “supportive shack.” He contrasts this with the 
“oppressive house,” which is paternalistic and forces the 
dweller from their social and economic networks while 
creating debt.
A general misconception in housing is that material quality 
(government imposed standard) should be prioritised to 
create dignified housing for the poor. Turner argues that 
ownership of a sound, comfortable home in the city’s 
periphery may be more oppressive than an inner-city 
shack. The unachievable material standards of housing 
for low-income groups inhibits their ability to attain social 
mobility as debt, maintenance, and transportation costs 
are so great that they prevent saving. The shack, on the 
other hand, can match the user’s financial resources: with 
incremental extensions and improvements over time, 
residents can achieve a middle-class standard of comfort. 
The combination of stable income, inner-city living, and 
low accommodation costs make it possible to save money.
Furthermore, user’s ability to functionally arrangement 
his dwelling is crucial when generating an income from 
home. If a shack has enough flexibility for the user to 
modify or build on, it can support the resident’s economic 
empowerment through self-building and additional 
income methods. Mechanics often use their home 
garage as a business space, bricklayers can save money 
by self-building, others might open a small shop, just 
as other residents may lease an extra room to boost 
their income. High-rise typologies do not allow for these 
adjustments confining the residents to standardized living 
and therefore inhibit the formation of local economic 
networks.
Fig.9: Above: Aided self-help in Arequipa (Peru), 1959, 
where the project’s stuff met with self-builders.
Fig.10: Left: El Erminano Barriada, 1962, Lima. People 
constructing a provisional dwelling. 
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Fig.11: Government funded 
book promoting self-help and 
participation as revolution. 
Fig.12: Government funded book 
promoting self-help for sweat-equity. 
Fig.13: Early back-to-back incremental housing by Corporacion 
Nacional de la Vivienda in Lima, Peru, 1962.
Authority in Housing
Turner sought to increase the people’s autonomy from 
their government due to the state’s absence in the 
housing provision. He believes that autonomy and 
heteronomy are interdependent, as residents can address 
local needs better than the government can and central 
government can manage large-scale administration better 
than residents can.
Housing and locally specific services must be autonomous 
from the government’s top-down decision-making. 
Turner did not see human value in the modernist estates 
and cities, rather he recognised ‘architecture without 
architects’ as housing as a verb; this localized architecture 
served those who made it, therefore a more appropriated 
architectural response to human needs as “genuine 
culture is a process of refinement from the grass-roots 
up.”18 He also notes that the people who promote mass 
housing estates do not want to live in them, they prefer to 
live in character-full old villages.19
By (if) accepting that within the ‘architecture without 
architects’ human needs are met more closely, the issue 
becomes how to practically empower self-building. 
Self-building requires a framework that includes tools, 
materials, land, finance (soft-loans/micro-loans), and 
technical aid. It is the people’s responsibility to use this 
framework, whereas the government’s responsibility is to 
make this framework available for the people.  
Autonomy and heteronomy are contradictory forces in 
administration, yet they are interdependent. Heteronomy 
is effective if it does not impose conditions on people’s 
lives, and autonomy is effective when addressing local 
interests and relying on the government for general 
administration. 
Turner sees the relationship between people and 
government as paternalism and filialism. His indignation 
over the dependency of the ‘ordinary’ people on the 
‘extraordinary’ results in radical thought in revolutionary 
18.  John F.C. Turner, “Who Decides?,” in 
Housing by People (London: Marion Boyars 
Publishers Ltd, 1976), 26.
19.  Ibid., 18.
tones for the people to ‘break the shackles’ and demand 
fairer representation by the government, as he stated: 
“… ‘ordinary people’ – that is, all of us citizens – have 
to slough off the vestiges of cap-touching filialism and 
demand that those in power help us do what we can 
do locally ourselves – by guaranteeing our access to fair 
shares of available resources – and where essential, by 
providing complementary infrastructure that cannot be 
installed locally and that can be provided for all.”20
20.  Turner, “Who  Decides?,” in 
Housing by People, 23-26.
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John Habraken:
Supports and Infill
Fig.14: Molenvliet Housing, 
Pappendrecht, the Netherlands (1978). 
   Deliberately blank
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3.3 John Habraken
Although Turner was one of the pioneers of incremental 
housing and promoters of self-help, he intentionally did 
not suggest (or impose) design solutions as the aim was 
to allow the user to express their identity, needs, and 
priorities through space. However, the Dutch architect 
John Habraken shed some light on the subject of user 
participation and architectural form with his 1961 thesis 
“Supports (De Dragers en de Mensen).” 
The thesis separates the roles of architects to the 
residents according to different scales of territory. 
Planners were responsible for large-scale infrastructure, 
architects for the building’s support system, and the 
users for the ‘infill’ within the ‘support.’ The concept 
was referred to as “Open Building”21 – a separation of 
permanent parts such as structure and services and 
flexible parts related to inhabitation.  
Habraken’s aim was to re-establish the ‘natural 
relationships’ in building a culture that was found in the 
18th and 19th-century Dutch city, “a relationship between 
people and environment,”22 a relationship “between man 
and dwelling… society and city.”23 He believed that the 
‘supports’ could create a deep interdependence between 
people, territory, and culture to achieve the ‘natural 
relationship’ in a modern built-fabric. For Habraken, 
the ‘natural relationship’ was absent in the modernist 
city, where uniformity and genericism were dominant. 
However, he believed that the ‘supports’ were a remedy 
for this condition as the ‘infill’ houses would be a vehicle 
for identity, participation, ownership, and self-expression 
(as well as providing a high-density solution to the post-
war housing crisis in Europe).
At first, Habraken’s thesis did not make any suggestions 
of form as it did not make one single illustration. he 
concealed his own design interpretation because the 
aim was to “change the direction of reality rather than 
to be identified with utopianism.”24 Habraken’s aim was 
21.  John  Habraken, Supports: An 
Alternative to Mass Housing, trans. B. 
Valkenburg (London: Architectural Press, 
22.  Ibid., 21.
23.  Ibid., 24.
24.  Dorine van  Hoogstraten interview 
with Habraken, “Between Structure and 
Form: Habraken and the Alternative to 
Mass Housing” in Housing the Millions: 
John Habraken and the SAR,. (1960-2000), 
ed.  Koos Bosma, Dorine van Hoogstraten, 
and Martijn Vos (Rotterdam: Nai Publishers, 
2000), 106.
Fig.15: Support and Infill 
building drawing by Habraken.
to state the problem and develop a brief for architects to 
design around. However, with the formation of the SAR 
(Foundation for Architect’s Research) led by Habraken, 
the work began to increasingly become more spatial and 
detailed. 
Fig.16: Open building decision 
levels showing the urban scale from 
infrastructure to infill, and suggesting who 
is responsible for each space in the city.
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Milenvliet Housing (1975-77)
In Milenvliet housing, Habraken’s aspirations of support 
and infill became concrete in Papndrecht, a 1970s 
SAR project designed by J.F. van der Werf. Here, the 
structures visually demonstrated the role of the architect 
in providing support and the role of the user in providing 
infill. The residents worked with the building’s architects, 
expressing their desires so the architect to draw floor 
plans, services, cladding, and entrances. Habraken’s 
method increased the user participation in mass housing, 
reducing the anonymity of the resident to the architect 
and the genericism of the building by creating a platform 
for interaction.
Fig.18: Residents consultation 
with SAR’s architects.                                                  
Infill Packages
SAR’s subsequent development for the open building 
system consisted of ‘Infill Packages.’ These aimed to 
standardize the services part of the building with a kit-
set of parts. “They wanted to market at the realization 
of a building industry capable of manufacturing 
an autonomous infill product that would demand 
nothing of the support.”25 However, the pursuit of 
efficiency made the standardization and pre-fabrication 
overly complicated for residents to use, increasing 
dependency on the specialist. The “off-the-shelf” 
systematization of services was ambitious as it required 
the marriage of contradictory forces of standardization 
of services and flexibility for customization and 
ultimately did not fulfil its intention to empower the 
dweller to control the design of their dwelling.
25.  Dorine van Hoogstraten and 
Martijn Vos, “The SAR Methodology as 
Applied to Housing Construction, Product 
Development, and Education” in Housing 
the Millions: John Habraken and the SAR 
(1960-2000), ed. Koos Bosma, Dorine van 
Hoogstraten, and Martijn Vos (Rotterdam: 
Nai Publishers, 2000), 246-51.
Fig.17: Structural supports 
drawing by Habraken.
Fig.21: Matura Infill Package 
developed by the SAR.
Fig.20: Facades of Molenvliet Housing in 1980. Fig.19: Molenvliet Housing project.
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Criticism
Turner criticized Habraken’s built work based on socio-
political perspectives: he considered the support and infill 
strategy a “purely formal and technological”26 response 
that strengthened the powers of central government 
and weakened local stakeholders. The ‘supports’ were 
industrialized, mass-produced, and coordinated around 
a modular support structure, therefore creating a 
dependency of specialized manufacturing, specialized 
design, and site specificity (which was similar to other 
mass housing designs in the 1960s that Habraken 
criticized).27 
Despite Turner agreeing with Habraken’s overall aim 
to democratize dwelling and increase control for the 
users, the rigid supports designed by Habraken created 
a restraining (‘oppressive house’) environment that 
reduced participation to a tokenistic level (often called 
false participation) and failed to meet the possible needs 
of working from home, extending vertically, or building a 
smaller and cheaper house. 
26.  John  F.C. Turner, “Commentary 
on SAR,” In the Scope of Social Architecture, 
ed. C.R. Hatch (New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold), 61-62, quoted in Nabeel Hamdi, 
Housing without Houses: Participation, 
Flexibility, Enablement (London: 
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd), 
27.  Nabeel  Hamdi, Housing 
without Houses: Participation, Flexibility, 
Enablement (London: Intermediate 
Technology Publications Ltd, 1991), 46.
The influence of supports in incremental housing
Turner relied on intangible evidence and proposals, 
although his research legitimized site and services 
programmes in South America.28 He proposed too little 
method and structure to support his ideas and failed to 
convince his English colleagues about the relevance of his 
findings on housing the poor.29 Habraken, on the other 
hand, proposed too much method and structure to his 
proposals, ultimately allowing him to build more, but 
compromised user participation – which inadequately 
fulfil the ‘natural relationships’ he admired in 18th and 
19th-century Dutch cities. 
Although Habraken fails within Turner’s criteria of value 
and autonomy, Habraken led the way on the issue of form 
and technology in participatory housing. The response of 
‘support’ in Milenvliet, although limiting in participation, 
set the tone for an incremental tectonic based on 
porosity. It found a structural autonomy in ‘skeleton 
frame’ construction, allowing for change and replacement 
in the infill level.30 While Turner constructed a narrative, 
Habraken developed a vision; the materialization of 
supports, separation of services, and encouragement for 
infill created an architectural precedent. 
Habraken’s research of the ‘building fabric’ resulted 
in guidelines based on different zones (territories and 
levels) such as wet-areas, dark-zones, habitation spaces, 
access points, and exterior spaces. These guidelines 
suggested how to respond spatially to each territory, 
and who is responsible for its design between planers, 
architects, or residents. This response extended from 
a neighbourhood to a building, and to a dwelling-unit. 
Habraken’s ’10-20 grid’ demonstrated a spatial logic for 
the placement of these territories, designing flexibility and 
indeterminateness to empower user participation.31
28.  Ibid., 48.
29.  Ibid., 42.
30.  Ibid., 39.
31.  Bernard Leupen and Herald Mooij, 
Housing Design: A Manual (Rotterdam: Nai 
Publishers, 2011), 82.
Fig.22: CePeZed’s Heiwo house, 1980, shows the 
concentration of services to create flexibility.
Fig.23: SAR zoning principle designating where living and 
services should be inside the support system.
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Walter Segal
Fig.24: Walter Segal (left) 
meeting with self-builders at 
Lewisham, London, England.                                   
   Deliberately blank
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3.4 Walter Segal and the Segal Method
Where Turner had an autonomous attitude to building, 
and Habraken and the SAR’s buildings were rigid and 
predictable, the German architect based in United 
Kingdom Walter Segal developed a self-building approach 
and system called the “Segal Method.” 
Turner and Habraken present opposing arguments for 
user participation, Turner maximised resident autonomy 
but failed to indicate what the building should look 
like, whereas Habraken designed buildings for user 
participation but in the process reducing the autonomy 
of the user to participate only in an infill level. Walter 
Segal on the other hand, developed a response for user 
participation somewhere in between. Segal, a German 
architect based in the United Kingdom, designed the 
‘Segal Method,” which brought a much-needed realism in 
construction, self-building, and participation and perhaps 
satisfying Turner’s autonomy principles and Habraken’s 
ideas of ‘support and infill’ forms. 
The method allowed residents without previous building 
experience to design and self-build their houses. Segal’s 
houses used interchangeable materials that could be 
bought at local hardware stores; allowing self-builders to 
opt for more economic materials and benefit local small 
business. 
Segal’s design method was first, used by himself and 
some private clients. After a school teacher successfully 
self-built Segal’s design, it encouraged Segal to refine 
the method with the intent of self-building. In Lewisham 
(1978) 14 families were on the waiting list for social 
housing that the government was unable to build. 32 The 
residents took it upon themselves to build their dwellings 
with government funding; the sponsorship meant that 
the residents did not own what they built, but they were 
stably housed, as a result of self-building. 33
In Lewisham, “no one was prevented from taking part 
because of their circumstances, lack of capital, income, or 
32.  Unknown author, “Walter Segal’s 
Approach,” in The Architect’s Journal 
special issue: The Segal Method (London: 
Metropolis International) The Architect’s 
Journal, November 1986. http://www.
ianwhite.info/walter_segal_buildings.html.
33.  Although today it is completely 
privatized, many of the houses self-built 
were bought by their respective self-
builder.
building skills,”34 creating a precedent for self-building by 
marginalised groups such as over 60s and single mothers 
with no construction training.
The humanity in Segal’s method was the marriage 
between understanding people’s needs and the political 
context in which the project took place. By focusing 
on cost, flexibility and self-building, Segal’s method 
empowered people to improve their lives independently.  
34.  “Walter  Segal’s Approach.” 
http://www.ianwhite.info/walter_segal_
buildings.html.
Fig.25: Cutting and drilling straight were the only 
practical building skills Segal’s clients needed.
Fig.26: Women succesfully self-built and broke 
the stigma of women working in construction in 
Lewisham.
Fig.27: Portal-frames were successfully handled by 
the first time builders in Lewisham.
Fig.28: Structure under 
construction.
Fig.29: One of Segal’s houses 
in Lewisham today.
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Self-building
By applying a “rigorous simplification of the whole 
building process,”35 the Segal Method destigmatizes the 
construction of houses. The use of timber allows users 
to buy locally, transport, and cut material on site. The 
use of timber also allows the development of two key 
design moves: the use of pile foundations that eliminate 
earthworks, and the use portal frames (or post and beam) 
that allow free-planning of walls, openings, and partitions. 
The pile foundation also acts as a key cost-cutting strategy: 
by allowing the house to be built on uneven topography, 
levelling the land becomes unnecessary, saving the cost 
of expensive earthworks. The portal frames make all 
walls non-load bearing, allowing the user to easily make 
extensions and adaptations without compromising the 
load-bearing structure. 
Segal’s method consists of an innovative and empowering 
design manual that is sensitive to the context in which 
lower-income groups live (especially in Europe). His 
seemingly simple response primarily is an economic 
response, one that is self-builder friendly, and flexible with 
respect to people’s needs. “Segal’s houses demonstrate 
an appropriated vernacular for our time. It is not imposed 
for stylistic reasons but uses the basic products of industry 
and skills that are commonly known and understood”36 
to further the independence of otherwise vulnerable 
and homeless citizens by bridging the knowledge gap of 
construction by creating a method that unskilled self-
builders can use. 
35.  “Walter Segal’s Approach.” http://
www.ianwhite.info/walter_segal_buildings.
html.
36.  Ibid.
Fig.30: Segal’s use of 
standard materials with 
standard sizes allow the 
residents to design on a 
tartan grid.
Fig.31: Residents 
preparing a hole 
for the concrete 
foundation.
Fig.32: Segal method’s 
foundation detail.
Fig.33: Top-left: Bracing 
between portal-frames in 
Lewisham.
Fig.34: Top-right: dry-
bond bitumen roofing in 
Lewisham.
Fig.35: Bottom-left: bracing 
schematic. Portal frames 
resist wind-loads well in 
the ‘x’ direction, however 
it is vulnerable in the ‘y’ 
direction. Thereby, bracing 
is only needed in the ‘y’ 
direction at the centre of 
the building. The ‘y’ loads 
from the outer portal frames 
is transferred to the braced 
portal frames through the 
floor joists.
Fig.36: Middle-right: Dry-
bond bitumen roofing detail.
Fig.37: Bottom-right: Segal’s 
window detail.
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600x600x900 conc. foundation
Frame post
40mm shingles layer to protect 
bitumen from sun damage
3x dry-bond bitumen
Roof-deck: woodwool slabs on 
rafter joint; no-fall
Downpipe outlet at overhang
Floor joist connect to portal 
frame
Galvanized steel bolts to connect 
post to beam (portal frame)
Fig.38: Section of the Segal 
method
PREVI
Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda - 
Lima, Peru
Fig.39: PREVI masterplan 
showing each architects’ 
project.
4.0 Precedents analysis
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4.1 PREVI – Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda 
1969 (jury of competition) - 1974 - present
Context
In 1968, Peruvian president (and architect) Fernando 
Belaúnde gathered together 26 architects to work on 
the PREVI (Experimental Housing Project) competition.37 
PREVI implemented many of Turner’s influential concepts 
regarding self-building, self-determination, and the 
incremental creation of low-income housing. For the first 
time since the 1927 Werkbund Weissenhof Estate housing 
exhibition in Stuttgart, Germany,38 PREVI gathered the 
best architects in the world to conceptualize the future 
of housing, resulting in incremental low-rise, high-density 
courtyard houses and dismissing traditional modes of 
providing housing and the post-WWII bias to high-rise 
housing.
37.  Thirteen were international and 
thirteen were Peruvian architects. The 
international teams were the USA with 
Christopher Alexander; Switzerland’s Atelier 
5; France with George Candilis, Alexis 
Josic, and Shadrach Woods; India’s Charles 
Correa; Holland’s Aldo van Eyck; Poland 
with Oskar Hansen and Svein Hartley; Spain 
with Jose Luis Iniguez de Ozono, Antonio 
Vazquez de Castro; Japan with Kiyonari 
Kikutaki, Noriaki Kurokawa, and Fuhimiko 
Maki; Finland’s Herbert Ohl; Colombia 
with German Samper, Rafael Esguerra, 
Alvaro Saenz, and Rafael Urdaneta; the 
UK’s James Stirtling; and Demark’s Knud 
Svenssons. The Peruvian teams included: 
Miguel Alvarino; Fernando Chaparro, and 
Victor Wyszkowski; Frederick Cooper, Jose 
Garcia Bryce, Antonio Grana, and Eugenio 
Nicolini; Jacques Crousse, Federico Paez, 
and Ricardo Perez Leon; Juan Gunther 
and Ricardo Seminario; Elsa Massari and 
Miguel Llanos; Luis Miro Queseda, Oswaldo 
Nunez, and Carlos Williams; Carlos Morales 
Machiavello and Alfredo Montagne; 
Eduardo Orrego and Ricardo Gonzalez; 
Ernesto Paredes; Juan Reiser; Ricardo Vella-
Zardin, Jose Bentin, Ricardo Quinones, and 
Luis Takahashi; and Luis Vier and Consuelo 
Zanelli de Vier.
38.  Kenneth  Frampton, “Preface,” in 
The Experimental Housing Project (PREVI), 
Lima – Design and Technology in a New 
Neighbourhood, Peter Land (Bogota: 
Ediciones Uniandes, 2015), 21.
Fig.40: The 
Japanese 
Metabolists’ 
prefabricated 
modules design. 
Fig.41: Charles 
Correa’s design in 
1978 and 2003.
Spatial Concept
In Peru, the government’s recognition of ‘informal 
building culture’ led to numerous ‘site and services 
and ‘core-houses’ schemes. PREVI’s design was more 
sophisticated than previous government-led site and 
services/core-house schemes39 because it innovated four 
aspects: house typology, construction techniques, cluster 
formation, and neighbourhood design. Most importantly, 
it included an incremental framework in order to reduce 
building costs, create variety and provide the opportunity 
for the users to adapt homes to their personal needs.
Architects within the PREVI experiment sought 
technological innovation in housing through pre-
fabrication and standardization of building parts. This 
process did not last, as the prefabrication process was 
inaccessible to the user who would default to informal 
construction techniques.40 This unexpected ‘architectural 
disobedience’ in PREVI demonstrated the residents’ 
capacity for solving spatial problems without specialists. 
PREVI demonstrated the necessity for adaptability in 
incremental housing frameworks, as genuine change 
is unpredictable. James Stirling anticipated that the 
houses in his PREVI scheme would grow around a central 
courtyard. A drawing by (Sterling’s then apprentice) Leon 
Krier shows the architect’s prediction that increments 
would occur in an orderly fashion around a central 
courtyard to maximize light and ventilation. To Stirling’s 
surprise, however, the residents built into the courtyard, 
prioritising extra floor space over light and air.
Today, PREVI’s original core houses are disguised by 
numerous additions and changes, proof that the residents 
were able to adapt their dwellings to their needs, by 
changing, improving, and adapting the building over 
time. The Japanese Metabolists’ (Kikutake, Kurokawa, and 
Maki) row houses demonstrated this quality of change; 
initially, each two-storey house had a circulation core, a 
small kitchen, a bathroom, a cramped living/dining space, 
twos bedrooms, and a terrace. These houses, however, 
39.  Core houses, site and services, and 
shell houses were already existing varieties 
of incremental housing found in post 
war Latin America, including: Chile, Peru, 
Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and 
Jamaica. 
40.  Felix  Madrazo, Juan Pablo 
Corvalan, and Manuel de Rivero, “And 
PREVI?,” Volume Magazine Issue 21.
eventually grew to four storeys with an additional roof 
terrace and were able to accommodate businesses such 
as small restaurants, shops, and rental apartments for 
additional income. 
Fig.42: James Stirling’s PREVI proposal with a square 
plan and a courtyard defined by a concrete frame 
(drawn by Leon Krier).
Fig.43: James Stirling’s houses today.
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Social Concept
PREVI, as a project, pushed its social agendas more than 
its economic ones. PREVI’s social agenda was addressed 
at the scales of the dwelling-unit and neighbourhood. 
Unlike previous incremental housing schemes in Latin 
America that built basic public infrastructure and 
minimum incremental dwellings, PREVI prioritised public 
open space, community centres, schools, sports fields, 
and gardens. This emphasis constitutes a more humane 
approach to housing as it creates a platform for social 
networks to prosper.
The social design of the dwelling-units largely depended 
on incremental adaptations of the core houses by 
the residents. The core houses, which were initially 
quite generic, were built with a porosity to allow 
for incremental extensions; this indeterminateness 
empowered the families to make sensitive changes 
according to their needs.    
Peter Land, project coordinator from the UN, developed 
a brief for PREVI housing that specified the demographic 
makeup of the community: 40% of occupants were 
couples with one child, 40% were couples with three 
to four children, and 20% were couples with 6 or more 
children.  These families needed to be housed within the 
initial core-house, while incremental growth should allow 
housing for up to ten people per household, including 
the elderly. By establishing a demographic makeup, Land 
ensured that a variety of individual needs were met by the 
architects’ design.
The PREVI project considered house ownership to be a 
supra-architectural factor that permitted customization 
of the houses, as the residents with secure tenure feel 
comfortable expressing their ownership of public and 
private space, thereby creating a vibrant neighbourhood 
with a strong sense of community. The self-built 
approach of the incremental extensions, much like the 
barriada, allowed the residents to express their aesthetic 
preferences.  
The personalisation of incremental housing, as it is 
built over time transforms a neighbourhood from a 
formal development into an informal, middle-class 
neighbourhood.41 Eventually, a neighbourhood will also 
adopt a middle-class aesthetic that disguises the initial 
core house architecture and its low-income housing 
origins, thereby validating the success of the programme 
by reflecting the residents’ economic development.
41.  Urban Think Tank, “Capitalism and 
Freedom,” in Real Estates: Life Without 
Debt, ed. Jack Self (London: Bedford Press, 
2015), 71.
Fig.44: left page, top: The 
Japanese metabolists’ design in 
1978.
Fig.45: left page, bottom: Japanese 
Metabolists’ design in 2003.
Fig.46: Top-left: Pedestrian 
pathway inside a cluster, PREVI.
Fig.47: Bottom-left: Public road 
design, PREVI.
Fig.48: Top-right: Playground 
design, PREVI.
Fig.49: Bottom-right: Multi-
sports court being used by the 
community, PREVI.
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Economic Concept
Although PREVI achieved success in self-building, its 
economic framework was relied on a funding scheme 
as paternalistic as any other government housing 
programme. Architect-president Belaúnde used his 
comradery with his former Universidad de Lima colleague 
Luiz Ortiz de Zavallos (then president of the World Bank) 
to finance the experiment.42 The reliance of the Peruvian 
government on the World Bank’s sponsorship to build 
PREVI makes the scheme a one-off as Peru’s government 
cannot afford to recreate its success on its own.
PREVI’s twenty-four architects invested heavily in pre-
fabrication plants to fulfil the expensive production 
techniques. The development, however never reached 
the economies of scale that would have made such 
an investment pay off, thereby reinforcing the lack of 
scalability in PREVI due to high-costs. After PREVI, the 
following government (military dictatorship) returned to 
the rudimentary ‘chalk-line’43 approach that sub-divided 
land for self-building without sanitation. 
Conclusion
PREVI is unfortunately not a repeatable project: its 
expensive technological approach prevented it from being 
reproduced and contradicted the intention for a “labour 
intensive, not a capital intensive”44 development. Despite 
its economic failures, PREVI provides invaluable spatial 
lessons by gathering some of the most prominent housing 
architects of the time to develop incremental housing 
prototypes. These prototypes serve as a tool for future 
incremental schemes, stressing formal properties such as 
porosity that allow for self-building and spatial adaptation. 
However, residents made the extensions showcase the 
success or failure of architects’ tectonic designs. PREVI 
through time has achieved a “genuine vernacular”45 that 
indicates the spatial tendencies of the users when allowed 
to build their houses incrementally. 
42.  McGuirk, Radical Cities, 72.
43.  Chalk-line  subdivisions were 
developed by the government to orderly 
assign public land for low-income, where 
the boundaries between houses were 
drawn on site with chaulk. This gave the 
residents legal tenure of the plot, however 
the government did not provide services 
to those houses, the government merely 
organised slum settlements. 
44.  Peter Land, “PREVI, Comments in 
Retrospect,” in The Experimental Housing 
Project (PREVI), Lima – Design and 
Technology in a New Neighbourhood 
(Bogota: Ediciones Uniandes, 2015), 13.
45.  Charles  Correa, “Learning from 
PREVI,” in The Experimental Housing 
Project (PREVI), Lima – Design and 
Technology in a New Neighbourhood, Peter 
Land (Bogota: Ediciones Uniandes, 2015), 
18.
Fig.50: The Japanese 
Metabolists plan in 
1985 and in 2003.     
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4.2 Aranya Community Housing
BV Doshi - 1989-present 
Context
During the early 1980s the city of Indore in Madhya 
Pradesh, India was suffering from problems of inequality 
in housing, insufficient infrastructure, and unequal wealth 
distribution. With subsidies from the World Bank and 
HUDCO (Housing and Urban Development Corporation), 
the Indore Development Authority (IDA) set out to 
improve the squalid conditions of already-existing slums 
and develop new ground for the future growth of the 
city. Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi, researched the 
spatial make up of slums and traditional city planning 
in India in order to develop a socially apt incremental 
housing proposal. The neighbourhood was named 
Aranya, meaning ‘forest,’ to represent the bottom-up 
growth of the project.46 Aranya based the economic and 
architectural prospect of incremental housing on long-
term economic strategies to achieve autonomy for the 
lowest-level income groups in the city.
46.  Krystina Kaza in discussion with the 
author, September, 2017.
Fig.51: Doshi’s demonstration village in 
Aranya, Indore, India.
   Deliberately blank
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Spatial Concept
Doshi’s design for Aranya consisted of site and services 
plots, with 6,500 marketable plinth and lavatory plots.47 
Each plot’s plinth provided structural basis on which the 
houses could grow, and the lavatory ensured access to 
basic sanitation and running water. Although Doshi did not 
design individual houses in Aranya, he orchestrated the 
spatial organization of the project, breaking it down into 
mixed-income plots: small EWS (Economic Weaker Sector) 
plots, and LIG (Low-Income Group), MIG (Middle-Income 
Group), and HIG (High-Income Groups), each provided 
with gradually larger plots; five hierarchies of open space 
(Township, Sector, Cluster/Street, Dwelling Unit, and 
Service Core); grouping of clusters; and street layout 
strategies.48 This complex spatial organization facilitated 
the creation of variety of dwellings for a wide strata of 
income groups, ensuring culturally appropriate spatial 
hierarchies for civic, communal, and private activities.
Doshi’s spatial hierarchy was pivotal to the successful 
social design of the EWS plots. The EWS plots accounted 
for 65 percent of the 6,500 plots - over four-thousand 
plots to house around sixty-thousand people. EWS plots 
in Aranya are minimal in size with 35sqm, it initially offers 
a limited 35sqm space for living (although it can be built 
to 3 storeys to total 105sqm). To compensate for the 
unit sizes, the masterplan accounted for various scales of 
public space in EWS neighbourhoods. The open spaces 
provided relief from the densely built fabric and allow 
social activities such as cooking, doing laundry, gathering 
water, and praying at small shrines in the courtyards. 
These open spaces require collective ownership to ensure 
their maintenance; similarities in religion, social structure, 
and basic needs – foreseen by Doshi in the masterplan 
– bind residents together and develop community life 
within carefully planned spatial layouts.
47.  The EWS plots options for core 
housing were included the site, the plinth, 
and a service core that varied from: 1) 
latrine and water tap; 2) latrine and bath; 
3) latrine, bath, and one kitchen room. 
48.  Krystina Kaza in discussion with the 
author, September, 2017. Fig.53: Courtyard plinth to define shared-spaces.
Fig.52: Doshi’s drawing showing how the houses could 
extend incrementally. 
Fig.54: Beggining of occupation over the structural plinths.
Fig.55: Over time the extensions can grow up 
to 3 storeys. 
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This...              ...can become these:
Fig.56: Initial provision of a 
structural plinth and toilets 
(sites and services).
Fig.57: Self-built extensions based on the demonstration 
village.
Fig.58: Small shrine on a corner-house. Fig.59: Bigger shops occur in the main 
street through the development.
Fig.60: A social interface at the front of each 
house is a culturally appropriate place for 
neighbours to bond.
Fig.61: Some families will be able to extend 
their homes rapidly (left) , however others 
may use make-shift structures longer (right).
Fig.62: Some families will use the frontage 
as a shop.
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The demonstration homes
Doshi designed eighty demonstration homes for Aranya’s 
EWS plots “to familiarize the occupants with the various 
possibilities of building and expanding their houses over 
a period of time,”49 and to experiment with efficiency and 
building systems.50 The demonstration houses showed 
the possible variety of spatial composition and aesthetic 
individualization possible from a tool-kit of details 
designed by Doshi’s office. 
Doshi’s array of extensions, staircases, balconies and 
projections could be combined in different combinations 
to create a large number of unique houses. As Doshi says 
“in Aranya we invented five types of staircases to climb 
from one floor to the other, but the people invented 
another fifteen and all of them are not only valid but 
make a more vibrant street since they are by the residents 
they will sustain.”51 
Although Doshi celebrates the ingenuity of the people to 
autonomously solve spatial problems, the demonstration 
housing served as an ideal vision for an Indian township 
with sanitation, running water and culturally and 
climatically responsive design. To achieve this, Doshi 
used traditional spatial devices such as otlas52 and 
courtyards; climatic responses such as jali walls;53 and 
materials such as brick, concrete, and lime that were 
available, affordable, climatically appropriate to maximise 
occupants’ capacity to incrementally improve their 
dwellings. 
49.  Vastu-Shilpa  Foundation, Aranya: 
An Approach to Settlement Design (New 
Delhi: Housing and Urban Development 
Corporation, 1990), 70.
50.  Vastu-Shilpa Foundation (Doshi’s 
architecture office) and their collaborative 
partners McGill University’s Centre for 
Minimum Cost Housing from Montreal, 
Canada, used the demonstration houses 
as a case study to test the efficiencies of 
design systems to influence future projects.
51.  Rajeev  Kathpalia, “The Joy of 
Making: Ways of Seeing, Ways of Making,” 
in Harnessing the Intangible: Essays on the 
Work of Balkrishna Doshi, ed. Neelkanth 
Chhaya (New Delhi: National Institute of 
Advanced Studies in Architecture, 2014), 
89.
52.  The  otla is an elevated plinth 
located at the street frontage of traditional 
houses such as pol communities. This 
plinth marks the transition between a 
semi-public street and the private dwelling. 
The otla belongs to the residence, and the 
occupants use it as a social interface within 
their communities; it is a key element for 
the social life of the dweller.
53.  A  jali wall is a screen made of 
brick or stone. It is used to create privacy, 
and to create shade and ventilation as a 
response to hot-dry climates in India.
Fig.63: Doshi’s street drawing shows 
elements in plan and elevation. Here 
he shows how the space can be 
changed through occupation: sun-
shades, social spaces, cars, house 
decorations, street animals, etc.
Fig.64:  The vegetable 
cart in the picture 
is part of everyday 
culture in Indore. 
Doshi had an 
understanding of how 
people use space, as 
seen in the elevation 
drawing.
Fig.65: The houses 
have a niche that 
is used as social 
space at house and 
street interface.
Fig.66: Doshi’s 
elevation drawing 
shows that he 
based the design 
around how people 
use public space 
in Indore. This 
idea is reinforced 
by the pictures of 
the demonstration 
village (vegetable 
carts, children 
playing, etc).
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Social Concept
Aranya sought to “create an integrated human habitat 
suited to the lifestyle and cultural background of the 
people,” a statement of aims largely based on the human 
needs of its occupants. Pragmatic efficiencies found 
in architectural, legal, economic, and organizational 
frameworks, Aranya used to achieve its goals of: 
establishing security (ownership) facilitating quality 
of life; achieving spatial and social vitality; creating an 
economic mix; and fraternity (community); and self-help 
(autonomy).54
Doshi’s proposal established an interdependency of 
economic, cultural, and spatial concepts to guarantee 
the social vitality of the neighbourhood. By establishing 
identity through ownership, and ownership through 
economic security. Aranya placed the economic health of 
the occupant at the heart of its project. Doshi’s efforts to 
increase infrastructural efficiencies minimized the cost of 
each plot, making it more affordable for the lower-income 
groups to own. Property ownership assured that low-
income groups had an equitable resource to safeguard 
their fragile financial situation, while subsequent self-built 
additions allowed the initial equity to appreciate over 
time.
Doshi designed “housing layouts flexible enough to 
accommodate areas for income-generating activities,”55 
an important design response for low-income groups who 
do not have steady income and often rely on informal 
economies (i.e. women working from home) to make a 
living. Aranya residents were encouraged to create small 
shops and workshops either in the homes or adjacent 
to them to generate a local economy and improve their 
financial autonomy. 
54.  Lailun  Ekram, Aranya Low-Cost 
Housing: Technical Review Summary 
(1995), 4.
55.  Vastu-Shilpa  Foundation, Aranya, 
62.
Economic Concept
Aranya’s design placed great importance on self-help, 
prioritising consideration of the users’ financial conditions 
and attempting to increase their equity through land 
tenure and incremental housing.
Doshi’s design for mix-income groups both reduced 
the cost of the EWS plots for the poorest residents and 
created employment opportunities. Division of plots into 
income groups - 65 percent of the plots were for EWS, 
11 percent for Lower-Income Group (LIG), 14 percent 
for Middle-Income Group (MIG), and 9 percent to High-
Income Group (HIG) – allowed cross-subsidisation of the 
EWS plots. Profits made from the sale of MIG and HIG 
plots went towards the purchase of EWS plots.
Criticism
Despite these economic considerations, Aranya never 
achieved high rates of land tenure for its poorest 
residents.56 Romi Khosla, writer of the ‘Local Report [of 
Aranya]’57 provides a post-occupancy perspective of the 
financing structure for Aranya’s EWS plots: a property 
broker for one of Aranya’s sectors – in an interview with 
Khosla – states that: “only 15 to 20 percent of the original 
plot owners still owned the plots allotted to them.” Many 
former owners moved out of Aranya either because they 
could not repay the monthly instalments or sell the plots 
at profit due to the gentrification of the neighbourhood. 
This low-rate of long-term ownership is deeply 
disappointing considering the projects initial intentions.
Khosla attributes the socio-financial failure of Aranya 
to three factors: “Firstly, the is no evidence of any 
NGO activity concerned with community participation. 
Secondly, no identifiable arrangements for credit 
and mortgage have been put in place to enable the 
slum dweller to secure his plot. Thirdly, it seems no 
arrangements for providing gainful employment for 
the potential beneficiaries have been made.”58 This 
statement highlights the complexities encountered when 
56.  EWS  plots cost Rs200-400 per 
month to the beneficiaries, many of 
whom, due to their low and inconsistent 
income, failed to make the payments. 
Property brokers could sell the 35sqm 
plots for around US$700, about ten times 
the amount originally paid by the EWS 
beneficiaries. 80-85 percent of the EWS 
population sold their plots and returned 
to the slums, which suited their financial 
conditions better as it was closer to work. 
Romi Khosla, Aranya Low-Cost Housing: 
Local Report (April 1995), 3.
57.  A local review of the project post-
occupation. This report is part of the 
project’s documentation attached in the 
Aga Khan website; this publication is 
published by the Aga Khan Foundation as 
Aranya Community Housing was one of 
the recipients for the Aga Khan Award for 
Architecture cycle of 1993-95. 
58.  Romi  Khosla, Aranya Low-Cost 
Housing: Local Report (April 1995), 3.
working with society’s most vulnerable, as intensive 
and appropriate investment in people should be made 
alongside investment in affordable housing to ensure 
occupants’ financial and social means to maintain their 
homes and community.
Conclusion
Doshi’s design motivation was to uplift the social and 
economic conditions of the EWS in Indore. By designing 
spatial hierarchies based on the local culture, and by using 
construction principles compatible with the skill-set of the 
occupant Doshi supports their lifestyle and empowers the 
organic growth of the neighbourhood.  However, failure 
to provide supra-architectural systems for social and 
economic support to the residents forced them to leave 
the settlement and never achieving land tenure sought 
from the start.
Fig.67: Houses designed by the 
residents contrasting  Doshi’s 
demonstration houses. 
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Courtyard 
plinth 
Street 
manhole
Encroaching space
Encroaching space
Provided 
bathrooms
Open 
space
Concrete plinth 
foundation
Fig.68: Aranya’s floor 
plan and elevation 
and its projected 
extensions over 
time. 
House 11 House 28
Cabinet
TV
Otla
Terrace
Fig.69: Two self-
built houses’ floor 
plans.
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4.3 Half a good house and Quinta Monroy
Alejandro Aravena/ELEMENTAL - 2004-present
Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena and his office 
‘Elemental’ began developing in 2004 a core housing 
strategy that makes use of the Chilean government’s 
subsidy for social housing. This subsidy before Aravena’s 
proposal only builds one house in the city’s periphery. 
Aravena’s proposal builds a smaller house of 40sqm-
house with the same subsidies, however it can be 
extended an additional 40sqm by the beneficiary. This 
scheme is called ‘half a good house,’ explaining the 
houses’ potential to extend into an 80sqm dwelling. 
Although the ‘half a good house’ approach has been used 
throughout Chile, the following discussion will focus on 
the most publicised of the “half-house” projects: Quinta 
Monroy (2004)’59 in Iquique, Chile.
59.  Quinta  Monroy was an inner-
city slum, and like other slum-dweller 
communities the occupants faced eviction 
and coincided with social problems due to 
drug trafficking. However, in this case the 
slum dwellers were offered social housing 
on the same site as their shacks were built. 
Fig.70: Quinta Monroy 
Incremental housing, Chile.    Deliberately blank
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express the resident’s aesthetic taste and/or unique 
spatial solutions and thereby humanizing the space and 
developing a sense of individual and communal identity.
Open Space: 
The open space in Quinta Monroy is defined by the 
placement of rows of buildings around courtyards. The 
arrangement of row-housing around a court (instead of 
along a linear street) results in a rigid definition of open 
space. The sizing of the courtyard is based according to 
the number of families that share it, and it is designed 
to allow the families to park their cars there and have 
enough room for a children’s play space.61 Because the 
courtyards lack physical infrastructure including paving, 
residents can easily customize them in whichever way 
they wish. The shared courtyards were integrated to 
sustain the resident’s often family-based, economic 
and social activities with occupants negotiating among 
themselves any desired encroachments into the space. 
Aravena also considered the shared courtyards as 
compensation for the small dwellings’ size by setting up 
small shops. However, in reality, the courtyards are used 
almost exclusively for parking cars. 62
61.  Ibid., 495.
62.  McGuirk, Radical Cities, 85.
Spatial Concept
Spatial layout: In the half-house project, Aravena 
reduces design to its elemental needs to deliver low-
cost housing in inner-city locations. The provides the 
occupants with the ‘difficult’ half of the house, including 
structural partitions walls, firewalls, kitchen and bathroom 
(plumbing work), stairs, and roof (weather tightness) 
leaving the occupant to fill in the rest of the house over 
time.60 The initial 40sqm provides sufficient space to make 
the dwelling inhabitable, while the 40sqm extension 
provides living and sleeping spaces over time. 
The ‘half-a-good-house’ strategy uses three key strategies: 
low-rise buildings allow for street/courtyard access to 
the house, facilitating maintenance; high-density ensures 
the project’s affordability, and inner-city location; and 
incremental growth allows the residents to eventually 
reach a middle-class standard of living.
Extension: Dwellings in Aravena’s projects are organised 
in rows, resulting in a dense megastructure-like design 
with a core-void-core sequence. Residents extend their 
dwellings into the void between two cores, building 
against neighbours’ walls and thereby ensuring structural 
integrity and fire rating.
The core units’ interior planning and extensions are 
designed with centralized circulation, which in some 
respects indicates where and how the occupant should 
extend. Extensions on the lower floor generally provide 
living spaces and create a social interface towards the 
entrance, while second level extensions are generally of 
more private nature.
Aesthetics: The initial appearance of the houses is 
monotonously repetitive due to the systematic sequence 
of core-void-core and the use of a single material 
(concrete blocks in Quinta Monroy). Visual interest is 
expected to come from the occupants’ ‘self-expression’ 
in the extensions. These extensions are considered the 
participatory design aspect of the houses and should 
60.  Alejandro  Aravena and Andres 
Iacobelli, Elemental: Incremental Housing 
and Participatory Design Manual 
(Ostdildern: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012), 496.
Fig.71: Quinta Monroy masterplan.
Fig.72: Half-house interior as handed in to the 
residents.
Fig.73: Iquique before 
and after the self-built 
extensions.
Fig.74: Half-house interior after occupation.
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Social Concept
Participatory design:
The design of Quinta Monroy has been participatory from 
the beginning, even before the architects touched pen-
to-paper. Elemental and the NGO ‘Chile Barrio Program,’63 
approached the residents of the then slum Quinta Monroy 
to present their project, create an eviction agreement, 
provide a guarantee of subsidies, assist with temporary 
accommodation during the construction period, and 
arrange post-occupancy funding for technical and social 
assistance.64
Elemental, the community, and Chile Barrio 
When a general framework for the project was agreed 
upon, Elemental, Chile Barrio, and the residents staged 
regular meetings to begin a participatory design 
process in which residents voice their needs. These 
meetings revealed that the community did not need 
oversimplifications of the designs: when the architects 
discussed terms and technical issue plainly the community 
members were more willing to receive information.65 
Community members were encouraged to make site visits 
during the construction period, ensuring that they were 
familiar with the construction methods. The beneficiaries’ 
resulting familiarity with the project also meant that there 
were no surprises when they were handed the keys.66
Elemental created two types of meetings to discuss the 
extension of the houses: an ‘Expansion workshop’ and 
‘Façade workshop.’ The expansion workshops focused on 
explaining the criteria for compliant expansions to homes, 
and the government’s right to demolish non-compliant 
expansions.67 The Façade workshops focused architectural 
means for expressing resident’s identity, discussing the 
importance of balancing variety and homogeneity. While 
the core house bound the houses to each other by using 
the same materials, expansions into the void could 
accentuate the user’s identity. The workshop pushed the 
users to think of how they might compose expansions 
63.  The Chile Barrio Program is a state 
housing program that ran from 1998 to 
2007. Its long-term aim was to eradicate 
slums in Chile, however the program 
was built with a primary social agenda 
by providing support for the families 
and providing formal housing units as 
replacements.
64.  Aravena, Elemental, 116.
65.  Ibid., 123.
66.  Ibid., 125.
67.  Ibid., 126.
with using elements such as balconies, apertures, 
different claddings, etc.68
Elemental and Chile Barrio addressed supra-architectural 
issue of community building. They held workshops to 
organise committees and establish leadership, and 
team/community building through ‘Minga workshops.’69 
Through community’s organisation the beneficiaries were 
charged with designing the collective space independently 
of the architects. They were made aware that the quality 
of the collective space can add monetary value to the 
neighbourhood. Residents were asked to draw how 
they imagine the common space. Notably, none of the 
drawings included car parking, but rather trees, park 
benches, pathways, barbecue pits, and even a water 
fountain.70
Conclusion:
The lengthy participatory process inevitably empowered 
beneficiaries to self-build, make high-quality spaces, 
and ensure their homes’ will appreciate. The emphasis 
on the ‘middle-class DNA’ and its investment returns 
overshadow the genuine social needs to establish a lasting 
community, instead it expects the residents that invest in 
their homes to sell them for profit and move out of the 
neighbourhood. The aim of a middle-class DNA creates 
a standard that mirrors the understanding of value from 
a real estate perspective; whereas human values such 
as community, children’s play, and areas communal 
barbecues should take priority. The architect’s suggestions 
for re-sale ultimately change the common aim from 
happiness into equity building.
68.  Ibid., 129.
69.  Minga  is an indigenous word 
that refers to collective activity by the 
community. In this instance, residents 
got together in the temporary camp and 
performed the Minga. The aim was to 
demonstrate how they can get together 
in the future and use organised action to 
achieve their common goals. Alejandro 
Aravena and Andres Iacobelli, Elemental: 
Incremental Housing and Participatory 
Design Manual (Ostdildern: Hatje Cantz 
Verlag, 2012), 131.
70.  Aravena, Elemental, 132-3.
Economic Concept
Unlike PREVI and Aranya, the ‘half a good house’ strategy 
utilizes a self-reliant funding system. The concept aims to 
make the most of governmental subsidies (which are not 
a giveaway, sponsorship, or a loan), and for this reason, 
the ‘half a good house’ concept has been used throughout 
Chile. Subsidies go towards buying the land, paying for 
design, technical and social support, and construction. 
The government subsidy would not cover these costs 
for a normal house, but Elemental has designed an 
architectural framework that makes-do with the available 
subsidy. 
Aravena’s core economic argument is based on the notion 
that social housing should not depreciate in value, but 
rather should appreciate over time to create a capital 
asset that allows for social mobility. This appreciation can 
propel small businesses, allow access to higher education, 
or simply allow a resident to enter the market. Because 
the housing subsidy is the largest amount of aid the state 
will give to the poor, Aravena bears the responsibility 
of improving residents lives and pushing them out of 
poverty. 
The idea that social housing should be treated as an 
investment and not a social expense suggests that it is 
not cost-efficient for the government to sustain the social 
costs of poverty.71 The half-house uses the booming 
real estate market as a tool for social mobility: as the 
development incrementally reaches a middle-class 
standard of living, the typology becomes an investment 
rather than a social burden.72 
To ensure that these social housing developments can, in 
fact, become middle-class housing over time, the location 
is crucial. Aravena designs the housing units to be cheap, 
leaving enough money from the government’s subsidy 
to buy inner city land. The economic choice to invest in 
a more expensive location rather than fully-built houses 
benefit the occupant greatly as the ‘half a good house’ 
changes the social and economic outcomes of state 
71.  Aravena, Elemental, 19.
72.  McGuirk, Radical Cities, 86.
housing. Standard social housing is typically built in the 
peripheries, forcing the relocation of the urban poor that 
creates them debt, making these people even poorer.73 
Aravena’s design, however, builds in an inner-city location 
that allows the user to live where income opportunities 
are (jobs, stable income, education) and to develop 
social networks that support the occupants in times of 
hardship. 
In order to buy expensive inner-city plots, Aravena uses 
the equation “x= 100 families X 30sqm X US$7,500/0.5ha” 
to define the density and spatial requirements of Quinta 
Monroy. This equation utilizes the logic of a developer 
to assess the feasibility of a prospect project, however, 
Aravena uses this logic for a social agenda instead of 
profit.
73.  Arif Hassan, High-density Housing 
that Works for All (London: International 
Institute for Environment and 
Development, 2010).
Fig.75: Aravena’s equation. 
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Conclusion
Aravena’s half-house project delivers housing by 
adapting a developer’s approach to the site, reducing the 
problems of the urban-poor to a commodity. The housing 
form is a simplistic solution to a complex problem. It 
proposes a rigid and predictable framework to address 
the unpredictable nature of the dweller’s socio-spatial 
emancipation. User participation reduces the monotony 
of the building’s appearance and allows dweller to express 
their identity to some extent. However, the agenda for 
a ‘middle-class DNA’ always seems to overshadow a 
genuine spatial emancipation.
Despite the spatial compromises, the economic model 
is successful in improving the dwellers’ equity and 
propelling their social mobility. This allows the typology 
to improve the residents’ overall living condition, while 
simultaneously preventing the formation of a stable lively 
community. As gentrification pushes the market’s agenda 
into working-class neighbourhoods, the half-house allows 
low-income housing to take advantage of the benefits of 
inner-city living.
Aravena’s social agenda is reciprocal to the market’s 
values – that is to treat the state as a property developer 
for the poor. And through this social commodification of 
property, he ensures the entire process of low-income 
housing provision is financially viable. Chile has South 
America’s most thriving neoliberal practices, and with 
the governments housing provision as infrastructure 
investment through subsidies, it develops a throughout 
distribution of wealth (in the most Keynesian sense of 
trickle-down economics) that stimulates the economy 
from construction, architects, etc. And with ‘the half 
a good house’ as a model for low-income housing 
infrastructure, the government creates an added value 
in their trickle-down economic model that is to address 
the otherwise marginalized by creating opportunities for 
micro-economies as well as the informal. 
Criticism:
The ‘half a good house’ design strategy significantly 
reduces building costs, making an “oppressive house” 
an affordable one. The dismissal of unnecessary 
features such as paint and/or plaster rendering of walls, 
landscaping social spaces, creating playgrounds for the 
children and providing common rooms for social events 
are considered accessories and decoration,74 and to 
dismiss them is key in controlling the limited budget. 
This economy is achieved at the expense of quality, as 
the open space is handed to the residents lacking these 
humanising features, leaving the residents to their own 
devices to humanize the design. A result is that the 
courtyards are generally used as car parks75 preventing 
socialization and children’s play from happening in that 
space. 
With respect to the dwelling-units, the row-house 
arrangement and core-void-core sequence provide a rigid 
framework for expansions and ‘self-expression,’ and like 
Habraken’s supports, almost predetermine how the user 
should extend, which feels like a tokenistic participation 
that will appropriate the houses into the “middle-class 
DNA.”76
74.  Aravena, Elemental, 89.
75.  Ibid., 85.
76.  Aravena  designed the units’ 
maximum expansion limit to respond to 
a middle-class demand of housing; which 
was 80sqm with three bedrooms units. 
This was called the “Middle-class DNA” 
as the intention was for the state housing 
beneficiaries to sell their homes and build 
their equity or to live within a middle-class 
comfort level.
Fig.76: Courtyard occupied by 
the residents in Iquique, Chile.
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Successes:
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>Economical circulation
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Fig.77: Quinta Monroy elevation 
before and after occupation.
Fig.78: Quinta Monroy floor plans 
before and after occupation.
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Context
Fig.79: Prime Minister Michael Joseph 
Savage carrying a cumberstone 
dining table into New Zealand’s first 
state house at 12 Fife Lane, Miramar, 
Wellington (1937).
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5.0 Macro-Context 
To speak of incremental housing in Auckland is to 
propose an alien concept. Incremental housing provides 
opportunity for slum dwellers in the developing world, 
whereas New Zealand is a first-world country. Despite 
New Zealand historically providing good social mobility, 
education, and employment, the problems of real estate 
speculation, insufficient salaries, high-living costs, and 
inadequate social housing create great hardship for low-
income groups caught in the poverty cycle. Middle-class 
and working-class families are caught in a third-world 
predicament: they do not earn enough money to live in 
Auckland, but earn too much money to be eligible for 
income benefits and social housing.
The Symptoms of the Crisis
From the beginning of the 20th century, New Zealand 
politics has consistently battled issues of property 
inflation, ‘greedy landlords,’ and the subsequent 
marginalisation of vulnerable communities. Despite early 
20th-century slum eradications,77 the quality of housing 
for the poor has not improved over the years. Today, 
the inequality is simply more hidden: people are unable 
to afford state housing or the private market, and as a 
result, are pushing the poor out of the city. Hans H. Harms 
describes four dwelling patterns of the marginalised: (1) 
doubling-up with another family, (2) moving into low-
rent dilapidated homes, (3) paying more than 20-25% of 
household income on rent, (4) a combination of these.78 
In Auckland, all of these conditions exist. Entire families 
share overcrowded houses, live in mobile trailers, and 
sublet rooms and garages. Others live in dilapidated, 
mouldy and damp houses, or in garages, cars or tents. 
Some families pay $400 per week for a garage in South 
Auckland, where one in five people reside in garages. 
Many prefer to live in their cars to avoid creating debt 
with WINZ (Work and Income New Zealand).79 
77.  Since  the mandate of Gordon 
Coates ended in 1935.
78.  Harms, “The  Housing Problem for 
Low-income People,” in Freedom to Build, 
79.
79.  Tarek  Basley, “New Zealand’s 
Homeless: Living in Cars and Garages,” 
Al Jazeera, last accessed May 12, 2018, 
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/
features/2016/08/zealand-homeless-living-
cars-garages-160811062112936.html.
Fig.80: Newshub article on overcrowded 
state houses in Auckland. 
Fig.81: Guardian article on people inhabiting garages and tents 
as a result of Auckland’s housing crisis. 
Fig.82: Living conditions inside an Auckland garage.
Fig.83: Family of four living in a garage. 
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Socio-economic Problems
Social Cost of Housing Unaffordability
The social cost of housing unaffordability ranges from 
adversely affecting the immediate group deprived of 
housing to adversely affecting the affluent. As citizens in 
a democracy, the state has an important role to represent 
the people’s interests, as they are entrusted with votes 
and the administration of public funds. While expectation 
of taxpayers is of equality, opportunity, stability, and 
sustainability of the country, the policies current housing 
policy and funding do not reflect these qualities.
Support for the poor is not sentimentalism. The 
marginalisation of people in any society creates costs 
for taxpayers: increased use of social security, health 
and psychological problems, increased crime, education 
problems (irregular attendance), and lack of employment. 
Poverty does not naturally disappear: vulnerable groups 
need assistance because their well-being, stability, and 
social mobility are beneficial for all New Zealanders.
The economic cost of unaffordable housing is well 
documented. The inability of low-income people to 
participate in the market creates a gap that needs to be 
filled by the government: homelessness creates a need for 
state housing, emergency housing, and accommodation 
supplements. Similarly, unhealthy homes lead to sick 
people who require public health care and medication, 
while unemployment leads to increased spending on 
benefits and living supplements.
Psychological costs also arise from poverty’s vicious-
cycle of instability and deprivation. At best, a lack of 
improvement in people’s circumstances increases stress 
and creates a demand for counsellors and social workers. 
At worst, the psychological problems created by social 
isolation can lead to anti-social behaviours such as petty-
crime, robbery, assault, murder, drug abuse, and domestic 
violence. These problems create additional economic 
costs of increased policing and imprisonment, resulting in 
the non-quantifiable social cost of a more dangerous city.
Lack of affordable housing also adversely affects the 
quality of education of more affluent urban New 
Zealanders. Many Auckland primary and secondary 
schools, particularly in the central suburbs where rents 
are higher, suffer from a shortage of teachers. Teachers 
migrate out of the city because they are unable to 
afford housing, resulting in schools being understaffed 
and affecting the students’ education.80 Auckland’s high 
living costs have also pushed policemen to leave the 
force. This policeman left the force to seek better paid 
career. Auckland’s high living costs create an environment 
where talented professionals are economically forced 
out of their desired profession.81  The loss of invaluable 
human resources dramatically affects every Aucklander’s 
quality of life as qualified, skilled professionals seek a life 
elsewhere.82
80.  Simon Collins, “New Teacher 
quit city, delay kids, due to unaffordable 
housing,” New Zealand Herald, last 
accessed May 12, 2018, http://www.
nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1&objectid=11894085.
81.  Michael  Craig, “Cost of Auckland 
living forces police office to quit,” New 
Zealand Herald, accessed May 16, 2018, 
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/
article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11877760.
82.  Dr Phil McDermott, interviewed by 
Nigel Latta, TVNZ, September, 2017. 
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/the-hard-
stuff-with-nigel-latta/episodes/s2-e5.
Fig.84: Human resources 
loss in Auckland as teachers 
quit their jobs to leave 
Auckland in search of 
more affordable housing 
and home ownership.                       
Fig.85: Policeman 
quits the force due 
to Auckland’s cost of 
living.
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Politics in State housing
Many of New Zealander’s current housing issues can be 
traced back to the political history of government-led 
housing. New Zealand’s first Labour government, led by 
Michael Joseph Savage in 1935, opted for a welfare state 
that paternalized tenure of social housing to ensure a 
lasting solution, making the state a landlord to thousands 
of New Zealanders. This state-owned and financed social 
housing policy coincide with another policy to “slash 
unemployment and revitalize the economy.”83 Savage’s 
Labour government addressed their housing crisis by 
developing a welfare state where “the fundamental 
premise of the scheme was that access to high-quality 
housing was a right of citizenship, on the same level as 
the right to education, sanitation, to good and abundant 
water, to an adequate road system and to a certain 
amount of medical care.”84
This solution developed by the then finance minister 
Walter Nash stimulated the economy through the 
created construction jobs, building of homes, utilized 
local materials from the forestry industry, and stimulated 
private building companies to carry the out work, while 
creating housing infrastructure and state assets. These 
high-quality state rentals appealed to low-income and 
middle-class New Zealanders’ due to their inexpensive 
and indefinite leases (creating a promise of secure 
tenure). 
Despite these pre-war efforts to ensure dignity, stability, 
and a participant state in housing, the initiative declined 
after WWII with a change in government from the Labour 
Party to the National Party, which made privatization 
and market rents a reality in state housing.85 National’s 
push for home-ownership and market stimulation have, 
from the 1950s, reduced the state’s participation in social 
housing, as it reduced its beneficiaries from all New 
Zealanders to only those who could not afford to buy 
homes in the capitalist market.86 
83.  Ben  Schrader, We Call It Home: 
a history of state housing in New Zealand 
(Auckland: Reed Publishing (NZ) Ltd, 2005) 
35.
84.  Ibid., 35. 
85.  The National Party’s campaign to 
power was vastly based on their promise 
to privatize state houses, and home 
ownership: the “Be the king of your own 
castle” idea persuaded people as social 
housing was looked down on and private 
homes offered a better social status.
86.  Schrader, We Call It Home. 
The epitome of this model was 1990s National 
administration by Jim Bolger as it cemented a neoliberal 
welfare state in New Zealand,87 firmly establishing the 
welfare model that created peak housing crisis conditions, 
as New Zealanders were experiencing the biggest home-
ownership declines, as well as “effectively marginalising 
the concerns of state tenants and those suffering from 
housing disadvantage.”88 Subsequently, many criticised 
this neoliberal model of reinforcing class systems and 
redistributing wealth to the top, thereby showing that 
the National Party’s argument that an open market would 
give all secure tenure was false, as it mostly benefited 
investors and developers. 
Bolger’s administration was responsible for a state 
housing reform that changed three key points in housing 
policy: government rental operations were restructured 
according to a business model that intended to turn 
profits; the government reduced and sold their mortgage 
books; the government introduced an ‘accommodation 
supplement’ to stimulate the private market while 
providing housing for low-income groups (hence 
emphasizing Keynesian “tickle-down” economics).89 
These neoliberal strategies had failed New Zealand’s 
most vulnerable who, since the 1940s increasingly 
lost the promise of stability, dignity, and health made 
in 1935. Labour’s administration from 2000 eased 
on the aggressiveness of National’s 1990s reform by 
reintroducing income-related rental costs, but failed to 
outright dismiss the use of market-rents, instead making it 
a case-by-case judgement.90
87.  Laurence Murphy, “Market Rules: 
Neoliberal Housing Policy in New Zealand,” 
in Where the Other Half Lives: Lower 
Income Housing in a Neoliberal World, ed. 
Sarah Glynn (London: Pluto Press, 2009), 
213. 
88. Ibid., 213. 
89.  Ibid., 199-200. 
90.  Ibid., 213. 
Re-strengthening Neoliberal Housing Policy – 
2008 to present
John Key and the National Party came back to power in 
2008 and maintained a neoliberal housing policy into 
the present day. The government still privatises public 
housing and provides accommodation supplements. 
Governmental strategies such as emphasizing housing 
intensification, opening greenfield sites, and building 
infrastructure do not seem to affect the vulnerable as 
home ownership is at an all-time low, and crime and 
homelessness are increasing. Meanwhile, landlords 
have come to economically depend on state tenants 
(now considered private tenants) and increase rent to 
compensate for their property’s high market value. 91
This market stimulation does not have a positive economic 
return to low-income and middle-classed citizens. Greedy-
landlords have been replaced by greedy-developers and 
greedy-investors, and trickle-down public investments do 
not sufficiently benefit the lower income brackets as they 
are caught in a vicious cycle that reinforces their social 
oppression.92 
91.  Murphy, “Market Rules: Neoliberal 
Housing Policy in New Zealand,” in Where 
the Other Half Lives, 210. 
92.  David  Madden and Peter 
Marcuse, In Defence of Housing (Brooklyn: 
Verso Books, 2016), 10. 
Fig.86: Labour party’s 
policies guaranteed 
every New Zealander 
secure tenure for live.     
Fig.87: New Zealand 
National Party poster 
(1949) promoting 
privatization as a 
means to create 
home-ownership.                     
Fig.88: Tripod of good privatization.
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Spatial Problems
Social Effects of Post WWII Suburbia
Governmental housing policy has also had a great impact 
on the space of New Zealand cities. Generally, in New 
Zealand, town planning has been historically based on 
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City movement (1898). Garden 
City planning functions around the decentralization 
of neighbourhoods into villages with a population of 
10.000 people each. Howard’s spatial plan for these 
villages considered both the social needs of people and 
consumption. The Garden City consisted of industries 
on the peripheries, commercial and civic activities on 
the city’s core, garden reserves in the epicentre of the 
city, and a green-belt of agricultural hinterland to control 
sprawl and produce food for the village’s consumption. 
Garden City strategies were vastly used post-WWII as 
Britain, the USA, Australia, and New Zealand used this 
spatial idea, which also coincided with these places use 
of Keynesian economics, to re-build or to grow after the 
war. As these capitalist economies encouraged citizens 
to ‘spend money to make money,’ housing was also 
commodified into the consumerist market. Planning in the 
1950s designed for a nuclear family’s individualism and 
social detachment; people sought traditional moral values 
found in the British countryside, thereby adopting the 
Garden City’s corresponding ideology and simultaneously 
rejecting modernist planning as it was seen as a threat to 
community life. 93
In New Zealand, places like Otara in Auckland, Porirua in 
Wellington, and Aranui in Christchurch were state housing 
suburbs that were designed with Garden City principles, 
which in New Zealand consisted of well arborized, car 
orientated, distant neighbourhoods that proved to be 
spatially dire, isolated, and antisocial for its residents. 
93.  Schrader, We Call It Home, 168.
Fig.89: Talbot Park perspective and plan drawings, 
1958.
Women in the Garden City Suburb
The government’s attempt to rescue traditional British 
community values with the garden city model adversely 
affected many communities. Writer Bernadette Noble, 
influenced by the book “The Feminine Mystic” by the 
American writer Betty Friedan, questioned the lifestyle of 
New Zealand’s new garden city suburbs where particularly 
women (housewives) became unmotivated and socially 
isolated that resulted in a mass depression with middle-
classed women. Noble regarded garden city housing 
suburbs as ‘cultural deserts’ and connected this symptom 
in Auckland as the ‘Otara Neurosis.’94 The desert brand 
of the post-WWII garden city suburb referred to the lack 
of amenities, social opportunity, and the existence of a 
closely-knit community for its residents. The community 
centre, located at the village centre of these suburbs, 
was meant to address the social needs of the community, 
however, it proved to be distant and hard to access for 
women. Women suffered psychologically in the suburbs, 
as they could not access the community centre enough 
to develop a social life for housewives, who were mostly 
confined home. Many developed depression, also called 
‘Suburban neurosis,’ ‘cabbage patch syndrome,’95 and 
‘Otara neurosis.’ This suburban depression was believed 
to come from anxiety, boredom, and hypochondria96 as 
women were ‘vegetating’ at home.97
94.  Schrader, We Call It Home, 184
95.  Charlotte Macdonald, “Women and 
men – War and Suburbia,” Te Ara – the 
Encyclopedia of New Zealand, last modified 
May 12, 2018, https://teara.govt.nz/en/
document/29244/suburban-cabbage-
patch.
96.  The obsession with the idea of 
having a serious but undiagnosed medical 
97.  Schrader, We Call It Home, 184.
Fig.90: Thursday 
magazine issue 
questioning the 
‘cabbage’ lifestyle of 
women in the 1960s.
Fig.91: Jacqueline 
Fahey’s painting of 
women at home in 
the 1970s.
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Fig.92: Neglect in an Otara state 
housing street in the 1970s.
Youth in the Garden City Suburb
Children and teenagers were also affected socially by the 
lack of opportunities for social activities in these desert 
suburbs. The planning of the garden city suburb did 
not address activities for people to do, especially when 
facilitating spontaneous socializing and play for the youth, 
forcing them to aimlessly wander the streets. In 1977, 
researcher Breda Shannon “attributed the [high] level of 
crime in Otara to teenage boredom. With nothing to do, 
they found diversion in alcohol and drugs, moving on to 
petty crime – burglary and stealing cars – before coming 
to courts.”98 
Social Mix
The lack of amenities can determine the social mix of a 
community. For example, in Otara many Pakeha residents 
could leave the neglected suburb because they were 
more affluent and could afford inner-city housing, leaving 
behind the financially vulnerable Pasifika and Maori 
residents, and ghettoizing Otara, where investment and 
employment opportunity became scarce. 
98.  Schrader, We Call It Home, 188.
Successes in State Housing
Successful Community-making
Although the garden city created a desert-like social 
landscape, historian Ben Shrader also introduces stories 
of successful communities in state housing.  Through 
the stories of state housing residents, Shrader finds 
that due to having fewer cars in the streets during the 
1950s and 1960s the children turned the street into their 
playground; they played softball, cricket, ‘bullrush,’ and 
cowboys and Indians. And by using the street as a social 
and play interface, “it was the children that brought 
everyone together,” stated (Bill?) a former Taumaranui 
resident.99 Children constitute the key social binders of 
newly established communities as they facilitate for their 
parents to create social ties with other parents and build 
friendship among neighbours.
In Naenae (Wellington) the community took upon 
themselves to create social opportunities to build 
community. Largely suffering shyness, Naenae residents 
acted to organise community events such as gathering 
around the local sports courts and establishing Saturday 
night as a Party night for immediate neighbours to 
socialize. This rejected the planning authority’s efforts 
to establish a community at a suburb-wide level as 
the residents embraced their neighbours in individual 
streets.100
Religion was another social binder in particularly Pasifika 
and Maori communities such as Otara, Mount Roskill, and 
Glen Innes. Going to church and having similar cultural 
activities created a platform for socialization as well as 
sharing common moral values. 
With the normalization of modern technologies such 
as the television, automobile, and telephone affected 
the quality of the community life greatly. Cars and 
telephones allowed to easily contact family and friends 
for help, making redundant to establish a co-dependent 
99.  Schrader, We Call It Home, 193.
100.  Ibid., 177.
relationship with neighbours, thereby reducing this 
relationship to greetings at sight. With the increased 
number of cars on the roads, it disrupted the safety for 
children to play, who became more and more confined to 
inside the home activities such as watching television.101
101.  Ibid., 193.
Fig.93: Taylors Road 
houses in Mt Albert 
(Auckland) proposed a 
medium-density project, 
where the houses faced 
a common space so 
parents could watch their 
children play. This housing 
development was popular 
among the tenants.
Fig.94: Children were 
social binders, in 
neighbourhoods they 
could play together (less 
cars) communities were 
more successful.
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New Directions in low-income housing
In New Zealand half the population are renters, therefore 
speculative housing affects a substantial portion of the 
population regardless of their ethnicity and income. Home 
ownership is a store of wealth that creates security and 
stability for families. While home ownership used to be 
attainable for every New Zealander,102 today the median 
price of an Auckland house costs 9.3 times the average 
annual New Zealand income. Generally, house costing 
three years of annual income is considered affordable.
Common strategies people adopt to deal with the housing 
crisis are to decrease living standards, pay high rents, 
enter “mortgage slavery,”103 leave Auckland or depend 
on government benefits. Similarly, different experts put 
forth different solutions: economists argue for income 
tax, capital gains tax, and long-term leases; politicians 
create funding schemes and (so-called) public-private 
partnerships;104 architects argue for denser cities with 
terraced-housing and apartment blocks replacing standard 
homes.
And yet, low-income groups do not even possess enough 
equity to begin thinking about becoming a “mortgage-
slave.” Third-sector, non-profit non-governmental 
organisations, have created the most viable vehicle for 
low-income ownership.
Habitat for Humanity has developed a ‘rent-to-own’ 
scheme, where tenants rent at the cost of 30% of their 
weekly household income or 75% of median market rent, 
whichever is lower. Rent money pays the house’s rates 
and insurance. While the remainder is kept aside in a 
saving account by Habitat for ten years, at which point the 
agglomerate value reaches approximately $150,000, and 
is returned to the tenant to use as a deposit for the house 
they have been renting. This is a successful equity building 
scheme: it shares the qualities of informal housing, as the 
dweller can save money to improve their living condition. 
Furthermore, the scheme provides security of shelter that 
low-income groups desperately need to establish social 
102.  Shamubeel  Eaqub and Selena 
Eaqub, Generation Rent: Rethinking New 
Zealand’s Priorities (Wellington: Bridget 
Williams Books, 2015).
103.  Mortgage slavery: families that pay 
more than 70% of their household income 
in their mortgage.
104.  The  public body takes all the 
financial risk of the endeavour, as private 
developers take all the profits.
and economic networks.105 
Habitat’s success is due to their scheme working within 
free-market constraint. The funding for the program 
comes from a variety of subsidies that are consolidated 
in order to build homes. For these subsidies to be given 
the total cost of the dwelling must not exceed $650,000 
(according to the government’s latest price cap review 
for affordable housing).106 This makes the dweller eligible 
for a government ‘Home Starter Grant’ of 5% of the total 
cost and to use their Kiwi Saver, which is essential for 
Habitat to build. Conrad LaPointe, Habitat’s executive 
director, claims that it is becoming more difficult for the 
organisation to provide housing in Auckland. The total 
cost of a house in Auckland is usually $500,000, half in 
construction and another half on the land, which adds up 
to a $600,000 market value. 107 Habitat’s ability to put low-
income families into a rent-to-own program is decreasing 
with the rising prices driven by the speculative housing 
market in Auckland. The increasing house prices in 
Auckland makes Habitat’s program less financially viable, 
thereby more dependent on the central government’s 
definition of affordability and on governmental allocation 
of housing subsidies.
105.  Conrad  LaPointe (Habitat for 
Humanity Auckland director) in interview 
with the author, June 12, 2017.
106.  Lincoln Tan, “Auckland’s affordable 
housing price cap up to $650,000,” New 
Zealand Herald, last modified May 12, 
2018, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/
article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11881176.
107.  Chris  Horowell, “Habitat for 
Humanity programme under pressure from 
Auckland’s land and construction cost,” 
Manukau Courier in Stuff NZ, last modified 
April 3, 2017, www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/
localnews/manukau-courier/87865650/
habitat-for-humanitys-housing-programme-
under-pressure-fromaucklands-land-and-
construction-costs. 
Fig.95: HfH Auckland under pressure 
due to high house prices in Auckland
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18:4 campaign
Auckland Community Housing Provider’s Network 
(ACHPN), also in the third-sector, has found a spatial-
economic solution to systematically developing housing 
for low-income groups. They have created a scheme 
called “18 for 4.” This scheme replaces four existing state 
houses – detached dwellings – and build 18 homes in 
their place. Eight (or 45%) of these homes are designated 
as state housing; six (or 33%) are designated as assisted 
ownership; and four (or 22%) are sold privately. This 
creates a mixed-income community, doubles the amount 
of state houses, creates density through land optimization, 
and cross-subsidises with private sales.108
108.  “18  for 4: Q & As,” Auckland 
Community Housing Provider’s Network, 
accessed May 12, 2018, http://www.achpn.
net.nz/18for4-questions.
Fig.96: ‘18 for 4’ housing allocation poster.
Conclusion
Most Aucklanders struggle with housing: high living 
costs in the city are driving people out, and marginalising 
those who stay. The social cost is significant if it results 
in low-income groups being marginalised and the city 
loses valuable human resources such as teachers and 
policemen, and other highly qualified labour.
With respect to housing, the government contradictorily 
sells existing social housing while requiring more social 
housing, resulting in a mass privatization of public assets 
that ultimately benefits land developers. It is unclear 
where the money from privatization is going if houses 
remain unaffordable and the government consistently 
fails to build housing. Rather, a number-crunching ‘18:4 
campaign’ creates a hole in the government’s neoliberal 
policies to keep at pace with the speculative housing 
market to provide low-income housing, however, 18:4 
campaign does not build enough houses for Auckland’s 
state housing waiting-list.
The high cost of housing drives people to lesser types of 
shelter such as garages, cars, mobile cabins, dilapidated 
homes, and overcrowded dwellings in order to stay close 
to jobs in Auckland. As state housing cannot reach all 
those who need it,109 low-income earners’ best chance 
is to be picked-up by third-sector community housing 
organisations. 
109.  Katie  Bradford, “State housing 
waiting list increases nearly 1500 people 
on this time last year,” accessed May 12, 
2018, https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/
new-zealand/state-housing-waiting-list-
increases-nearly-1500-people-time-last-
year.
Fig.97: Klein architects ‘18 for 4’ proposal.
Fig.98: Jasmax’s Waimahia Inlet ‘18 for 4’ housing.
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6.0 Incremental Housing Process
Considering the ideas explored in the research of 
incremental housing theory, precedent studies, and 
Auckland’s unique low-income housing history, the design 
challenge is to amalgamate these ideas and critically 
adapt them to Auckland’s social, cultural, economic, 
architectural, construction, and climatic context.
Normally, the incremental housing process can be 
characterised by three construction phases: access 
to land, the construction of the core-house, and the 
incremental improvement of the dwelling.110 However, 
the provision of ‘agency’ to create a support framework 
for residents in self-building assistance, legal advice, 
and social mobilization improves the project’s potential 
for success as low-income groups’ needs extended to 
after-care issues including education, employment, and 
community building – important elements for stability and 
subsequent social mobility. 
Access to land in housing helps establish residents’ ‘right 
to the city.’ A development’s location determines whether 
or not residents will be able to access the facilities and 
opportunities provided by urban living. Similarly, in 
choosing a site one must test whether the low-income 
community’s economic status matches the prevalent 
lifestyle in a neighbourhood (cost of shopping, type of 
stores, type of employment).
The participatory design process in in slum relocation/
rehabilitation projects usually begins with the ‘access 
to land’ stage, which takes place during the core-house 
design on an unoccupied site. At this stage, prospective 
residents begin their involvement and collaborative design 
with the architect. The architect, largely responsible for 
the design, consults with all occupants of a mass housing 
scheme. For participation to work and to design housing 
appropriate to the residents’ situations, the architect must 
expose the residents to a variety of housing ideas and get 
feedback to develop the design. Exposing the residents 
110.  Margarita  Greene and Eduardo 
Rojas, “Incremental construction: a 
strategy to facilitate access to housing,” 
in Environment and Urbanisation Volume 
20 (1), (Thousand Oaks – CA: Sage 
Publications, 2008), p.93.
to a specialist’s insight (in this case the architect’s) 
empowers the residents as active decision-makers. 
As the prominent participatory design architect Carlo 
De Carlo reminds us, a participatory methodology can 
“de-mystify the architectural process by providing a clear 
critical framework against which to gauge the progress 
of the design. For the process to be participatory, the 
design criteria must not be subject to the private whim of 
the architect, proceeding by mysterious and inspirational 
leaps, but be stated clearly enough at the beginning to 
be open to criticism and modification by the public.”111 
This consultation makes the decision-making and building 
processes transparent and accessible to the user as, 
creating a vehicle for individual autonomy and collective 
democracy. This transparency largely underpins the 
beneficiaries’ ability to understand and build their homes, 
to realize the financial consequences of what they build, 
and to understand the importance of building only what is 
needed. Like Aravena’s Iquique project, the residents learn 
about the importance of social spaces and the necessity 
for quality extensions to improve the social vitality and 
safety of the community.
De Carlo’s Villagio Matteotti housing project (Terni, Italy, 
1969-74), involved an exhibition that showed residents “a 
series of innovative contemporary housing schemes from 
around the world…[to] demonstrate [that] the range of 
choices open to the workers [residents] was not confined 
to the familiar Italian stereotypes of the suburban 
‘villa’ or multi-storey ‘palazzo.’”112 Likewise in Auckland, 
prospective incremental housing residents will be 
presented with flexible housing options ranging from bare 
land to sites and services, core houses, shell houses, and 
ready-made homes (see figure flexibility vs typology), and 
various alternative housing typologies and contemporary 
developments. These presentations should make clear 
that the incremental housing aims to achieve a middle-
class standard of housing. 
111.  Benedict Zucchi, Giancarlo de Carlo 
(Oxford: Butterworth Architecture, 1992), 
118-9.
112.  Ibid., 106-7.
‘The private whims of the architect’113 are minimized 
through the participatory process, the beneficiaries will 
have the collective-right to reject particular schemes - as 
they did in the SAAL-Portugal program or to accept them 
as they did in the Quinta Monroy project. The project’s 
success depends on residents sharing decision-making 
responsibilities with architects and planners, as through 
this collaboration residents can create ownership for what 
is being made.
Because this project is primarily academic, it does 
not justify engagement with potential residents in a 
participatory process to define design parameters. 
To make up for this lack of actual participation, 
three different types of research have substituted it: 
developing resident profiles from news sources; creating 
a stakeholder analysis; and understaking a spatial 
emancipation study. This research aims to understand 
prospective resident’s requirements, challenges and 
expectations of stakeholders, and existing informal space-
making in Otahuhu. By doing so, allow the establishment 
design criteria for any potential extensions.
It is important for the architect to understand that any 
expansions allow residents to meet needs, express 
identity and build capital. And that residents receive an 
ongoing framework for technical aid long after the keys 
are handed over. Quinta Monroy’s initial budget included 
post-occupancy technical aid, this guaranteed that the 
residents would not pay for technical aid from their own 
pockets and that they would get promised help, giving 
them confidence to proceed with the project.
113.  Zucchi, Giancarlo de Carlo, 118-9.
Fig.99: Venn-diagram showing 
incremental housing roles and 
who is responsible for it.
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6.1 The Need for Agency
Romi Khosla’s post-occupancy study of Aranya criticises 
the innocent intentions of an architect who believes that 
social, economic, and cultural problems are “capable of 
being overcome with good design.”114 In his study, Khosla 
searches for the “economic and social conditions that 
have significantly improved the lives of beneficiaries 
(especially Muslims)” and finds that EWS (Economically 
Weaker Sector) beneficiaries have been unable to keep 
their plots due to a mismatch between their incomes 
and Aranya’s rigid mortgage system. Khosla suggests that 
post-occupancy support, including the involvement of 
an NGO to organise and administer community building 
and participation, an appropriate finance system for the 
users, and a clear strategy for the employment of the 
beneficiaries,  could have solved this problem.
These issues are non-architectural and suggest that 
housing is not enough, and that a non-architectural 
framework including education (academic), employment, 
financing structures, and social assistance needs to be 
present for residents to attain social mobility.
In Auckland, Hurimoana Dennis, chairman of Te Puea 
Marae,115 tells Radio NZ that before housing people, their 
character, whanau dynamic, and support needs must 
be addressed. Dennis states that “bricks and mortar is a 
good sell - you can touch it and cut the ribbons - but there 
hasn’t been a lot of thought about the character of the 
families we’re putting in them.”116 Families often fall out 
the housing system within months, as social problems 
and instability result in their eviction. Dennis proposes 
a focus on ‘Mana motuhake,’117 or the empowerment of 
beneficiaries through support systems (agency). 
114.  Romi  Khosla, Aranya Low-Cost 
Housing: Local Report (April 1995), 3.
115.  Te Puea Marae acted as a key 
community stakeholder by addressing 
homelessness in Mangere, South Auckland, 
by housing homeless people during the 
winter months in the marae. Hurimoana 
Dennis has assumed a spokesperson role 
for the homeless families assisted by the 
Marae.
116.  Eva Corlett, “Insight: Full House – 
homelees and big families,” Radio New 
Zealand, accessed April 13, 2018, https://
www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/
insight/audio/2018639338/insight-full-
house-homelessness-and-big-families.
117.  Maori for self-determining and 
autonomy. 
In incremental housing the limitations of design alone 
become evident, as the involvement of existing agencies/
organisations is necessary to empower residents. 
Within the context of this project, agencies would 
empower residents through the developing of upskilling 
programmes, social support, and economic planning.  
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8.0 Site choice
The process of choosing an incremental housing site 
is pivotal for the success of any project.118 Very few 
inner suburbs contain conditions apt for low-income 
developments to thrive. The speculative property market 
has driven land prices to an unaffordable rate as a result 
of gentrification. While gentrified suburbs often lack 
an affordable economic network of shops and living 
amenities. This combination of factors effectively negates 
low-income resident’s ‘right to the city’ resulting in their 
social and economic marginalization.
Analysis of statistical maps including data for crime rates, 
lack of education, unemployment, low home ownership, 
income, and deprivation revealed that Auckland’s most 
vulnerable citizens are living in unequal conditions. 
Northcote and Tamaki were highlighted as areas of 
ongoing state housing evictions, while Otahuhu, Mangere, 
Papatoetoe, and Manurewa stood out as areas of evident 
deprivation and inequality compared to the rest of the 
city.
118.  As  thoroughly demonstrated by 
Turner and Aravena.
Fig.100: Map showing medium income per local board in 
Auckland. 
Fig.101: Deprivation index scale per local board in 
Auckland.
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Fig.102: Home affordability index per region with a $50,000 
deposit.
Fig.103: Home affordability index per region with a 
$100,000 deposit.
Fig.104: Home affordability index per region with a 
$120,000 deposit.
Fig.105: Home affordability index per region with a 
$150,000 deposit.
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Fig.106: Home affordability index per region with a 
$200,000 deposit.
Fig.107: Percentage change in median rent price. Fig.108: Resident increase (blue) and decrease (red) of 
people aged 12-34 years old.
Fig.109: Resident increase (blue) and decrease (red) of 
people of all ages.
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Fig.110: Map showing population not in the labour force in 
Auckland between 2006.
Fig.111: Map showing unemployment rates in Auckland 
2006.
Fig.112: Map showing part-time employment rate in 
Auckland 2006.
Fig.113: Map showing full-time employed population 2006.
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Fig.114: Victimization per 10,000 people per local board in 
Auckland.
Otahuhu was chosen as the site for this project out of six 
potential sites. Because of its most central location and 
connection to major transport centre it has the potential 
to support low-income social mobility. Mangere, another 
potential site, already shows signs of gentrification 
with rising house prices and a process of gentrification 
already underway. While state housing areas of Tamaki 
and Northcote have already undergone housing reform. 
Although the suburbs of Papatoetoe and Manurewa pose 
equal, if not more severe socio-economic problems than 
Otahuhu, Otahuhu seemed a better choice as the last 
ungentrified central Auckland suburb.
Fig.115: Map showing six 
neighbourhoods considered 
for the project on the basis of 
inequality compared to other 
Auckland areas.
OTAHUHU
PAPATOETOE
MANUREWA
MANGERE
NORTHCOTE
TAMAKI
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Otahuhu
New developments, who are they for?
Otahuhu is just beginning to show signs of gentrification. 
Top-down investment in infrastructure from the council 
promises to change the current fabric of the suburb that 
includes a mix of neglected houses, flourishing spatial 
emancipation, socio-specific shops, and an industrial 
backbone. 
The Auckland Council has introduced a new wave of 
spatial development in Otahuhu by building infrastructure 
(a new integrated train station and bus terminal), 
changing building bylaws in the ‘Unitary Plan,’ and the 
extensive allocation of state tenants in pop-up houses and 
motels.
These new interventions place Otahuhu on the housing 
developer’s map, as improved accessibility and an 
improving reputation have attracted a predatory housing 
market into the region, creating a situation in which 
predatory developers build low-quality high-cost medium-
density developments and establish a ‘house flipping’ 
culture. The government provides temporary ‘emergency 
housing’ (ranging from 12-24 weeks tenancy) in motels 
and Luke Street’s emergency housing - which will remain 
in Otahuhu site for only seven years119 - depriving 
vulnerable beneficiaries of the stability they need for 
social mobility.
Infrastructural development and the promise of a state-
housing-free suburb transforms a suburb’s image from 
being run-down and affordable to well-maintained, 
accessible, and desirable. In Otahuhu the current 
residents who benefit from the suburb’s affordable living 
costs run the risk of being bought out of their social 
and economic networks. This project would address the 
remainder of low-income residents in the area, integrating 
the new, expanding middle-class residents, resulting in a 
mixed-income suburb that matches the capital investment 
of higher-incomes with employment need of lower-
income groups.
119.  “Transitional  housing 
development: Luke Street, Otahuhu,” 
Ministry of Social Development, accessed 
May 12, 2018, https://www.msd.govt.nz/
documents/about-msd-and-our-work/
work-programmes/social-housing/luke-
street-development-fact-sheet.pdf.
Fig.116: Niki Rauti resisted eviction in her Glen Innes state 
house where she lived for over 20 years.
Fig.117: Thirty-seven sqm apartments 
in Otahuhu priced to sell for $375,000.
Fig.118: House flipping 
in Otahuhu.
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Fig.119: Emergency houses in Luke Street, Otahuhu. Fig.120: Otahuhu new train station suits future 
gentrification in the area.
Site
As part of the site selection process, five different 
sites were considered in Otahuhu, two are industrial 
areas (Station Road and Walmsley Street) and three in 
residential areas (Princes Street, Sturges Avenue, and 
Jellicoe Street). Research suggested that Walmsley 
Road site was the best choice because: (1) affordability 
of industrial land and ease of relocating tenants; (2) 
proximity to Otahuhu’s transport hub; and (3) the 
counterproductivity of demolishing existing houses during 
a housing crisis.
Furthermore, the chosen site establishes an important 
link between South Otahuhu - particularly Chelsea 
Street, McDonald Place, and Middlemore Road - and 
the transport hub. By establishing this route, the project 
expands its ethos to surrounding neighbours and aims to 
provide them with the right to the city they currently lack.
Land Cost
Inexpensive land is the most important determinant 
in providing low-income housing in Auckland. Conrad 
LaPointe from Habitat for Humanity states potential 
land for low-income houisng must cost around $1,000 
per square meter, whereas most land in Auckland is 
selling for twice this amount.120 $1000/sqm is the price 
Waimahia Inlet costed, a green-field site 30km from 
Auckland’s CBD – compared to 16km from Otahuhu to 
the CBD.121
The estimated capital cost of the Otahuhu site 
equals $1125.55 per square meter (including land 
value and asset values).122 Private land on the site 
consists of 36,049sqm (3.6ha) of light-industrial 
use, which its existing buildings are included in the 
price. Grey-field sites like this offer an alternative 
to city-edge green-field sites at a competitive price. 
Although grey-field sites introduce hinderances in the 
building process, such as demolition and unexpected 
problems that accompany it, various owners causing 
disappropiation difficult. On the other hand, they 
save on infrastructural costs such as road building and 
provission of services, its location provides economic 
opportunities for future low-income residents, and 
the land developed appreciates faster than sites in the 
city’s periphery. 
120.  Conrad  LaPointe (Habitat for 
Humanity Auckland director) in interview 
with the author, June 12, 2017.
121.  Notably, Nightingale Housing in 
Australia only considers developing inside 
a 6km radius from the CBD with the aim 
to provide tightly-nit communities, public 
transport hubs, and to have access to 
amenities found around the city-centre. 
Jeremy McLeod, Sustainable Apartments 
– A New Model for the Future, TEDx St 
Kilda, Accessed May 12, 2018. https://
tedxinnovations.ted.com/2016/08/29/how-
sustainable-design-is-revolutionizing-our-
daily-lives/.
122.  “Rate assessment,” Geo Maps., 
accessed 12 May, 2018, https://
geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
viewer/index.html.
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chosen site
Fig.121: Left page: Satellite view of 
Otahuhu.
Fig.122: Right page: Proposed sites, and 
chosen site near Walmsley Road.
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9.0 Architectural Disobedience  - 
Emancipatory Spaces
Cuban artist Ernesto Oroza’s exhibition “Technological 
Disobedience” catalogues and celebrates the creativity 
and resilience of the Cuban people to design grass-
roots modifications to appliances and machinery as 
substitutes for new imported products during the Cuban 
embargo (1961). Likewise, in Auckland, an “Architectural 
Disobedience” led by residents that adapt ready-made 
homes for their spatial, social, and economic needs. These 
residents are stimulated by high living costs and scarcity 
of affordable housing in Auckland to take charge of their 
living environments as they are unable to change it. 
Low-income residents in Otahuhu are driven by necessity 
to adapt their dwellings. This study outlines three 
motivations for Architectural Disobedience in ready-made 
homes:  
Social and cultural motivation: houses are adapted to 
create multi-generational homes, social interface with 
guests, outdoor social space, indoor social space, and 
gathering spaces.
Economic motivation: houses are modified to 
accomodate income sources (garages, hair salons, 
workshop, vegetable garden), and more tenants 
(additional rooms, overcrowding, garages into rooms, 
rented portable cabins).
Utilitarian motivation: houses are adapted to provide 
space for drying clothes, privacy screens, parking and 
storage space.
These modifications provide information regarding 
residents’ needs, allowing an architect to design 
incremental housing that may be suitably adapted. These 
emancipatory spaces inform design criteria according to 
four distinct spatial objectives: 
1) Increasing sleeping space;
2) Increasing living space in overcrowded houses;
3) Creating a social space for cultural activities;
4) Creating entrepreneurial spaces aimed at 
generating income.
Fig.123: Government funded manual for 
adapting machines titled: “Worker... 
now build your own machines.”
Fig.124: Metal food tray adapted into a 
television antenna in Cuba.
Fig.125: Ernesto 
Oroza’s chairs 
with a plastic 
support and 
metal legs.
Fig.126: Ernesto Oroza’s 
technological disobedience: 
fan made out of a vinyl disc 
and telephone support.
Fig.127: Architectural 
disobedience in Auckland.
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Fig.128: This house’s two cabins are also in the front yard (the easiest place to 
park them), however a slightly taller fence-line gives its residents more privacy 
from the street.
Sleeping Spaces:
Fig.129: This Otahuhu house has two portable cabins in its front yard, a space 
that lacks the privacy of a home as any by-passer can see the residents’ most 
private quarters from the street.
Fig.130: This Otahuhu house has adapted a garage and created an extension 
to increase its sleeping space. The high number of vehicles and various 
adaptations for this small house suggests overcrowding.
Fig.131: This Otahuhu house is a good example of Pacifika families having 
different spatial needs. The garage is adapted as an extra bedroom; it has a 
gazebo covered park bench for social space as a result of limited indoor space; 
and the residents plant and sell taro in the property.
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Living Spaces:
Fig.134: This large verandah addition is the only covered outdoor space in 
the house. Many houses lack this type of space for vital social and utilitarian 
activities, which otherwise inappropriately take place inside the home.
Fig.135: After building a deck, this resident has adapted a tarpaulin cover to 
provide the family with an useable outdoor space during rainy days.
Fig.132: This is an example of an informal extension in Otahuhu. Likely 
connected to the living room, it creates an additional indoor space for the 
family.
Fig.133: This Otahuhu house has annexed a conservatory to the living room to 
increase its size.
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Social Spaces: 
Fig.138: This carport in Otahuhu is a multi-functional space, it accommodates a 
boxing bag (leisure, storage, and a space to dry-clothes in winter. The residents 
chose to park their cars on the drive-way to utilize the carpark differently to its 
original design.
Fig.139: This screened deck creates a transition between private and public 
spaces, house and street. By defining this space as an extension of the house, 
the residents establish privacy from neighbours and by walkers at the entrance 
of their home as it provides a good space to receive outsiders without them 
entering the house.
Fig.136: The bench at the front of this house defines a space for people to 
socialize. The size of the bench suggests that large social gathering can take 
place outdoors as the house may not accommodate large amounts of people.
Fig.137: Two covered benches define a gathering space in this Otahuhu house’s 
carpark space. The space adapts to the residents’ needs: the space is used as 
a carpark during an ordinary day, and when empty it becomes a patio to hold 
social gatherings.
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Income Generating Spaces:
Fig.140: This is an established mechanics shop in Otahuhu. The owner has 
lifted the original house and inserted a workshop underneath. Creating an 
alternative social space (terrace) and access to the street are vital for this 
typology to work.
Fig.141: Similar home-workshop arrangement with a mechanic workshop on 
the ground floor.
Fig.142: This market garden covers most of the outdoor space of this South 
Otahuhu property. The residents plant taro, bananas, and sugar cane, which 
are likely to be sold informally to neighbours and community.
Fig.143: Similar market garden in Otahuhu South. This house has a large 
pumpkin patch.
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Fig.144: Large vegetable garden in Talbot Park, Glen Innes. Fig.145: Hair salon for men and women in Avondale. The shop is built to 
connect with the public pathway without disturbing the privacy of the house.
Fig.146: Corner dairy annexed to a house in Avondale, Auckland. The shop 
connects with the public pedestrian pathway to separate residential and 
commercial uses.
Fig.147: Similar dairy in Kelston, Auckland.
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Architectural disobedience strategies
Living in garages Covering decks to 
compensate for 
small interiors
Creating more 
sleeping space with 
portable cabins at a 
low cost
Expanding the 
gable-end
Tarpaulin covers 
for large outdoor 
gatherings
Expanding under 
the gable-end
Sleeping in cars 
near public toilets 
and showers
Lifting the house to 
fit a working space 
underneath
Influence over core house growth paterns
Growing above the 
core house
Growing below the 
core house
Growing between 
core houses
Growing near the 
core house
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9.1 Who are the housing providers
The project aims for a variety of housing providers to 
engage with the project, as different providers often mean 
different design and different ownership pathways. A 
stakeholder analysis was developed to analyse who would 
be for or against an incremental housing in Auckland, 
this assessment took in consideration the viewpoints of 
a demand side – both formally housed and informally; 
supply side with governmental, community housing, and 
private market; market regulators such as the Council, 
‘Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment,’ 
and Branz; and indirect stakeholders such as community 
members and local businesses.123
In my viewpoint, incremental housing would largely 
benefit the demand side in terms of easier housing access 
and the providers side by exploring a new and sizeable 
market niche that is low and mid-income housing, who 
otherwise would not be capable of investing in a home. 
However, those concerned with the quality of city’s 
housing stock (council, government, branz) share the 
aims for social cohesion and low-cost housing, but they 
approach any self-building venture with scepticism as it 
is a liability if these houses are substandard; how would 
those people be housed then? 
Increasing the independence of resident’s through 
self-building would mostly affect property and land 
speculators, who thrive economically on housing scarcity. 
Overall, there is a niche for all stakeholders who value 
self-determination, making capital investments for a 
fair return, and living/creating lively neighbourhoods. 
Thereby, the proposed housing providers are: community 
housing groups to attend a low-income who potential 
can move out of poverty and become independent from 
social support; Housing New Zealand to attend the most 
vulnerable who need social support for longer periods 
of time; private developers who seek to invest capital, 
and/or work with the government in public-private 
partnerships; co-housing groups can integrate their 123.  See  Appendix A for the full 
Stakeholder Analysis.
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Fig.148: Venn-diagram showing stakeholders 
that would be for, impartial, and against 
incremental housing.
community aims with this project’s and supply a mid 
to high-income urban housing; and autonomous self-
builders that want to use their sweat-equity and capital 
independently.
9.2 Who are the clients - demographics
Income groups
This project focuses on low-income residents (quintiles 
1 to 3), to achieve meaningful improvements, the 
development (and surrounding neighbourhood) must 
have a mix of income groups from quintiles 1 to 5. Rosie 
Gallen, who has had a long career in housing at Housing 
New Zealand, Wellington City Housing, and currently 
the Salvation Army, states: “you don’t want to see a 
concentration of disadvantaged [families], because it 
doesn’t provide them with opportunities, employment 
opportunity, [therefore] the ability for the community to 
be sustained.”124
Moreover, income quintiles three to five will have a key 
role in the finance system of this project through the 
18:4 campaign. The four out of eighteen units sold for 
the private market will generate a cross-subsidy to build 
houses for assisted rentals and ownership (quintiles 2   
and 3), and for social and emergency housing (quintiles 1 
and 2). 
124.  Eva Corlett, “Insight: Full House – 
homelees and big families,” Radio New 
Zealand, accessed April 13, 2018, https://
www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/
insight/audio/2018639338/insight-full-
house-homelessness-and-big-families.
Fig.149: Community 
Housing Aotearoa’s ‘Housing 
Continuum Graph’ showing 
income quintile relative 
to household profile. 
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10.0 Community Engagement: Resident 
Profile
Because the academic limitations of this project prevent a 
truly participatory design process, case studies of families 
affected by the housing crisis are used to determine 
design criteria. These case studies are based on veridic 
families affected by the housing crisis, reveal that people 
affected include car and garage dwellers, community 
housing beneficiaries and established middle to high-
income families. Lastly, the exercise speculates a possible 
pathway to different eventual outcomes including  
secure tenure, equity building, full ownership, and even 
outgrowing the design and moving to more expensive 
housing due to improved financial conditions.
Cultural background
While this incremental housing project does not address  
a specific cultural group, the architect’s ‘infrastructural’ 
role in housing leaves some spaces, materiality, and 
aspects of spatial composition undetermined so that the 
user can adapt  them to their needs, taste, culture, and 
identity.
Considering that 60.1% of the Otahuhu-Mangere area is 
Pasifika and 15.9% are Maori, the design must consider 
multigenerational homes. Because two out of five 
Pasifika families and one out of five Maori families live in 
overcrowded homes125 and state housing stock is critically 
undersupplied with four-plus bedrooms homes that Maori 
and Pasifika need, the design must accommodate multi-
generational families. 
Having said this, the supply of appropriately sized 
multigenerational homes is not enough. Rau Hoskins126 
claims that “Maori and Pasifika need financing system 
that explores alternative vehicles for ownership. They 
need houses that connect well with the neighbours and 
a community, and to develop a complex that provides in-
house childcare, transportation, and food production.”127
125.  Eva Corlett, “Insight: Full House – 
homelees and big families,” Radio New 
Zealand, accessed April 13, 2018, https://
www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/
insight/audio/2018639338/insight-full-
house-homelessness-and-big-families.
126.  Chair of Te Matapihi Trust (National 
Maori Housing Advocacy Group), architect 
and director at designTRIBE, and Maori-
architecture lecturer at Unitec Institute of 
Technology.
127.  Eva Corlett, “Insight: Full House – 
homelees and big families,” Radio New 
Zealand, accessed April 13, 2018, https://
www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/
insight/audio/2018639338/insight-full-
house-homelessness-and-big-families.
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Family profile A: Saitu Family
Both parents are unemployed and 
none of the 4 children attend school 
as they are constantly moving house. 
They are on Housing New Zealand’s 
waiting list and have been temporally 
allocated a motel unit rented by HNZ as 
emergency housing.128
128.  Eleanor Ainge Roy, “New Zealand’s 
most shameful secret: we have normalised 
child poverty,” The Guardian, accessed May 
17, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2016/aug/16/new-zealands-most-
shameful-secret-we-have-normalised-child-
poverty.
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Family profile B: Hiroti Family
Lori Hiroti (mother) and her 3 children 
have been evicted from an HNZ 
property due to unpaid debt ($4,500). 
They are living with Lori’s aunt HNZ 
property, in a garage; which Lori’s 
family has also been evicted from. After 
the article was published Lori became 
eligible for an HNZ re-evaluation.129
129.  Louise Risk, “Family is reduced 
to living in garage,” Stuff, accessed 
May 17, 2018, http://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/6541422/Family-is-reduced-to-
living-in-a-garage.
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Family profile C: Caske Family
A single mother (ESOL teacher) and 
her son have been living in her car 
on a friend’s front lawn. She left her 
HNZ emergency housing unit as the 
environment was unsafe as many other 
residents abused them, used drugs, 
and drank alcohol excessively.130
130.  Mavash Ali, “Auckland mother 
and son living in car due to safety fears 
at emergency housing,” Stuff, accessed 
17 May, 2018, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/100719637/auckland-mother-
and-son-living-in-car-due-to-safety-fears-at-
emergency-housing-unit.
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Family profile D: Moeke Family
A single mother of three, who is a PhD 
candidate and works for a university 
cannot rent a house due to the 
competitive rental market. She has 
been rejected by the private market, 
community housing groups, and HNZ, 
obliging her and three children to live 
in a car.131
131.  Newshub, “PhD student has to sleep in 
van with kids,” Newshub, accessed May 17, 
2018, http://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
new-zealand/2018/04/auckland-phd-
student-has-to-sleep-in-van-with-kids.html.
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Family profile E: Breiter Family
A single mother of two children cannot 
afford a private market rental, which 
are increasingly costing more. Her 
garage rental, food, and power cost 
$300 per week. 132
132.  Olivia Carville, “Quake hit 
Christchurch families still living in squalor,” 
Stuff, accessed May 17, 2018, http://
www.stuff.co.nz/national/christchurch-
earthquake/8233403/Quake-hit-
Christchurch-families-still-living-in-squalor.
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Family profile F: Linda and Sam
Two professionally qualified parents 
who cannot afford the house 
they want. They are unwilling to 
compromise on location, lifestyle, 
and quality of the place they will buy, 
therefore central Auckland suburbs are 
unachievable. Despite being well paid, 
they do not have a deposit, making it 
harder to achieve the inheritance they 
seek for their daughters.133
133.  Nigel Latta. TVNZ, September, 
2017. https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/the-
hard-stuff-with-nigel-latta/episodes/s2-e5.
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Family profile G: Jonathan and 
Sharilyn
Both are professionally qualified and 
managed to buy a small two-bedroom 
house for $550,000 with a $83,000 
deposit. They bought into the market, 
however; now they face a huge debt.134
134.  Nigel Latta. TVNZ, September, 
2017. https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/the-
hard-stuff-with-nigel-latta/episodes/s2-e5.
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Family profile H: David and Lucia
David and Lucia are employed full-
time. However, they struggle with 
rent and have to live in a mouldy and 
damp house, causing their sons’ health 
problems. Their rental costs more than 
70% of the household income, leaving 
very little for other expenses. They 
have become Habitat for Humanity 
rent-to-own beneficiaries and now live 
in Waimahia Inlet (18 for 4 project).135
135.  Nigel Latta. TVNZ, September, 2017. 
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/shows/the-hard-
stuff-with-nigel-latta/episodes/s2-e5.
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Family profile I: Chichton Family
As the husband studies to become 
a church minister (unpaid), himself, 
his wife and 3 children have lived in 
a friend’s garage for two years. The 
children are sick, and they have been 
on an HNZ waiting list for 10 months 
and receive a $200 work and income 
benefit.136
136.  Monica Tischler, “Garage life 
for two years,” Stuff, accessed May 17, 
2018, http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/
money/9238710/Garage-life-for-two-years
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Family profile J: Finau Family
Alisia Finau has lived in a car, garage, 
and now in a HNZ emergency housing 
motel with her mother, and 3 children. 
This living conditions resulted in social 
services taking her daughter away and 
her mother went to live with Alisia’s 
brother in a three-bedroom house with 
already 10 people (2 adults and 10 
children).137
137.  Tarek  Basley, “New Zealand’s 
Homeless: Living in Cars and Garages,” 
Al Jazeera, last accessed May 12, 2018, 
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/
features/2016/08/zealand-homeless-living-
cars-garages-160811062112936.html.
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10.1 Community Engagement: 
Participatory Process
User participation is an opportunity for future residents to 
influence the design of their homes and neighbourhood. 
As a consequence, the design of the home consciously 
responds to the needs and priorities of residents, instead 
of providing a one-size-fits-all solution. In participatory 
design meetings, the architect proposes a design to the 
community, and their feedback will either result in design 
alterations or, a complete rejection of the proposal.
One of the architect’s roles is to reassure the community 
about the technical aid available to them in incremental 
housing. Reassurance and commitment are important 
to guarantee technical assistance past the handover of 
the core house. Failure to convince prospective residents 
about the advantages of incremental design and the 
housing provider’s commitment can result in the rejection 
of the proposal by the community. 
Optimistically, Wellington City Housing has successfully 
adopted tenant participation in a stock upgrading 
project, creating a precedent for user participation in 
New Zealand. Rosie Gallen, responsible for introducing 
user participation, states that the project “includes 
the people most affected by decisions in the decision-
making process,”138 resulting in better-designed homes 
that improve the asset’s value for the housing provider 
and makes facilities safer, more sustainable, and more 
connected to the community for residents.139 The 
Wellington example demonstrates that knowledge about 
the residents’ concerns can improve their lives with 
practical design decisions such as to reduce electricity 
bills, increasing wall insulation, and reducing the number 
of entrances for safety. These simple design moves also 
improve the resident satisfaction by making them feel 
valued and heard.
138.  Angie Cairncross, “More than a 
roof over someone’s head – an interview 
with Rosie Gallen on tenant engagement,” 
Community Housing, accessed May 12, 
2018, http://www.communityhousing.org.
nz/resources/article/more-than-a-roof-
over-someones-head-an-interview-with-
rosie-gallen-on-tenant-engagement.
139.  Angie Cairncross, “More than a 
roof over someone’s head – an interview 
with Rosie Gallen on tenant engagement,” 
Community Housing, accessed May 12, 
2018, http://www.communityhousing.org.
nz/resources/article/more-than-a-roof-
over-someones-head-an-interview-with-
rosie-gallen-on-tenant-engagement.
In this project, user participation becomes more 
complex than in the Wellington City Housing example, 
as the incremental typology introduce design/technical 
challenges to residents and the long-term goal of 
full ownership. Therefore, user participation in this 
project takes three different forms: (1) design-oriented 
participation meetings (a participatory design process); 
(2) technical framework and training; and (3) financial 
planning. 
   Deliberately blank
Participatory Process /
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Participatory meetings
Exhibition: de-mystifying design – Meeting 1 part 
1/2
The first participatory meeting consists of an exhibition 
intended to change resident’s typical expectations of 
housing by teaching them about typological alternatives 
that are on par with the long-term, middle-class aspiration 
of the project. Like De Carlo in Terni, residents will be 
shown various housing typologies, some of which will be 
new to New Zealand. Through this architectural exposure, 
residents can visualize potential solutions to their housing 
needs and de-mystify the construction process. Residents 
will therefore be better equipped to participate, opine, 
and modify the architect’s design. The residents will be 
encouraged to identify functions, spaces, and aesthetics 
important to them in their homes. This dialogue between 
residents and architects should result in a better 
understanding of the clients’ needs, the compromises 
they are willing to make, and the housing typologies in 
which they are interested in living.
Considering Auckland’s current housing context, the 
exhibition projects will be:
1) All the incremental housing precedents;
2) Peter Barber, Donnybrook Qtr, London, UK;
3) Ash + Sakula, The Mailings, New Castle, UK;
4) Homeruskwartier, Almere, Netherlands;
5) Vassal and Lacaton, Cite Manifesto, Mulhouse, 
France;
6) Breathe Architects, Nightingale 1.0, Melbourne, 
Australia;
7) Heide & Von Beckrath, R-50 Baugruppen, Berlin, 
Germany;
8) Office OMMX, Naked houses, London, UK;
9) vPPR, Vaulted house, Croydon, London, UK;
10) Kazuyo Sejima projects, Japan;
11) ‘Make It Right’ houses, New Orleans, USA.
Fig.150: Presentation 
board for the 
participatory design 
exhibition.
3.
6.
7.
10.
9.
4.
5.
8.
11.
2.
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Participatory Design - Meeting 1 part 2/2
After the design exhibition, when the resident is better 
equipped to challenge the architect’s design the architect 
can present the initial proposal to the residents. This will 
be the most difficult meeting for both the architect and 
the residents, as the architect will expose his ideas for the 
residents to reject or approve. A successful meeting will 
enable the resident to playfully interact with the design 
of the core houses and masterplan to instantaneously 
provide the architect with feedback. From this point, 
it is the architect’s role to process the information 
gathered from the residents, and develop a more refined 
architectural proposal accordingly. 
During the participatory process, the architect can use 
block models to inclusively discuss spatial issues. Simple 
blocks suggest master planning three-dimensionally 
and allow the provision of instantaneous feedback. The 
architect can introduce structure to the ‘blocks’ design 
process by providing a system (such as the configurative 
process - discussed in “cluster design”) that allows 
residents to modify the scheme without losing practical 
feasibility of the design.
Fig.151: Resident 
participating in the 
half-houses design 
process in Iquique, 
Chile.
Fig.152: Paper 
models by Iquique’s 
residents. Note 
that they drew and 
painted the facades 
according to their 
taste.
Fig.153: Empower 
Shack participatory 
process in Cape Town, 
South Africa, 2014. 
The slum upgrade 
involved residents in 
the master planning 
using timber blocks 
to scale to reorganize 
the layout.
Fig.154: Participation at Pedro Street 
apartments by Ask+Sakula, the 
residents are involved in the design of 
open space to improve it for children. 
Again the medium to discuss space 
with the community is tangible with 
paper cut-outs on a site plan.
Resident Participation / / Participatory Process
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Fig.155: This project will also use 
tangible and accessible materials 
(coloured paper, foamcore, 
cardboard) to discuss planning 
with the residents. 
+
Fig.156: These materials can represent 
spatial layout in the site to meet a 
density requirement that makes the 
project financially viable.
Resident Participation / / Participatory Process
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Fig.157: By using paper and 
foamcore, small models of the 
plots (10x10) can be added to 
the site using the configurative 
process (p.153).
Fig.158: As residents chose an 
adequate core house for their 
needs, they can place it inside 
their plot.
Resident Participation / / Participatory Process
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Fig.159: By using small cut-outs 
of paper to represent cars (blue), 
residents can test strategies 
with the architect such as if car 
parking should be next to each 
house, at the entrance of the 
cluster, or on the street.
Fig.160: By using the predicted 
extension sizes designed by the 
architect represented by paper 
boxes, residents can test how 
they might extend their homes 
by adding these blocks around 
their core house.
Resident Participation / / Participatory Process
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Fig.161: When residents test 
the maximum sizes of their 
extensions, they will find if 
their house would affect a 
neighbouring property, and vice 
versa. Residents may negotiate 
if they accept their neighbours 
extensions, otherwise zoning can 
default to the architect’s model.
Fig.162: At the end of this 
participatory exercise, the 
architect should have a good idea 
(hopefully) of what the residents 
value and what they do not want 
in their neighbourhood. With 
this information the architect 
may need to adapt the houses, 
or cluster to better suit its 
occupants. The resulting design 
by the architect can be proposed 
to the residents in another 
meeting and if successful, 
the project can be formalised 
towards a council consent 
process.
Resident Participation / / Participatory Process
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Technical Aid
In addition to a participatory design process, incremental 
housing projects rely on the provision of technical aid to 
residents. This project approaches technical aid in three 
different phases: (1) de-mystifying sources of information 
by providing access to key construction literature such 
as the “New Zealand Standard 3604:11;” (2) providing a 
documentation package that complies with the building 
code, it collects key design details based on resident 
needs investigated during participatory design meetings 
and allows residents to use its details without applying for 
building consent themselves; and (3) given the potential 
lack of building experience by the residents, there will 
be basic carpentry and basic assemblies training carried 
by a team of builders. Teams of builders will carry out 
this training and be responsible for supervision and 
signing off the residents’ self-building work. This 3-point 
strategy legitimises houses as formal dwellings (making 
them suitable for resale) and creates opportunities for 
the residents to use their sweat-equity to improve their 
homes. 
Literature (1)
A – Technical literature
“NZS 3604:11” and the “Branz: Home Building Guide” will 
be exposed to the residents to decrease the knowledge 
gap between residents and architects. Although the 
residents are not expected to use the document to design, 
their familiarity with core concepts of New Zealand’s 
building standards will equip and empower them to have 
discussions with specialists and understand construction 
limitations.
B – Informal literature
A set of instruction booklets, based on Mitre 10’s “Easy 
as Guides,”140 will specifically address various aspects 
of incremental housing construction in Otahuhu. The 
architect will provide these booklets at the participatory 
design meetings to demonstrate a step-by-step method 
to self-build. This concept is strongly influenced by Segal’s 
Method, where the simplicity and pragmatism of the 
design allowed inexperienced self-builders to build high 
quality homes.
140.  Mitre 10  is a prominent 
construction hardware company in New 
Zealand. They are known for encouraging 
Do-it-yourself culture by providing various 
‘how to’ booklets.
The booklets will address eight key elements of design in 
Otahuhu:
1) Structural frames
2) Walls
3) Roof
4) Door and Windows
5) Deck and Outdoors
6) Materials
7) Services: Plumbing and Electrical
8) Garden
Fig.165: Each 
brochure will 
address a specific 
part of the 
construction of the 
core house and 
expansions.
Fig.166: The Mitre 
10 like booklets will 
explain the project 
to the residents 
in single diagrams 
and short texts.
Fig.163: New Zealand 
Standard 3604:2011 
provides span tables and 
construction assemblies 
as accepted solutions 
without needing specific 
engineering design.
Fig.164: Branz house 
building guide provides a 
more user friendly view 
of NZS3604:2011.
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Architect’s responsibility (2)
The architect will be responsible for meeting New 
Zealand Building Code requirements, and creating a 
documentation package that includes common assemblies 
and details necessary to construct the design discussed 
in the participatory design phase. The building consent 
application will be done for a ‘multi-unit dwelling,’ 
therefore submitting all detail packages together, granting 
the residents the freedom to use already consented 
details for their extensions. This building consent method 
should reduce the amount of post-occupancy architectural 
service residents need. While, the architect should still be 
available for post-occupancy consultation; consideration 
in how to opmitise the architectural design as a resource 
should reduce future costs on post-occupancy technical 
aid. 
Practical training and supervision (3)
This project attempts to follow the example set by the 
Segal Method, thereby only requiring basic carpentry 
skills to build extensions. Nonetheless, the residents will 
undergo a site induction with qualified builders, during 
which demonstrations for cutting, drilling, and fixing for 
structural timber, cladding, and linings will be given.
Later in the process, a qualified builder can supervise 
the work done by the self-builders, and even provide a 
“Certificate of Compliance” for extensions, legitimizing 
the extensions as formal additions and making the house 
legally creditable for resale. 
Financial Assistance
Financial assistance meetings will be given for prospective 
residents, during which, residents will discuss various 
alternative methods of attaining full home-ownership, 
establish professional development plans and personal 
financial milestones. 
Three existing ownership pathways and one new pathway 
(Lewisham deal) will be availiable to residents; the 
proposed ownership pathways aim to provide a range of 
methods suit a variety of incomes, from the unemployed 
to the established middle-class.
State housing
The most vulnerable residents will need to subscribe to 
government housing tenancy. Although this research 
previously noted the vicious cycle of marginalization state 
housing induces, it is worth noting that the state is willing 
to sell their houses to existing tenants with their chosen 
capital lender (perhaps including agencies that can put the 
residents through an assisted ownership program).141
Lewisham deal 
This pathway is based on the deal self-builders made with 
the London council to build the houses at Lewisham using 
the Segal Method. This deal allowed Lewisham residents 
to self-build without injecting any capital. The London 
Council agreed to this condition because it lacked the 
labour necessary to build houses for the beneficiaries.
This method allowed resident-builders to fast-track 
housing provision while being compensated for their 
sweat-equity due to the otherwise nonexistent cost 
reduction to build. This method proved effective as many 
inexperienced residents built well-crafted houses, created 
a close-knit community, and ultimately bought the homes 
they built.
141.  “Tenant  Home Ownership,” 
Housing New Zealand, accessed May 12, 
2018, https://www.hnzc.co.nz/ways-we-
can-help-you-to-own-a-home/tenant-
home-ownership/.
Assisted ownership
The third option for home ownership is assisted 
ownership, in which a third-party organisation assumes 
the mortgage on the resident’s behalf and transfers that 
ownership over time to the resident. Habitat for Humanity 
has an assisted home ownership program that charges 
the residents a weekly rent; this amount pays the house’s 
insurance and rates, while the remainder of the money 
goes into a savings account that the resident can access 
after ten years (usually around $150,000) for a private 
mortgage deposit.
The New Zealand Housing Foundation’s assisted 
ownership program makes use of an Affordable Equity 
Program, which allows residents to buy the percentage of 
the house they can afford while gradually increasing their 
ownership over time.142
These programs provide a pathway for families who find 
it difficult to save money for a deposit and essentially 
subscribes them into an equity-building program that 
simultaneously provides them a home. If the beneficiary 
family needs the accumulated capital, they can monetize 
their partial ownership and perhaps jump start their social 
mobility with it. Notably, these programs are better suited 
for stably employed families, who can pay rent and weekly 
bills.
Private mortgage
While government and community housing programs 
are largely responsible for people who cannot afford 
the private market, other residents will need to achieve 
ownership through a private mortgage. In this incremental 
project, residents would be encouraged to initially build 
the house they can afford (minimise debt) and extend the 
house with their income and savings resources instead 
increasing their mortgage (more debt and interest pay). 
142.  “Affordable  Equity Programme,” 
New Zealand Housing Foundation, 
accessed May 12, 2018, https://www.nzhf.
org/housing-assistance/affordable-equity-
programme.
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11.0 Land Subdivision and Master 
planning
The master planning of the Otahuhu site uses the 
18:4 ratio for state housing, community housing, and 
private sales (as explained in 5.1 Macro-context – New 
Directions). Housing New Zealand and community housing 
associations use the 18:4 campaign in Auckland grey-
field suburban sites. The ratio creates financial viability 
and scalability of the design (one solution that can be 
repeated in other sites), if successful it does not need to 
be an isolated housing intervention.
11.1 Typology
In incremental housing, the issue of typology is an 
important one: historically incremental housing uses 
a low-rise high-density built form this allows for 
autonomous growth and affordability. This typology also 
encourages social connections by keeping pedestrians 
near social interfaces at ground level found in the street. 
It scatters vehicular parking and slows traffic down 
through narrow spaces, protecting pedestrians and 
social activities.143 High-rises, on the other hand, often 
exclude residents from public social platforms, preventing 
ownership of public space and discouraging the building 
of social networks. High-rises have an important role in 
city making and density, but do not serve low-income 
groups’ need for flexibility and self-maintenance. 
A low-rise, high-density typology can emulate the 
common kiwi aspiration of the ‘quarter-acre dream’ - that 
is of privacy, abundant greenery, private open space, 
and independent access. Moreover, a low-rise typology 
allows housing to address a successful spatial-cultural 
environment - the street.144
Mid-rise blocks will be included in this project to achieve 
the 18:4’s density goals. A ready-made source of housing, 
these blocks can be sold to higher-income buyers. 
They will not be eligible for governmental subsidy, but 
the profit from their sale will cross-subsidise lower-
income plots. The inclusion ready-made housing for 
higher-income buyers helps achieve the mixed-income 
neighbourhood. As Rosie Gallen states, “you don’t want 
to see a concentration of disadvantaged people” 145  as 
this results in segregation and lack of opportunity for 
low-income residents. Accordingly, including higher-
income groups is key for the social mobility of low-income 
residents.
143.  Peter  Land, “Appropriate Urban 
Form,” in The Experimental Housing Project 
(PREVI), Lima – Design and Technology in 
a New Neighbourhood (Bogota: Ediciones 
Uniandes, 2015), 41-2.
144.  As discussed on 5.1 Macro-context 
“Successful Community-making.” Ben 
Schrader, We Call It Home: A History of 
State Housing in New Zealand (Auckland: 
Reed Publishing (NZ) Ltd, 2005), 177.
145.  Eva Corlett, “Insight: Full House – 
homelees and big families,” Radio New 
Zealand, accessed April 13, 2018, https://
www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/
insight/audio/2018639338/insight-full-
house-homelessness-and-big-families.
Fig.167: 
Waimahia 
Inlet buildings’ 
frontage.
Fig.168: 
Waimahia Inlet 
open space.
11.2 Cluster Design
Because a typical 1950s state house plot area is 
approximately 700sqm (45/50x15m), the design challenge 
is to arrange 18 houses in a 2800sqm plot (40x60m or 
30x80m, etc). These are the key measurements in the 
project that allow one design solution to be replicated 
throughout the masterplan.
Aldo van Eyck’s “Configurative Process” strongly drives 
the cluster design, suggesting that combining a set of 
standardized elements (structural or volumetric)146 in 
different ways can generate a hierarchy of architectural 
configurations at different scales, from the house right 
through to the city.147 
146.  What has been referred to as the 
support system in this research.
147.  Zucchi, Giancarlo de Carlo.
Designing with the Configurative Process inside four 
state housing plots
In this project, placing the supports (infrastructure) 
inside the cluster establishes a spatial hierarchy that 
defines its public space, community open space, private 
property, and interfaces between neighbours. By 
using the “Configurative Process” the systematization 
of support elements allows the same solution to be 
replicated throughout the project, thereby achieving 
economy through the standardisation and optimization of 
infrastructure and services.
Furthermore, the architect controls how one house/plot 
relates to the next, making it possible to achieve spatial 
economy (back-to-back plots share structure and services 
inlets) and create spatial hierarchies (defining what is 
public and private).
The “configurative process” only works when its building 
units (a singular plot) can be replicated and mirrored 
next to each other infinitely. Therefore, the plot size in 
Otahuhu must be 10x10m to fit with this concept and 
18:4 density requirements. Its squared proportion gives 
the plot an orientation-less quality, making it possible to 
subdivide the site without affecting the orientation of 
the house, which can be rotated inside the 10x10 plot. A 
common denominator plots in Auckland have is the 10m 
width, thereby this dimmension should inform the sizes of 
the clusters 18:4’s density and response to available sites 
(45x60m or 30x90m).
Fig.169: Aldo van 
Eyck’s Weeshuis 
Orphanage 
(Amsterdam, 1960) 
is as a key example 
of the configurative 
process, where 
repetition and 
hierarchies are used 
to shape spaces. 
Fig.170: Plan 
of Weeshuis 
Orphanage.
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Four plots, composition A: 45x80
The solution for a 45x80m plot is to create 
two clusters, each with eleven houses. 
Each cluster has houses on its perimeter, 
and a courtyard space at the centre. This 
arrangement establishes a street front, 
allowing the establishment of businesses 
and community space in the courtyards. 
The courtyards provide a social platform 
near the houses, borrowing the street scale 
from successful New Zealand state housing 
communities (as discussed in 5.1 Macro-
context – Successful Community-making). 
Differently to Aravena’s equation, 
this project’s equation accounts for 
variables (blue) that residents can 
control. The resident can control 
how much land they buy at a fixed 
rate; how big the initial building 
is (including the core house); how 
much they pay for construction, 
that is, if they self-build, hire 
local labour, or employ an 
architect to design and administer 
construction.
The open space in the cluster 
is bought collectively by all its 
residents, they divide equal 
ownership of the space.
Fig.171: Equation determining the cost 
of a unit and house. Fig.172: Two 45x40 clusters (45x60m).
E.g. 40x45 cluster
1800sqm x $1100 = $1,980,000 
70sqm x $3000 x 11 units = $2,310,000
$1,980,000 + 2,310,000 = 4,250,000/11 =
$390,000 per unit with a 70sqm initial built.
Including apartment building = $352,000
Four plots, composition B: 30x80-90
When the replaced state houses connect 
two parallel streets on opposite sides of a 
block, it creates a plot that is 30x90m. This 
arrangement created a 10m laneway that 
joins the two streets with houses on its 
sides. The centre of the cluster contains a 
30x10m social space, giving the residents a 
sense of proximity, ownership, and tenure to 
the cluster’s shared open space. 
One plot, composition C: 15x45
The standard plot size (10x10m) house plot 
can fit three houses in a single state housing 
plot (15x45). The houses will sit on one side, 
leaving vehicular access to a 5x30m space 
on the other side. If residents choose to use 
street parking they can use the vehicular 
access space for a garden. Each house will 
also have a 5x10m private open space, 
creating a total of 15x10m plot size. 
Additional home
The 10x10 plot could also be used elsewhere 
in Auckland, as most suburban plots have a 
width of 10-20 metres.  The 10x10m option 
can be a useful in low-income housing, as 
residents can build an additional dwelling 
without demolishing an existing house and 
evicting its tenants. Furthermore, 10x10m 
plot creates the opportunity to provide 
adequate housing for a multi-generational 
family.
Fig.173: Two 30x80 clusters (60x80m).
$375,000 cost for a 70sqm house.
Fig.174: Subdivision in one plot. 
$457,000 cost for a 70sqm house.
Fig.175: 30x30 
subdivision. 
$320,000 for a 
70sqm house.
Fig.176: 30x30. 
$320,000 (10x10) 
and $375,000 
(15x10).
Fig.177: 30x35 
subdivision. 
$347,500 (10x10) 
and $402,580 
(15x10).
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House plots: 10x10/10x15/20x10/30x10
Plot size and potential expansions
This project uses four different plot sizes: 10x10m 
(low-income), 10x15m (large families), 10x20m (multi-
generational families), and apartment blocks (cross-
subsidy). The 10x10m dimension aims to accommodate 
future horizontal growth, therefore calculating appropiate 
room sizes and relative spans is critical for the space to 
work. By diving 10m into three load bays suggests that 
each spans will be between 3-4m, which is compatible to 
timber spans and standard room sizes in New Zealand.  
Poorly dimensioned plots would result in disproportional 
rooms that are too small or too large, that increase 
building costs and result in deep-plans that inhibit natural 
light exposure and possibly excessive open space.
House Plot: 15x10
The 15x10m plots were designed to solve the corner 
access problem in the courtyard. Their larger size creates 
the opportunity to market these plots for higher-income 
buyers or multi-generational families who need more 
space.
House Plot: 20x10
Two 10x10 plots can be combined to create a 20x10 plot, 
thereby meeting the needs of larger families or those 
who would like to have space for growing food or leisure.
House Plot: 10x10
By using a 10x10m house plot as the common 
denominator between different sites, it does not constrain 
the houses to these boundaries; housing variations in the 
plot sizes can be achieved by doubling or even tripling the 
10x10m standard plot without compromising the overall 
arrangement.  
Fig.178: 10x10 
plot, its division 
into bays 
and flexible 
arrangement of 
the core using 
3-4-5m timber 
spans.
Fig.179: Drawing of how 
different plots work in the 
cluster and the configurative 
process. 10x10 (red), 10x15 
(yellow), 10x20 (green), and 
10x30 (apartment - purple).
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Apartment Blocks
The apartment block typology increases the density of 
the development, leaving more space for public amenities 
and low-income housing that must live in low-rise to 
reduce maintenance costs. The apartment block should 
not be too high, as losing its human scale will disconnect 
inhabitants with communal life. A mid-rise apartment 
building can respond well to the cluster size and available 
public space.
Apartment blocks create a different dwelling dynamic 
from the core-houses because they provide defined 
spaces that suit a middle or high-income group. Allocating 
spaces for apartment blocks opens a niche for private 
housing providers such as private developers, co-housing 
groups, and Nightingale housing. 
Considering that middle and high-income buyers 
struggle with high housing costs in Auckland, designing 
apartment buildings should question if an apartment can 
be incremental? Since the income groups are different 
in apartment buildings, the incremental strategy should 
respond accordingly. Three precedents demonstrate 
different degrees of participation and incremental 
or customisable spaces: Lacaton and Vassal’s “Cite 
Manifesto,” where apartments have a large open covered 
space under an agricultural polycarbonate roof to 
encroach on; R-50 Baugruppen building in Berlin, where 
the structure, circulation, and facades are designed with 
resident participation, and every house interior partitions 
are customised; and Dackshus building in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, where ordinary houses are built inside a multi-
storey concrete frame.
The placement strategy for these mid-rise buildings are 
based on how they interfere with its neighbours’ sun 
exposure and ventilation. These buildings’ placement 
will be carefully considered by the architect to serve the 
collective best interest.
Fig.180: 
Nightingale 1.0 by 
Breathe architects 
in Brunswick, 
Melbourne, 
Australia.
Fig.181: 
Apartment 
interior at 
Nightingale 1.0.
Fig.182: Roof 
top garden used 
as a communal 
social space at 
Nightingale 1.0.
Fig.183: Cité Manifesto, Mulhouse, France by 
Lacaton and Vassal (2005).
Fig.184: Cité Manifesto, Mulhouse, France 
by Lacaton and Vassal (2005).
Fig.185: Cité Manifesto, Mulhouse, France 
by Lacaton and Vassal (2005).
Fig.186: R-50 building, Berlin.
Fig.187: Dackshus building, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. 
Fig.188: Speculation of what an 
incremental high-rise might look 
like (A).
Fig.189: Speculation of what an 
incremental high-rise might look 
like (B).
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Fig.190: High-rise 
shadow studies.
Fig.191: Shadow effect of a mid-
rise building with an east-west 
orientation.
Fig.192: Staggering slender high-rises 
to minimize shadows.
Fig.193: Shadow effect of a mid-
rise building with a north-south 
orientation.
Fig.194: Unusable space between two 
high-rise buildings.
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11.3 Masterplan – site strategy
40x45 clusters
30x80 clusters
30x30 clusters
30x35 clusters
10x80 clusters
Fig.195: Cluster subdivisions inside the 
masterplan.
   Deliberately blank
Masterplan / 
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Fig.196: Core houses are 
interconnected throughout 
the masterplan by using the 
configurative process strategy.
Fig.197: Masterplan at maximum 
expansion (red).
Fig.198: Optimization of services in 
the clusters and masterplan design.
Fig.199: Public and private open 
spaces.
Fig.200: Agricultural spaces in each 
cluster and communal garden 
(Agrocite).
Fig.201: Community amenities: 
workshop, agrocite building, and 
day-care/afterschool care.
Masterplan /  / Land Subdivision
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12.0 Open Space Design
Social infrastructure
As stated in the spatial context chapter (68-70), state 
housing suburbs have historically created social problems 
resulted from a lack of social interaction and boredom. 
The social failure of these garden city suburbs resulted 
from large distances to community centres, the vastness 
and disconnection of open spaces, and the subsequent 
neglect of both open space and housing. 
Considering this spatial problem, this project includes 
spaces that create social opportunity for the residents. 
The project also addresses activities-based spaces to form 
a community on the Agency chapter (ch.13: workshop, 
gardens, and after-school care), this segment focuses on 
design moves that result in residents socializing. These 
spaces include:
Social Opportunity Spaces
Private – Domestic scale:
•	 Space for chatting with neighbours. E.g. Foyer, 
verandah, balcony, window, stoops, deck,  
•	 Indoor spaces for social interactions with friends 
and family. Roof terrace, back-yard, balcony, living 
room.
Public – Civic scale:
•	 Parks and leisure areas
•	 Community meeting places
•	 Covered  outdoor spaces
•	 Sitting spaces
•	 Place markers that indicate meeting points
•	 Paved spaces – pathways
•	 Nooks: offsets from public pathways for brief 
social interaction
Public – Cluster scale:
•	 Shelter for formal and informal meetings
•	 Common pathways
•	 Park benches and tables
•	 Spaces for children: children’s play space
Social interface Stoops Covered entrances Roof terraces
Social Opportunity /  / Open Space Design
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Visual connection and 
street surveillance
Ground floor shops Gathering spaces Covered meeting 
points
Pathway nooks Covered pathways Outdoor cooking Playgrounds
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4 Social activities
	Community relationships are most successful in their 
immediate environment. E.g. street, or cluster.
	Children are social binders: playgrounds put adults 
into social situations too, forming bonds between 
families.
	Architectural Disobedience study indicates a need for 
community gardens, gathering spaces, and social 
interfaces in front of houses.
	A ‘Menzsheds’ community workshop will be 
introduced to the project to address the elderly 
(particularly, but not limited to, men) who lack things 
to do after retirement. This platform will propel social 
bonds between members and community through 
the exchange of skills and collaboration in community 
projects.
4 social activities:
•	 Community workshop: Menzshed (one in the 
entire project).
•	 Community gardens: Agrocite (one in the entire 
project) and smaller gardens in the courtyards, 
and potentially one inside a plot by compromising 
with other spaces.
•	 Gathering space: outdoor kitchen, bbq, and hangi 
pit. Suits planned and unplanned interactions.
•	 Children’s playground: Adventure playgrounds. 
Fig.202: Menzshed’s members share 
experiences with each other.
Fig.203: Blackhorse workshop 
encourages and supports the 
community to use its facilities.
Fig.204: Ron Findley’s 
sidewalk vegetable 
garden in Los Angeles 
(USA).
Fig.205: Atelier 
d’architeture 
autogérée’s 
(aaa) Passage 
56 community 
garden.
Fig.206: Aaa’s 
Agrocité 
community 
gardens.
Fig.207: 
Origins of 
Adventure 
playgrounds.
Fig.208: 
Baltic street 
adventure 
playground.
Fig.209: 
Baltic street 
adventure 
playground.
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Community spaces
Civic infrastructure
In order to create neighbourhood infrastructure, the 
existing manufacturing warehouses and scrapyards on 
the site would be removed. Civic space will be created by 
extending Chelsea Avenue148 to connect with Kaka Street 
(near the train station and Walmsley Road). This road will 
provide a pedestrian thoroughfare, connecting residents 
to the train station. The road’s narrowness will reduce 
traffic, and social platforms - small parks, green areas, 
benches, covered walkways -  spread along its lenght will 
encourage residents interaction. The amenities in this 
project will integrate this civic space to become accessible 
for existing Otahuhu residents to use. 
Courtyard: shared open space
The cluster design creates a shared courtyard for the 
residents. The courtyard space will be used as a shared 
open space for the residents surrounding it. The proximity 
of neighbours and inevitable interaction in the courtyard 
will encourage residents to establish social networks. If 
successful, this social network will influence the tenure 
of the shared open space as residents will maintain the 
garden, encourage children to play, and socialize.
148.  Chelsea avenue is isolated from the 
key spaces within the neighbourhood. 
This isolation results in the neglect due 
to the undesirable location besides large 
industrial warehouses and outside walking 
distance to key civic facilities such as the 
train station and Otahuhu village shops.
Fig.210: Chelsea Street extension.
Fig.211: Conjunto 
Habitacional das Pedras 
by Helio Vigglecca. Open 
space design accounts 
for traffic of vehicles, 
ensuring low-speeds and 
the quality and safety of 
pedestrian pathways and 
children’s play spaces.
Fig.212: Alvaro Siza’s 
Quinta da Malagueira 
project in Evora, 
Portugal, uses narrow 
car pathways and 
parking beside the 
owner’s house. The 
narrow street decreases 
the speed of vehicles 
and allows social 
interaction to take place.
Fig.213: The cluster space can include the access of 
cars to each house like in Quinta da Malagueira (fig. 
212). The pavement would be permeable to avoid 
unnecessary drainage. The space in the middle is 
for community use (10x5m), it includes a covered 
social space, a small shared vegetable garden, and an 
undetermined children play space.
Community Spaces /  / Open Space Design
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Fig.214: Public spaces 
surround the street (red), 
and the courtyard (blue) is 
reserved to residents.
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13.0 Agency and Support
Agency in this project is defined as the empowerment 
of people and community. As noted in “The need for 
agency,” Hurimoana Dennis suggests the need for ‘Mana 
motuhake,’149 or the empowerment of beneficiaries 
towards self-determination. To empower residents, this 
proposal includes three agencies: a community workshop 
for upskilling programmes and to support a do-it-
yourself culture for the residents; a community garden 
to create extra income for families or to produce food for 
consumption; and an in-house afterschool program to 
support working parents.
The project will annex existing agencies with established  
successful programs, each having a purpose-made space 
on the site: MenzSheds and Kiwi Can Do will share the 
workshop space, For the Love of Bees will help run the 
community garden, residents will run the after-school care 
program.
Moreover, the community workshop and gardens will be 
inspired by three precedents that indicate potential for 
community empowerment, engagement, and income-
opportunity: The “Blackhorse workshop” in London by 
Assemble Studio; “Guerrilla gardens” in Los Angeles by 
Ron Findley, and the Agrocité (Agrocity) in Paris by “Atelier 
d’Architeture Autogérée (AAA).”
149.  Maori for self-determining and 
autonomy.
Agency and Support /  / Open Space Design
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13.1 Community Workshop
Agency (empowerment): Self-building is a huge challenge 
for the residents: beyond buying materials and learning 
how to build a house, they need to have the appropriate 
equipment for their work. In the community workshop, 
the builder-in-charge can provide technical advice, discuss 
building techniques, and loan equipment to residents. 
Agency (institution): Two existing agencies in Auckland 
exhibit values that align with those of this project: 
“ManzShed” and “Kiwi Can Do.” MenzSheds will introduce 
a social dynamic to the workshop, as people from the 
community “share their skills, have a laugh, and work 
on practical tasks individually (personal projects) or 
as a group (for the Shed or community).”150 Although 
Men Sheds’ participants are usually retired men, other 
groups  could participate in the projects and comoraderie. 
Research validates this social aspect of MenzSheds by 
indicating that “health benefits out weight the educational 
benefits, especially in terms of suicide prevention, 
depression, and loneliness on men over sixty-five, retired 
men, and unemployed man.”151
“Kiwi Can Do” on the other hand, works exclusively with 
upskilling for employment, training young people to work 
in the building industry and encouraging cadets to gain 
further qualifications and education. As such, it provides 
supply skills shortage in Auckland (and Christchurch),  
a professionalizing pathway for the young and the 
unemployed.152 
Both the social and economic dynamics generated by 
MenzShed and Kiwi Can Do can develop a symbiotic 
relationship with the incremental housing project. 
Community members will use the workshop facilities 
to develop their own projects (expansions, home 
improvements, furniture making, etc) and socialize with 
others, while trainees will earn a first-hand experience by 
building core houses and assisting with the expansion of 
houses.
150.  “What is a  Shed,” MenzShed, 
accessed on February 21, 2018, http://
menzshed.org.nz/about-us/what-is-a-
shed/.
151. Martin Cox, unknown 
interviewer, Rangiora MenzShed, Metro 
News Tv, 2012. https://www.facebook.
com/hendersonmenshed/videos/
152.  “About,” Kiwi Can Do, accessed 
February 21, 2018, http://kiwi-can-do.
Potential (precedent): This workshop has the potential 
to become an entrepreneurial space in the community as 
Blackhorse Workshop in London. This workshop designed 
by Assemble Studio establishes an entrepreneurial 
dimension to an otherwise self-funded or subsidised 
community workshop. At Blackhorse, common tools, 
woodwork and metalwork machinery are available; 
courses are taught for a fee (metal works, wood 
works, welding, furniture making, leather working, 
etc) ranging from £48 to £268 and studios are rented 
for £250 per month.153 Thirty entrepreneurs - product 
and furniture designers, sculptors, artists, surfboard 
makers, architects, photographers, textile workers, to 
timber millers and salesman - rent studio space at the 
workshop. The presence of these professionals creates 
a platform for networking, running specialized courses, 
sharing experiences, and generating income to maintain 
the workshop for the community. The diversification 
of services maximisation of use makes the workshop 
financially viable and constantly active, with various 
ongoing projects.
153.  “Courses,” Black Horse Workshop, 
accessed February 21, 2018, http://www.
blackhorseworkshop.co.uk/courses/.
Fig.215: MenzShed North Shore interior.      
Fig.216: MenzShed North Shore.
Fig.217: Proposed workshop.
Fig.218: Kiwi Can 
Do program.
Fig.219: The 
community’s 
children are invited 
to Blackhorse 
workshop for 
special events.
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13.2 Community Garden
Agency (empowerment): Community gardens can 
create a common ground in communities, bringing 
people together, building self-esteem, educating youth, 
improving diet, establishing social networks, and 
providing affordable fresh vegetables for consumption. 
This creates a sense of ownership of shared space, as 
the community collectively nurtures the garden and 
participates in making it a pleasant environment. Whether 
gardening space is subdivided for individual plantating 
and/or communal, it allows already economically fragile 
groups to save money on produce or supplement their 
income by cultivating vegetables. As Ron Findley, creator 
of “Guerrilla Gardeners” in South Central Los Angeles 
describes it: “growing your own food is like printing your 
own money.”154
Agency (institution) and Potential (precedent): Otahuhu 
already displays a vegetable planting culture, as residents 
privately plant perennials like banana trees, sugar cane, 
and pumpkin as well as annuals like taro. This growing 
potential could be expanded, as the list is: lettuce, 
tomatoes, cassava, kumara, potato, watercress, broccoli, 
cabbage, carrots, feijoas, oranges, lemon, avocado, and 
grapes.
Introducing “For the Love of Bees” could mobilize the 
community to explore the full potential of a community 
garden. “For the Love of Bees,” an Auckland-based group 
whose primary aim is to create “pollinator paths” in 
Auckland, they regularly hold gardening workshops for 
interested Aucklanders. As such, the group could create 
a similar program to the Agrocité, which consisted of: (1) 
experimental urban farm, (2) shared community garden, 
(3) educational garden, and (4) shared greenhouse. 
154.  Ron Findley, A Guerrilla Gardner 
in South Central LA, TED talks, accessed 
February 21, 2018. https://www.ted.com/
talks/ron_finley_a_guerilla_gardener_in_
south_central_la#t-258368.
Potential (precedent): Ron Findley’s “Guerrilla gardens” 
- a term that originally refered to gardens that encroach 
public sidewalks - bring an economic and social rationale 
to the idea of the community garden. Beyond growing 
vegetables, eating healthily, and saving money otherwise 
spent in a supermarket, Findley claims that when families 
become involved with community gardens, they begin 
to cherish community’s spaces and create lasting social 
bonds with fellow gardeners. Just as the original guerrilla 
gardens extended into public spaces, in this project the 
emphasis on urban gardening might begin to move into 
the open space of smaller clusters, or even into the 
private space of individual households.
Fig.220: Side walk garden by Ron Findley. Fig.221: Ron Findley, Guerrilla Gardening in South 
Central Los Angeles.
Fig.222: Atelier d’architeture 
autogérée’s (aaa) Passage 56 
community garden.
Fig.223: Aaa’s Agrocité community 
gardens.
Fig.224: Proposed community 
garden similar to the Agrocité 
ran by “For the Love of Bees.”
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13.3 After-school Care
Agency (empowerment): An afterschool care centre 
provides an important service to a low-income 
community: it ensures the safety of children while parents 
work to sustain their livelihood. Additionally, such facility 
can provide amenities that children/youth may not have 
at home, such as computer labs, internet access, and 
homework assistance. An after school centre might also 
provide employment opportunities for residents. The 
facility will also provide play spaces for children and social 
programs for teenagers, thereby enough interest, keeping 
youth from wandering the streets and getting into trouble.
Moreover, this after school program can link with the 
educational potential of the garden and the workshop, 
teaching children and teenagers invaluable practical and 
social skills while keeping them occupied.
Fig.225: Proposed day-care and after-
school care centre and play space for 
children.
14.0 Core House
A core house is a structure that provides a starting point 
in incremental housing; it does not fulfil all the needs of 
the resident, but only the basic needs that allow the user 
to live inside while simultaneously making extensions 
over the years. The core house’s role is to provide users 
with what they cannot easily provide themselves: such as 
structural integrity, weather-proofing, electrical, water, 
and waste services; and even more specialized spatial 
design with orientation, ventilation, and circulation. 
Core houses must be immediately inhabitable to meet 
residents’ cooking, eating, living, sleeping, and storage 
spatial needs immediately. This immediate provision of 
basic needs allows residents to invest their time improving 
their income resources and only investing in extensions 
when their financial condition is stable and savings have 
improved.
The initial dwelling composition is arranged with each 
family in participatory design meetings between the 
resident, architect, and housing provider. In these 
meetings, beneficiaries can discuss their spatial needs 
with the architect and negotiate the best-suited payment 
plan towards full home-ownership with the housing 
provider;155 striving for beneficiaries to owe the smallest 
amount of debt according to their spatial requirements.
This spatial negotiation with the architect can result in the 
immediate provision from one-bedroom as far as eight 
to nine-bedrooms homes; each family is accounted for 
individually, allowing for an accurate representation of 
their housing needs and financial plans. These families 
may want to make compromises with the size of their 
homes to reduce their debt; in this instance, the architect 
can work with the family to plan temporary grass-roots 
conditions such as leasing portable cabins and making the 
living space suitable for sleeping.
155.  See ‘Financial Agency: ownership 
pathways’ for more details.
Some families will prioritise a working/entrepreneurial 
space if the family needs additional income or financially 
depends on working from home (e.g. mechanics, artisans, 
hairdressers/barbers, tailors, metal and wood-workers, 
local takeaway shops). If a family member(s) has the 
necessary skills to follow this entrepreneurial path he 
can make space available for his professional (economic) 
growth from the very beginning. In addition to allowing 
for income generating spaces, the basic core house 
creates a social interface between the house and street/
courtyard. Establishing a social network is important as 
residents will need to create social ties to establish their 
economic networks, assist one another with construction 
knowledge and skills, and to create communal ownership 
of their homes and social facilities.
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Core house design
14.1 Positioning of the core house
The positioning of the core within the 10x10 plot 
determines the growth direction. It indicates what is a 
support (core house, fire-walls, street boundary) and 
what is infill (self-built extensions); as a result, indicating 
how residents might extend their houses. By determining 
spatial boundaries and potential growth space, the 
architect indicates the residents’ ownership of the plot 
in two ways: Firstly, by defining a legal boundary that 
creates a sense of privacy, protection, and stewardship; 
and secondly, by visually showcasing potential growth 
as infill for the plot. This makes residents understand 
how additions might work and encourages them to plan 
around its limitations, to both meet their necessities and 
comfort.
Positioning of the core house: environmental strategy
The architect is responsible to position the core to ensure 
solar exposure and adequate ventilation regardless of 
what expansions residents make.
The 4-house cluster
The environmental design solution consists of a cluster 
with four back-to-back houses, it results in a construction 
economy by grouping structures and ensuring that all 
houses have access to direct sun-light and ventilation.
Within this 4-house cluster, two core houses share a wall 
(semi-detached typology), similar to the semi-detached 
1950s Auckland statehouses. This relationship reduces 
the amount of construction needed and strengthens the 
bracing capacity of each core. This back-to-back solution 
allows core-structures and braced walls to work together 
and reduce the sizing of structural elements.156
156.  This strategy was used by SANAA’s 
Shakujii apartments (Tokyo-Japan), where 
the various seemingly independent houses 
share structural and bracing elements 
to reduce the overall sizing of columns, 
beams, and bracing elements in an 
earthquake prone environment.
Fig.226: How 
the fire-wall fits 
in relation to 
the structure.
Fig.227: Fire-wall 
design showing 
braced core 
house.
Courtyard solutionExperimenting with 
different heights
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The four-house cluster adopts a 
courtyard solution. Chosen because 
it ensures direct sun-light and 
ventilation between four houses, and 
systematically adapts to different sites 
and orientations. 
Row houses are also efficient regarding 
sun-light and ventilation, however, this 
cluster form lacks the same adaptability 
of courtyard clusters.
Using different heights can potentially 
work if carefully considered, 
consideration that is hard to achieve 
inside a mass housing project; the 
solution should be more uniform.
The staggered solution is not a 
convincing strategy for New Zealand’s 
climate. The proximity between plots 
would result in deep-plans, lacking 
desired sun-light and ventilation. 
Moreover, residents would intuitively 
extend in small spaces created by 
staggering rooms, creating more 
undesirable living spaces. This form is 
more suited for tropical climates.
Fig.228: 
Experiment 
with sun-light 
in Auckland and 
building forms.
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Fig.229: Core house plan: the position of the 
core house (4x5m) at the center of the 10x10m 
plot optmizes the vertical circulation in the 
house.
Fig.230: First extension plan: the first room 
can be added either in front or behind the 
core unit. This extension (15sqm) is likely to 
be carried immediately to provide a sleeping 
space for residents. This extension can fit two 
small bedrooms.
Fig.231: Second extension: the second 
extension (15sqm) can fit another bedroom to 
the house, thereby it can have 2-3 bedrooms 
with these two extensions.
Fig.232: Third extension: this is the largest 
extension (25sqm) and can fit another two 
rooms in the house, creating four ample 
bedrooms in total. Note that the open 
courtyard space is never built on as it would 
violate the rules of the project by affecting 
neighbours negatively.
Positioning /  / Core House
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14.2 Structural Concept
The structure of the houses is based on Walter Segal’s 
‘Segal Method’: it provides spatial flexibility, affordability, 
and achievable assemblies for an inexperienced self-
builder. The portal frame and timber structures are 
appropriately suited for New Zealand’s timber based 
construction context. Timber frame construction is second 
nature to local builders and is easily managed by unskilled 
people because it only requires skills such as nailing, 
cutting straight, and drilling straight. Segal’s method 
can be adapted to New Zealand’s earthquake design 
requirements by increasing the sizing of timber members 
and bracing.
The core house will centralize circulation and services 
wrapped around a bracing structure. The bracing structure 
will be composed of 225mm diameter poles braced with 
125mm poles. All expansions will need to connect back 
to the structural core through the timber frame floors to 
transfer lateral loads to the braced area (core house).
Unlike Segal’s houses, this project does not propose 
detached dwellings. Instead, the houses designed inside 
the 4-house cluster are structurally interdependent - 
particularly regarding bracing.157 This strategically reduces 
the sizing of structural elements compared to detached-
dwellings.
157.  SANAA’s  Shakujii Apartments 
employ this idea of interconnected posts, 
beams, and bracing between at least two 
different tenancies. The architect Kazuyo 
Sejima employed this strategy because 
she wanted the structural elements to 
appear “thin.” Kazuyo Sejima, Architecture 
on Stage: Kazuyo Sejima, Barbican Centre, 
June 16, 2017. http://blog.barbican.org.
uk/2017/06/architecture-on-stage-kazuyo-
sejima-sanaa/.
Another critical structural design is to place load-
bearing lines at adequate spans for timber floor and 
roof structures. The key spans include: (1) Up to 4.60m 
span: 290x45mm at 600mm centres (SG8) and (2) up to 
5.05m span: 290x45 at 450 centres (SG8).158 By sizing the 
extensions’ floor joists from the core to the boundary, 
it creates “clear spans”159 that allow non-load bearing 
partitions between the core and the boundary bearers, 
facilitating movement of those walls as desired by 
residents without any structural reinforcing. Notably, 
all these extensions will need to transfer their bracing 
loads towards the core house through the floors; 
this is achieved by connecting all floor joists with a 
sheet material (plywood or particle board) of at least 
2400x1200mm throughout with 60x1.8mm nails around 
the perimeter of the sheet and 300mm on intermediate 
supports.160
158.  NZS3604:11,  section 7 “Floors.” 
p.7-4.
159.  Jeremy Till and Tatjana Schneider, 
Flexible Housing (Oxford: Taylor and Francis 
Ltd, 2007), p.195. 
160.  NZS3604:11,  section 7 “Floors.” 
p.7-19.
Fig.236: Stage 1. Fig.237: Stage 2.
Fig.238: Stage 3. Fig.239: Stage 4.
Fig.240: Stage 5. Fig.241: Stage 6. Fig.242: Stage 7.
Construction stages:
1) Placing timber piles on the site.
2) Connecting piles with bearers and 
bracing. And installing the gutter onto the 
structure.
3) Putting insulation in the shared walls, 
building paper, and fire-wall (fiber 
cemenet).
4) Building the core house structure and 
bracing it in order to transfer loads to the 
braced frames.
5) The first expansion is likely to project 
towards the front or back of the core 
house.
6) Second expansion.
7) The third extension is likely to connect 
with another house’s side and join with 
the inter-tenancy fire-wall.
Fig.233: This project’s interpretation 
of support and infill including a 
core house, social core, and timber 
construction.
Fig.234:  Structural frames in elevation with bracing.
Fig.235: Two four-
house clusters 
back-to-back. Plan 
showing structural 
poles, bracing, 
and mid-floor.
Structural Concept /  / Core House
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14.3 Services
To bring economy in a mass housing project, the architect 
is responsible to design with strategies that optimise the 
distribution of services. Reducing the amount of man-
holes per houses and minimizing material use and ground 
work are simple strategies that will reduce the overall 
cost of the project. Ensuring that unnecessary costs are 
minimised can direct the saved money into better designs 
or community amenities.
Fig.243: The 
kitchen and 
bathroom walls 
are aligned so 
it can easily run 
pipes through it.
Fig.244: Section 
showing the 
optimization 
of services in 
the core house 
by stacking 
wet-areas and 
plumbing.
Fig.245: Four-
houses cluster: two 
back-to-back core 
houses can share 
the same services 
inlet and outlets.
Fig.246: 45x80m 
clusters: aligning 
core houses can 
minimize the 
difficulty and cost 
to install services 
and infrastructure.
Services /  / Core House
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14.4 Environmental strategy
Passive heating
The 4-house cluster design, like each individual plot (as 
discussed in the “Cluster design”), has a square plan and 
works regardless of orientation. 
Passive cooling and ventilation
Passive cooling is achieved by designing narrow rooms 
between open spaces. The two open spaces that create 
cross-ventilation around each house are the cluster 
courtyard and the private courtyard at the back of each 
house. Ensuring that these open areas are unbuilt is 
pivotal for maintaining the health standards of each 
house.
Solar energy and Water harvesting
Considering the economic fragility of the residents, 
investing in solar hot water, photovoltaic panels, and 
water harvesting technology can reduce the resident’s 
expenses. Solar hot-water and water harvesting are the 
most cost-efficient strategies as they reduce electricity 
consumption and require a low-investment, respectively. 
Although the design will include these strategies, the 
residents will decide when and if they take on these 
additional investments.
Fig.247: The square 
plan of the 4-house 
cluster allows every 
house to receive 
sunlight regardless of 
orientation.
Fig.248: 4-house cluster sun analysis during winter solstice at 12 o’clock.
Fig.249: 4-house cluster sun analysis during summer solstice at 12 o’clock.
Environmental Strategy /  / Core House
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14.7 Materials:
Materials: self-building (economy)
Materials used in this project follows Walter Segal’s 
principle for materials being locally available in any 
hardware stone. He uses ‘off-the-shelf’ materials 
to ensure its suitability for local building skills and 
affordability as non-specialist hardware stores compete 
with one another and reduce prices for custumers. 
Because timber is light and easy to cut and assemble, 
inexperienced builders can easily manage working with 
the material, as it can account for minor mistakes. 
Although, the proposed low-income houses are designed 
with timber frames, alternative construction methods 
will be encouraged in this project. Residents eager to 
use more sustainable and/or affordable methods such as 
‘Earthships,’161 rammed-earth, and straw-bale construction 
will be encouraged to build in the desired method and 
receive appropiate technical aid.
Materials: sustainability
Timber, the primary material for the houses in this 
project, is superior to other typical construction materials 
such as concrete and steel in terms of its sustainability. 
Timber is a renewable resource and can sequester carbon-
dioxide from the atmosphere. Other sustainable materials 
such as rammed-earth and straw-bale bricks are more 
difficult to build with. Corrugated steel will be acceptable 
for roofing, as terracotta tiles are uncommon off-the-shelf, 
and petroleum-based bitumen will be discouraged.
161.  The concept was developed by the 
American architect Mike Reynolds in the 
New Mexico desert. The method combines 
recycled tyres and rammed earth to create 
low-cost sustainable building. This method 
has precedence in New Zealand.
Structure:
Recommended: Timber
Avoid: Steel, Concrete
Sustainable alternative: Straw bale, Tyres, rammed-earth
Cladding: 
Recommended: Pine Weatherboards, Shingles, SIP 
(Structural Insulated Panels), Glu-lam
Acceptable: Fibre-cement, corrugated steel, 
Polycarbonate, brick
Try to avoid: Concrete, plaster, stone
Sustainable alternatives: Macrocarpa and Cedar 
weatherboards, Rammed earth, lime
Roofing:
Recommended: Terracotta tiles.
Acceptable: corrugated steel
Try to avoid: Bitumen, concrete tiles, shingles (it has a 
bitumen layer)
Sustainable alternative: Green-roofs.
Fig.250: Materials 
available for building and 
which should be avoided 
considering environmental 
sustainability and ease of 
construction.
Fig.251: Drawing 
experimenting with possible 
materials, their tectonics, 
and assemblies for the 
project.
Materials /  / Core House
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Criteria: emancipatory spaces: architectural disobedience
Living space growth
The living space is the most important space of the house: 
it is likely to be the first space expanded as it can hold 
various domestic activities such as relaxing, socializing, 
eating, and potentially sleeping if necessary. The living 
room and family room are designed to directly connect to 
the kitchen to support social interaction and allow parents 
to watch their children while cooking. This social space is 
on the ground level, that creates a direct line of sight from 
the kitchen to the entrance, thereby ensuring security 
through surveillance.
The living space will need a toilet nearby on the ground 
floor, as low-income families may want to sleep in the 
living space. Placing a toilet on the ground floor also 
accommodates the elderly, eliminating the need to climb 
staircases. 
14.8 Growth  - Incremental Expansions
By understanding the nature of potential expansions, the 
resident sets spatial priorities and builds their most vital 
spatial needs first. As their financial condition improves, 
residents can invest in improvements that make their 
homes more comfortable. Following the concept of 
housing as a verb, the core houses allow four key possible 
extensions: living, sleeping, socializing, and working. 
Not all spaces will be built at once; in each house the 
incremental process requires residents to prioritise their 
needs in order to build. E.g. If you need a workshop to 
generate income, you might need to comprise with size of 
your living space. 
Fig.252: At the beginning residents can make informal 
spaces to suit their needs.
Fig.253: Over time these informal spaces become 
formal.
Fig.254: Neighbours interacting at the private 
courtyard.
Working/entrepreneurial space growth
When residents have a skill-set that creates additional 
income to the family, the house can respond to this 
opportunity. Suburban neighbourhoods often contain 
homes with alterations such as a shop front or a large 
garage/workshop that enables informal businesses to 
operate. As seen in Otahuhu, corner stores (dairies), 
mechanic’s garages, hair salons/barber shops, and 
market-gardens are already part of the economic and 
built environments. The core-house can free the ground 
floor for shops and workshops to facilitate income-
earning activities. Even the standard dwelling core-house 
can accommodate commercial frontage by replacing 
the living and/or social space with a shop/workshop. 
The entrepreneurial core house arrangement allows a 
separate dwelling on the plot, renting or selling space 
which can provide extra income to the family who owns 
the plot. Furthermore, it is possible to build a two to 
three-bedroom house while keeping half of the land free 
for small gardens containing taro, banana, pumpkin, and 
sugar cane as already seen in Otahuhu.
Fig.255: The private courtyard can also have fences 
up to 2m high to minimize contact with neighbours.
Fig.256: Workshop space being used by a 
tradesman.
Fig.257: Alternatively the space designed for a 
workshop can become a small shop.
Growth: Incremental Expansions /  / Core House
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Sleeping space
Although sleeping spaces in all house typologies are 
intended to be on the second level of the house, 
residents may build one to two-bedrooms on the ground 
floor instead of a large living space. The second floor is 
designed to contain approximately three 20sqm or four 
15sqm bedrooms, allowing a maximum of 8-10 people in 
the household. If necessary, two more people can sleep in 
the living spaces, allowing twelve people per household.162
162.  Some cases of overcrowding in 
South Auckland reaching ten, to even 
nineteen people in a household Campbell 
Live report: John Campbell, “Life in an 
overcrowded, cold home,” Radio New 
Zealand, last modified May 12, 2018, 
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/
regional/304019/life-in-an-overcrowded,-
cold-home. 
Social spaces
Internal social spaces
Internal social spaces consist of the kitchen, dining, and 
living rooms. Typically considered common space for a 
family and where visitors are welcomed, these spaces 
are designed with a potential 35-60sqm open plan that 
facilitates social interactions and spatially appears larger. 
These social spaces are concentrated on the ground 
floor in order to be the first room that visitors arrive in 
without breaching the occupant’s privacy, and to extend 
social activities into the outdoor social spaces nearby 
(social core, backyard, undetermined space, and cluster 
courtyard).
Fig.258: Residents can establish a 
visual connection to the cluster on the 
ground floor, however blocking views 
to bedrooms on the second floor.
Fig.259: Social core and core house. 
Social core:
The social core guarantees social opportunities in the 
same way the services core (core house) guarantees the 
provision and organisation of services for the house. This 
social core is the first space visible from the courtyard 
or street. This covered (verandah-like) space allows 
neighbours to socialize without entering the privacy of the 
home - as seem in examples of Architectural Disobedience 
in Otahuhu. 
The structure of the social core is intentionally not 
permanent as it is designed to be consumed by the 
growth of the rest of the house. Unlike the services, this 
socially designated space can (and should) change over 
time to suit the resident’s need for privacy, sociability, car 
parking space, or a larger living room.
Unprogrammed frontage:
Following the example of Aranya, where Doshi gave each 
house 1.5m encroachment space adjoining the street, 
this project gives control to the residents in determining 
how they interact with the broader community and 
socialize with others. In this project, each house has a 2m 
unprogrammed space at the front. The space provides 
an area in which residents express their identity, create 
ownership, and determine how they interact with the 
street and/or courtyard.
Fig.260: Social core in use can act as a threshold and 
become a place residents interact with neighbours.
Fig.261: Unprogrammed frontage (yellow) and 
social core (red).
Growth: Incremental Expansions /  / Core House
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Backyard:
The backyard space of the four-house cluster does not 
have a clear or rigid boundary, it is up to the residents 
to define how much privacy they need from their 
neighbours. Sun-light should still reach the southern 
dwelling’s lower-floor if the fence is 2m high or lower 
(enough height to establish privacy). For example, if 
neighbours are good friends they may build a lower fence, 
and if they are family members they might not want a 
fence at all. 
Social spaces are designed on the ground floor to establish 
a direct connection with the backyard, where activities in 
the living room and/or kitchen can spill towards a private 
open space. 
Roof terrace:
Each house has the potential to build a roof-terrace, 
which will provide a different type of open-space from 
the backyard, social core, and unprogrammed space. 
The terrace’s elevated position would provide residents 
with a private social space, day-long sun exposure, and 
views. In terms of social space, it might compensate for 
the limited amount of open space within the 10x10 plot. 
Roof-terraces without bitumen require greater technical 
expertise to design. Because of this the architect will 
design a standard roof terrace detail that will be included 
in a detail package to each resident.
Fig.262: Drawing showing how 
the kitchen space can connect 
to the garden, the privacy 
of the second floor and roof 
terrace.
Fig.263: Roof terrace.
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Fig.264: Drawing exploring 
possible boundary 
conditions in the private 
courtyard of four-house 
cluster.
Fig.265: Drawing exploring 
possible boundary 
conditions inside a cluster.
Growth: Incremental Expansions /  / Core House
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Fig.266: 
Experimenting 
with vertical and 
horizontal core 
houses.
Fig.267: Core house expanding 
vertically (roof terrace) and 
horizontally (living and sleeping).
Fig.268: The location of the 
staircase and circulation has 
been key to organize the 
expansion process.
Unusable 3x5m space
Very small 10x10 
courtyard
Deep floor plan
View to a wall
No clear sequence or 
control over extensions
Good density:
9 houses in 900sqm
Corner access problem
Fig.269: First model attempting to 
create social space in a small site; 
the size of the site of 30x30m aims to 
decrease land costs.
First Design Iteration /  / Process and Iterations
First Design Iteration
Early design iterations established 
familiarity with Auckland’s housing 
requirements including climate and its 
low-income housing finance framework 
(18:4 density). These design constrains 
paired with a typological choice of low-
rise high-density around a common 
courtyard aimed to decipher a scalable 
solution using clusters suited for 18:4 
housing development sites. 
This iteration’s poor response to 
lighting and ventilation became 
evident, houses with deep floor plans, 
windows facing blank walls, and 
spatial compositions with unusable 
spaces. This overall demonstrates 
that maximizing land use (despite 
its economic advantages that would 
improve low-income access to housing) 
is not the primary objective of the 
project, following a developer’s model 
instead of “housing as a verb” seemed 
to not change the current social and 
economic dynamic. 
Despite not succeeding in a cluster 
level, this iteration demonstrated key 
design moves such as understanding 
how core houses relate to site (10x10 
plot and cluster), creating roof-terraces 
to compensate for small private open 
spaces, designing staircases that 
optimize circulation and drive the 
extension patterns, and accounting for 
mid-rises to improve density.
15.0  Process and Iterations
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Fig.270: Three core houses: 
standard family, workshop 
Fig.271: Elevated and 
horizontal core house to 
Fig.272: Attempting a 
smaller core house.
Fig.273: Composite 
of vertical core 
house and workshop 
Fig.274: 2x7m core house.
Fig.275: 4x5m core house.
These core houses begin to 
develop a structural core 
with timber. It is derived 
from the Segal Method and 
oversized and braced to suit 
New Zealand’s earthquakes 
conditions.
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Second Design Iteration
Influenced by “Architectural 
Disobedience” studies, this iteration 
begins to establish relationships 
between form, typology and the 
resident’s spatial needs. By observing 
grass-roots and ad-hoc alterations in 
Otahuhu, four core house designs were 
developed: one core house on stilts to 
propel entrepreneurial spaces with a 
workshop/shop on the ground floor, 
one single storey core house for elderly 
residents, and two standard core 
houses experimenting with different 
dimensions (4x5 and 2x7m). 
The cluster and courtyard sizes were 
increased to create spaces that 
residents can feel good and perform 
activities such as gardening, socializing, 
and playing. Although increasing the 
courtyard size improves the quality of 
open space, the houses still awkwardly 
connect with one another and require 
improvements with the quality of 
private open spaces and floor plans 
arrangements.
This iteration validates temporary 
ad-hoc spatial solutions in this project. 
Integrating aspects of “Architectural 
Disobedience” with design allows 
residents to negotiate their spatial 
priorities with more flexibility. For 
example, placing a portable cabin as a 
temporary room in a plot for $70 per 
week, creating outdoor social spaces 
with tarpaulin, or being able to grow 
vegetables on site are spatial comprises 
a family may use to balance their 
financial stability. 
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Fig.276: Second 
iteration floor plan 
of the cluster.
Cluster Isometric 1:100
Corner problem 
solution
Poor incremental 
sequence and odd 
space created at the 
back
Bad connection 
between houses
Good use of 
temporary 
solutions
Narrow light 
entrance
Better 
courtyard 
size
Fig.277: Second 
iteration cluster 
axonometric.
Second Design Iteration /  / Process and Iterations
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Cluster Isometric 1:100
Fig.278: Cluster floor 
plans close-up.
Fig.279: Cluster 
axonometric 
close-up.
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Fig.280: Fire-wall strategy 
(A) using a back-to-back 
relationship.
Fig.281: Experiment with 
low-rise spaces.
Fig.282: Fire-wall strategy 
(B) with a low core house 
that separates buildings.
Fig.283: Interior of fire-
wall strategy (B).
Fig.284: Fire-wall strategy 
(A) uses post and beam 
Fig.285: Structural 
core development.
Fig.286: Treating 
social space 
also as a core to 
ensure a social 
interface with 
the community. 
Fig.287: 
Post-to-post 
connections.
Fig.288: Inter-
tenancy fire-
wall detail.
Fig.289: Cluster 
plan including 
undetermined 
space, social core, 
vegetable garden, 
playground, and 
vehicular access.
Fig.290: 80x30 
cluster social 
space.
Fig.291: 
80x30 cluster 
plan and 
axonometric.
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Third Design Iteration
By considering fire-wall and ventilation 
strategies, the design arrives at a 
4-house cluster solution. This solution 
systematizes the composition of 
clusters, ridding it from awkward 
connections between houses, wasted 
spaces, and improving its structural and 
services design. This design solution 
streamlines the need for workshop 
spaces, single storey dwellings (elderly), 
and standard family houses. Creating a 
flexible yet standard structural solution, 
adding simplicity to the design that 
brings economic benefits with mass 
production.
Despite the core house design seeking 
standardization, the criteria based on 
people’s needs was not compromised 
– instead, it was amplified by providing 
a framework that empowers self-
expression, dignity, and control for 
residents. The layout of the 4-house 
clusters gives control of social spaces 
to residents, allowing them to control 
public and private interfaces, private 
spaces, and open space programs. 
The architect’s design relies on the 
idiosyncrasies of residents to animate 
the otherwise monotonous space.
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Fig.292: Core house 
envelope and roof shape.
Fig.293: Horizontal core house with 
a roof terrace.
Fig.294: Extension can follow the 
same language as the core house.
Fig.295: How a cluster can respond to steep sites.
Fig.296: Some houses will be able to build up to 
three storeys without affecting their neighbours.
Fig.297: The appearance of the houses is determined by 
residents’ use and taste.
Fig.298: Temporary structure 
connected to the core house. Fig.299: Three growth 
directions.
Fig.300: Multi-generational house 
private open space.
Fig.301: Multi-generational house 
cluster courtyard facade.
Fig.302: Drainage strategy. Fig.303: Four-house cluster solution in section.
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Fig.304: Drawing showing two 45x40m clusters back-to-back, braced core 
houses (black), and potential expansion for each house.
Fig.305: Axonometric showing 
the evolution of incremental 
extensions. Left: construction 
of core-houses; middle: early 
inhabitation; right: houses are 
fully extended.
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Fig.306: The core house 
can provide the basic needs 
of a family with a kitchen, 
dining space, bathroom, and 
bedrooms (second level).
Fig.307: The same core house 
with an ‘immediate extension’ 
increasing its floor space with a 
living room and a laundry room.
Core house
Immediate extension
Improved extension
Comfort extension
6 months
1.5 years
8 years
15 years Fig.308: Elevation 
demonstrating how 
the houses might 
grow over time.
Families
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Fourth Design Iteration
This design iteration tests and refines 
the floor plans and extension strategies 
determined in the previous iteration. 
By adding more detail and inhabiting 
the floor plan drawings tests the 
flexibility of the house according to 
its initial criteria for sleeping, living, 
working, and socializing spaces, as well 
as additional criteria such as multi-
generational dwellings and car parking 
outside the courtyard.
From this stage onwards, the design 
pushes the typologies and buildings 
created to do more than first suggested 
with Architectural Disobedience and 
with design remedy some of the issues 
unanswered by the standard solutions. 
Addressing the role of high or mid-
rise apartments, the quality of open 
space, car parking spaces, and the 
more affordable dwellings (by selling 
the ‘workshop space’ as communal 
carparks – figs. 314 and 315) became 
important to guarantee the livability 
around the project.
The design iterations thus far have 
focused in how the macro (master 
planning) affects the micro (houses 
and plots), however now, reversing 
the order by refining the houses/
typologies design aims to enrich the 
overall experience and quality of life 
throughout the proposed development.
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Fig.309: Multi-generational 
house ground floor. Two 
10x10m plots form a 
20x10m multi-generational 
house. This house has 10 
bedrooms for potentially 
20 residents. The kitchen, 
dining, and living spaces 
are larger than in an 
ordinary house; and also 
including three bathrooms.
Fig.310: Multi-generational 
house second floor. This 
floor plan works as two 
ordinary core house’s floor 
plans put together.
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Fig.311: Apartment and row-house hybrid.
Fig.312: A high-rise can use a large 
balcony for extensions.
Fig.313: Exploring high-rise shapes in order to 
find potential for incremental design.
Fig.314: Alternatively to building core houses some residents 
may sell their ground floor space as parking.
Fig.315: Building replacing core houses with parking space 
on the ground floor.
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16.0  Conclusion
While it may seem that incremental housing requires 
housing providers and architects to adopt a laissez-
faire approach to housing, it actually requires more 
involvement and commitment by all parties involved 
including the government, housing providers, architects, 
and residents. Incremental housing is a constant 
negotiation between top-down forces and bottom-up 
ones, striving for a balance of autonomy and heteronomy, 
support and infill, as well as infrastructure and grass-roots 
involvement.
While the government’s responsibility to provide housing 
for its most vulnerable citizens is well established in a 
neoliberal state, the concepts of autonomy and self-
determination are generally overlooked. This project aims 
to balance this relationship in Auckland by investigating 
the potential of grass-roots involvement in home 
alterations or ‘Architectural Disobedience.’ Architecturally 
disobedient spaces demonstrate how people’s needs 
extend beyond the rigidity of ready-made homes, and 
how a bottom-up design can meet these needs.
Although bottom-up spatial responses suggest 
architectural potential, this project is ultimately about 
the people it houses. The impracticality of developing a 
participatory design process led to the creation of resident 
profiles derived from news sources. These narratives 
brought perspective to the project and helped establish 
the requirements of potential residents.
Because neoliberal and welfare state ideologies sit at 
the center of any housing program in New Zealand, any 
attempt for changing or providing housing must embrace 
neoliberalism. This project treats the 18:4 approach as 
a loophole in neoliberal housing policy and works with 
existing government subsidies to create a financially viable 
spatial model that would build 18 houses in the place of 
four. The 18 houses provided would be divided into state 
housing, community housing, and housing for private sale 
– the last creating a cross subsidy to help fund low-income 
houses. This proven strategy allows a realistic financial 
approach and shapes the design of incremental housing.
Historically, state housing tenants have been caught in 
a vicious cycle of poverty; their lack of social mobility 
demonstrates that housing is not enough. Creating social 
mobility requires a high degree of economic and social 
support, including upskilling programmes, education, 
additional income sources, financial planning, community 
building, shared social spaces, communal activities, and 
access to opportunity (right to the city). These supra-
architectural factors would be administered by specialized 
agencies integrated into the project, extending the role of 
the architect from building designer to housing pathway 
coordinator and community empowerment manager. 
This project has adopted an experimental stance in 
order to challenge thinking about dwelling. By validating 
informal alterations, grass-roots space making and self-
determination, it suggests that housing should be judged 
primarily on the basis of what it does for people, rather 
than adhering to the notion that housing is a commodity 
like any other. If this is the case, then only residents can 
truly assess the success of any housing project.
   Deliberately blank
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neighbours.
297. The appearance of the houses is determined by residents’ use and taste.
298. Temporary structure connected to the core house.
299. Three growth directions.
300. Multi-generational house private open space.
301. Multi-generational house cluster courtyard facade.
302. Drainage strategy.
303. Four-house cluster solution in section.
304. Drawing showing two 45x40m clusters back-to-back, braced core houses 
and potential expansion for each house.
305. Axonometric showing the evolution of incremental extensions. 
306. The core house can provide the basic needs of a family with a kitchen, 
dining space, bathroom, and bedrooms.
307. The same core house with an ‘immediate extension’ increasing its floor 
space with a living room and a laundry room.
308. Elevation demonstrating how the houses might grow over time.
309. Multi-generational house ground floor. 
310. Multi-generational house second floor.
311. Apartment and row-house hybrid.
312. A high-rise can use a large balcony for extensions.
313. Exploring high-rise shapes in order to find potential for incremental design.
314. Alternatively to building core houses some residents may sell their ground 
floor space as parking.
315. Building replacing core houses with parking space on the ground floor.
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Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
R1: Private
owners
Protect assets;
Control supply
Control current 
land and housing 
stock
FAVOURS
SPECULATION
Tax reform;
Close speculative 
market
Property investors;
Real estate 
speculators
R2: Private
Renters
Financial 
safety net;
Build equity;
Inner-city living 
(work)
Purchase power;
Demographic 
majority (?)
FAVOURS
ALTENATIVES TO 
GET INTO THE 
MARKET
Rising housing 
and land value;
Kiwi Saver;
Banks
R3: Community
Housing Groups 
(NGO) 
benefactor
Reduce debt;
Aordable housing;
Healthy homes
Social benet: 
moving out of 
poverty
FAVOURS
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
Reliance on Third; 
Sector agencies for 
shelter/mortgage:
Not independant
CHA;
HfH Auckland;
Community Housing
Foundation
D
em
an
d 
Si
de
: S
ta
bl
y 
ho
us
ed
 re
si
de
nt
s
R4: State housing
benefactor
Social mobility:
independance 
from govt. assistance;
Work opportunity;
Stable tenure;
No debt.
Social cost;
NZ’s values;
FAVOURS
SOCIAL
MOBILITY
Aord private 
market;
Income/living cost
mismatch
HNZC;
Community Housing; 
Groups;
CHA.
Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
R5: Rough 
Sleeper
Secure tenure;
Healthy homes;
Aordable housing;
Social assistance for 
social mobility.
Social cost;
NZ’s values
FAVOURS
STABLE
SHELTER
Aording 
private market;
HNZ eligibility;
Debt w/ WINZ.
Homeless NGOs;
LifeWise;
Community;
HNZC;
D
em
an
d 
Si
de
: U
ns
ta
bl
y 
ho
us
ed
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Government
Balancing
economic growth/
stability 
with improved 
living conditions
Policy maker;
Community’s 
representation;
policy planner
FAVOURS
ECONOMIC 
GROWTH AND
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
Regulate the 
free market;
protect the people’s
interests
Local electorate;
Party membership
Public Sector
agencies
Providing 
housing assistance
to vulnerable
citizens
Administering
stock; able to buy 
and sell state 
houses
FAVOURS
INCREMENTAL
HOUSING
Cannot attend 
all applicants;
depends on govt.
budgetting
NZ 
government;
Community 
housing;
State housing 
landloards
Non-prot 
organizations
Assisting 
marginalized 
groups out of 
poverty; maximize 
reach w/ govt. 
subsidies
Receive govt. 
subsidies;
Housing provider;
Lobby 
government.
FAVOURS
AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING
Rising land/
housing
values;
NZ govt.
Ministry for Social
Development;
Sponsors;
Volunteers
Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
Su
pp
ly
 S
id
e:
 P
ub
lic
 H
ou
si
ng
 P
ro
vi
de
rs
PL
A
N
N
ER
A
D
M
IN
IS
TR
AT
O
R
Commercial
for-prot
Balance economic 
growth/stability 
with improved 
living conditions
Policy maker;
Community’s 
representation;
policy planner
FAVOURS
ECONOMIC 
GROWTH AND
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
Regulating the 
free market;
protect the people’s
interests
Local electorate;
Party membership
Nightingale
Housing
Amalgamate
developer’s and
resident’s
interests
Prot capping;
Sells bellow 
market prices; 
Form 
communities
FAVOURS
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
AND 
COMMUNITY
Organising
buyers/investors;
collective venture
bank loans
Nightingale 
Australia
Co-housing
Create an
alternative
lifestyle;
bypass developers
Can organise
a niche market
(capital available)
FAVOURS
ALTERNATIVE
COMMUNITY
Receiving a 
collective venture
bank loans;
scarce land options
Co-housing
New Zealand;
Earthsong
Eco-neighbourhood
Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
Private
self-builder
Maximize prot;
free trade;
privatization;
Public-private
 Partnerships
Major housing 
provider;
Creates 
employment
FAVOURS
DEREGULATION
FOR
BUILDING
Being forced
to comply
with council’s
standards of 
housing
Government;
Foreign capital;
Property developers;
poorly regulated 
standards
Su
pp
ly
 S
id
e:
 P
riv
at
e 
H
ou
si
ng
 P
ro
vi
de
rs $
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Building Code
(MBIE)
Safeguard 
housing
stock’s quality;
Protect 
custumers
Determines
standards;
regulates 
quality
FAVOURS
PROFESSIONALLY
BUILT HOUSING 
STOCK
Public
liability;
Economic risk
Government;
Building 
industry;
Architects
Auckland
City Council
Ensure that
new builts
meet quality 
standards
Regulating 
satisfactory
building practices
FAVOURS
LIABLE
HOUSING
Processing
building consent:
poor quality or
large quantities
Housing providers;
Consumers;
Regional plan
BRANZ
Improve the 
quality of 
buildings in 
NZ
Building 
research and
consultancy;
Apraise products:
controls materials
used
FAVOURS
HIGH QUALITY
HOMES
Adressing
malpractice
in current
stock
Independant
role
Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
H
ou
si
ng
 R
eg
ul
at
or
s
RE
G
U
LA
TO
R
RE
G
U
LA
TO
R
A
D
M
IN
IS
TR
AT
O
R
International 
actors
Housing as a
commodity;
deregularised 
trade
Foreign capital
in NZ;
economic
stimulus
FAVOURS
A COMMODITY
BANK IN 
HOUSING
Can become
discouraged to
“invest” in NZ
New Zealand’s
international
trade agreements
Local community
actors
Safeguard 
social
and economic 
networks
Social 
mobilization; 
inuence local MP;
protest
FAVOURS
SAFETY AND 
VITALITY OF 
COMMUNITY
Fighting
gentrication;
Lack of economic
inuence
Local Electorate;
Local MP;
Community Board
Stakeholder Position Inuence Interest
Group/
Coalition/
associations
Challenges/
problems
Local business’
actors
Stable 
protability;
stable employees;
stable tenure;
trade network
Creating local
employment;
stimulate local 
economy
FAVOURS
A HEALTHY
MICRO AND 
MACRO 
ECONOMY
Being bought
out of 
neighbourhood;
Economic crisis
Local 
Business
Association
In
di
re
ct
 s
ta
ke
ho
ld
er
s
$
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ELDERLY
COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT  
+ 4 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
COUPLE
+ 3 CHILDREN
+
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT 
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ 1 ELDERLY
COUPLE
+ 1 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 1 CHILD
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 2 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 3 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 4 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
15x10
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
+
+ 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
20x10
 
(1)SINGLE
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6+)
(9+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
larger
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
larger 
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
better
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
4
bd
5
bd
6
bd
5
bd
6
bd
7+
bd
+
+ + (12+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
income
resource
room 
to 
rent
worshop
+
oce
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
5
bd
Family Sizes and Incremental Pathways / 
ELDERLY
COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT  
+ 4 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
COUPLE
+ 3 CHILDREN
+
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT 
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ 1 ELDERLY
COUPLE
+ 1 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 1 CHILD
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 2 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 3 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 4 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
15x10
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
+
+ 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
20x10
 
(1)SINGLE
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6+)
(9+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
larger
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
larger 
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
better
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
4
bd
5
bd
6
bd
5
bd
6
bd
7+
bd
+
+ + (12+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
income
resource
room 
to 
rent
worshop
+
oce
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
5
bd
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ELDERLY
COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT  
+ 4 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
COUPLE
+ 3 CHILDREN
+
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT 
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ 1 ELDERLY
COUPLE
+ 1 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 1 CHILD
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 2 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 3 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 4 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
15x10
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
+
+ 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
20x10
 
(1)SINGLE
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6+)
(9+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
larger
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
larger 
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
better
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
4
bd
5
bd
6
bd
5
bd
6
bd
7+
bd
+
+ + (12+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
income
resource
room 
to 
rent
worshop
+
oce
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
5
bd
Family Sizes and Incremental Pathways / 
ELDERLY
COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT  
+ 4 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
COUPLE
+ 3 CHILDREN
+
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
SINGLE PARENT 
+ 2 CHILDREN
+ 1 ELDERLY
COUPLE
+ 1 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 1 CHILD
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 2 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
SINGLE PARENT
+ 3 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 2 CHILDREN
COUPLE
+ 4 CHILDREN
Immediate Improved Confortable
15x10
Immediate Improved Confortable
Immediate Improved Confortable
+
+ 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
20x10
 
(1)SINGLE
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6+)
(9+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
2
bd
small
studio
2
bd
small
studio
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
larger
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
larger 
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
better
living
space
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
2
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
3
bd
4
bd
5
bd
4
bd
5
bd
6
bd
5
bd
6
bd
7+
bd
+
+ + (12+)
MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
FAMILY
 2 COUPLES
+ 5 CHILDREN
+ ELDERLY COUPLE
income
resource
room 
to 
rent
worshop
+
oce
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
additional 
dwelling
(to rent)
5
bd
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39 Walmsley Road: 2017 land value: $500,000; 2017 capital value: $600,000; area: 807 sqm: $743/sqm
41 Walmsley Road: 2017 land value: $540,000; 2017 capital value: $630,000; area: 845 sqm: 745/sqm
4 Kaka Street: 2017 land value: $340,000; 2017 capital value: $960,000; area: 1775 sqm/3: $540/sqm
4A Kaka Street: 2017 land value: $290,000; 2017 capital value: $680,000; area: 1775 sqm/3
6 Kaka Street: 2017 land value: $250,000; 2017 capital value: $740,000; area: 1775 sqm/3
6B Kaka Street: 2017 land value: $290,000; 2017 capital value: $620,000; area: 412 sqm
6C Kaka Street: 2017 land value: $290,000; 2017 capital value: $780,000; area: 412 sqm
5 (1) Hans Street: 2017 land value: $170,000; 2017 capital value: $350,000; area: 1287 sqm/5
5 (2) Hans Street: 2017 land value: $135,000; 2017 capital value: $380,000; area: 1287 sqm/5
5 (3) Hans Street: 2017 land value: $135,000; 2017 capital value: $380,000; area: 1287 sqm/5
5 (4) Hans Street: 2017 land value: $135,000; 2017 capital value: $330,000; area: 1287 sqm/5
5 (5) Hans Street: 2017 land value: $105,000; 2017 capital value: $260,000; area: 1287 sqm/5
2A Hans St: 2017 land value: $190,000; 2017 capital value: $450,000; area: 997 sqm/4
1B Hans St: 2017 land value: $140,000; 2017 capital value: $300,000; area: 997 sqm/4
2 Hans St: 2017 land value: $160,000; 2017 capital value: $390,000; area: 997 sqm/4
1A Hans St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $125,000; area: 997 sqm/4
16 Hans St: 2017 land value: $610,000; 2017 capital value: $1,040,000; area: 1356 sqm
1 McGee St: 2017 land value: $620,000; 2017 capital value: $720,000; area: 1080 sqm
3 McGee St: 2017 land value: $580,000; 2017 capital value: $1,320,000; area: 1118 sqm
3B McGee St: 2017 land value: $1,825,000; 2017 capital value: $3,000,000; area: 5417 sqm
4 McGee St: 2017 land value: $440,000; 2017 capital value: $610,000; area: 792 sqm
7 McGee St: 2017 land value: $450,000; 2017 capital value: $450,000; area: 819 sqm
9 McGee St: 2017 land value: $460,000; 2017 capital value: $460,000; area: 845 sqm
 / Appendix C
13 McGee St: 2017 land value: $820,000; 2017 capital value: $880,000; area: 1388 sqm
17A Weka St: 2017 land value: $1,500,000; 2017 capital value: $5,700,000; area: 10055 sqm/
17B Weka St: 2017 land value: $620,000; 2017 capital value: $2,025,000; area: 10055 sqm/2
22 Weka St: 2017 land value: $1,850,000; 2017 capital value: $3,175,000; area: 5486 sqm
20 Weka St: 2017 land value: $2,950,000; 2017 capital value: $7,200,000; area: 9789 sqm
18 (1) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (2) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (3) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/
18 (4) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/
18 (5) Weka St: 2017 land value: $110,000; 2017 capital value: $270,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (6) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (7) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $490,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (8) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $285,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
18 (9) Weka St: 2017 land value: $205,000; 2017 capital value: $285,000; area: 4050 sqm/9
16 (1) Weka St: 2017 land value: $400,000; 2017 capital value: $820,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
16 (2) Weka St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $300,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
16 (3) Weka St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $280,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
16 (4) Weka St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $280,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
16 (5) Weka St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $280,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
16 (6) Weka St: 2017 land value: $100,000; 2017 capital value: $280,000; area: 2594 sqm/6
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262 263 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Masterplan 
solution inside the 
neighbourhood. Cluster axonometric 
(right)
264 265 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Community garden 
perspective
Community workshop 
perspective
After-school care centre 
perspective
Cluster courtyard 
perspective
Core houses in construction 
perspective
266 267 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Core houses provision (stage 1)
Head on axonometric 
268 269 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Early inhabitation - Immediate extensions (stage 2)
Head on axonometric 
270 271 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Improved extensions (stage 3)
Head on axonometric 
272 273 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Comfort extensions (stage 4)
Head on axonometric 
274 275
Standard house 1 ground floor plan Standard house 1 second floor plan Standard house 2 ground floor plan Standard house 2 second floor plan
 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
276 277 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Workshop house ground floor plan Workshop house second floor plan Double dwelling house - ground floor plan Double dwelling house - second floor plan
278 279 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
Multi-generational house 1 ground floor plan Multi-generational house 1 second floor plan
280 281
Multi-generational house 2 ground floor plan Multi-generational house 2 second floor plan
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282 283
Core houses
Infrastructural layer axonometric
Early inhabitation
Immediate layer axonometric
Lifestyle appropriations
Improved layer axonometric
Established neighbourhood
Comfort layer axonometric
 / Appendix D Examination Drawings / 
284 285
Cluster plan
Infrastructural layer
Cluster plan
Houses ground floor
Cluster plan
Houses second floor
Cluster model - Support vs Infill
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Examination pin-upCluster model - Support vs Infill
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